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Dropout rates are of
issues of equity,
dropping out,

increasing concern because of

the social and economic consequences of

and changing demographics which are

bringing increasing numbers of poor,

immigrant and

minority students

A growing body of

into our schools.

research suggests that schools,

as currently structured,

do not address the needs of today’s students.
Alternative programs have had little if any impact in
changing the institutions that cause the students they
serve to become at risk.

Systemic school changes are

needed to create learning environments that meet the
developmental needs of all students.
The seventh and eighth grade restructuring efforts
of the Cambridge Public Schools were examined in three
schools - representing first,
schools

second and third tier

in the implementation phase.

parents were surveyed in each school;
were conducted;

Students,
oral

staff and

interviews

team meetings were observed; and

materials were reviewed.

The study documents the impact

v

of a systemic change effort, and to determine enhancing
and impeding factors to change.
Data

indicated that substantial activities have

been implemented in all three schools,
impacts around teaming,

with positive

student support,

school climate,

and bilingual and special education integration.
was a varying degree of
between schools,

implementation and

There

integration

reflecting differing amounts of staff

development and common planning time each school
received.

The project had lesser impact in addressing

more complex areas of middle grades reform - that of
changing how and what we teach;

of exploring strategies

to raise the achievement and self-esteem of minority
students;

of transitioning to shared governance; and of

increasing parental

involvement.

Enhancing factors of change included a commitment by
central office administration to the change process;
creating a shared governance body at the district level;
increasing collaboration with community institutions;
giving teacher teams common planning time; and empowering
key school staff to act as change agents.

Impeding

factors included the lack of a written mission statement
and school plans, adequate orientation and planning time
for third tier schools, a staff development plan, and
training for key administrators.
though,

The study confirms,

that a systemic school change approach can

significantly improve middle grades education.
vi
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CHAPTER I
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
A, Background to the Study:
Dropouts as a Yardstick of the Success of Our Schools
While our nation's dropout rate has remained
relatively stable at about 25% over the last 25 years,
several

factors have increased educators'

this problem.

concern about

Drpoout rates for minority and poor

students are higher than national averages,
questions of equity.

raising

There are graver social and

economic consequences to dropping out - lower lifetime
earnings,

higher unemployment,

Demographics are changing,
poor,

minority,

finally,

and

lower voting rates.

brining more students who are

immigrant

into our schools.

And

3 out of every 4 new jobs will require advanced

education.
Annually between 700,000 and 1,000,000 public school
students drop out of school nationwide.

There are even

more students who are perpetual truants or are merely
marking time and will graduate with severely limited
academic skills

(National Urban Coalition,

Massachusetts alone,

it

In

over 14,000 students drop out of the

Commonwealth's public schools each year.
four years,

1986).

is estimated that 20%,

Projected over

or one in five,

of

the students who enter grade nine will not complete high
school

(Massachusetts Department of Education,

Most recently,

1989).

a number of factors have led

educators to view the dropout problem with increasing
concern.

The dropout rates for minority and poor
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students are considerably higher than the national and
state averages — a projected 35% of Black students,

40%

of Native American students, and 45% of Hispanic students
will drop out of school prior to high school completion.
Two thirds of the dropouts attend urban schools,
a 31% dropout rate,

which at

is one and one-half times the state

average and seven times higher than suburban districts
(Massachusetts Department of Education,

1989).

This

is

particularly troublesome when one considers that changing
demographics

indicate the student population will be

increasingly poor,

immigrant and minority as we move into

the twenty-first century (Hodgkinson,

1988).

Those

students who do drop out face graver social and economic
consequences than did their parents,

many times leaving

them with a life of unfulfilled opportunity.
In response to cries for educational reform, most
states have raised graduation standards without
correspondingly raising the level of support offered to
students,

potentially increasing dropout rates

(Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development,
1985).

Many school practices and attitudes have

reflected a "blaming the victim" approach toward school
dropouts — blaming conditions of poverty and family
disruption on a student's decision to leave school early.
This has resulted in a reluctance on the part of school
professionals to examine the school's role in students'
decisions to drop out

(Wheelock and Dorman,

2

1988).

The traditional strategy employed by school
districts

in response to the dropout problem has been to

create small alternative programs within which to
transfer

"problem” or "troubled" students.

these programs are homogeneous,

Typically,

serving predominantly at-

risk students, and are characterized by their smallness,
commitment to democratic school governance,
curriculum, and experiential
(Paulu,

relevant

instructional strategies

1987).

While these programs provide a valuable and
supportive setting to some students,

they have had little

if any impact in changing the institution that caused the
student
school

it served to become at risk of dropping out of
(Wheelock and Dorman,

1988).

Educators now

question the effectiveness of alternative programs

in

lowering dropout rates unless the larger school environs
is also engaged

in a similar school change and

improvement effort.

In fact,

some educators have

suggested that alternative programs,

without a similar

commitment to reshaping the way education is delivered
within the larger system,

supports the existence of a

larger recalcitrant system by quelling potential
discontent of many at-risk students.

Thus,

education in

the larger system remains a static concept, while
siphoning off those malcontents into alternative programs
(Wright,

1988) .

Given the magnitude of the problem, many educators
are now urging that schools need to rethink traditional
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notions of dropout prevention.

Creating alternative

programs does not get to the root causes of high dropout,
suspension,

absence and nonpromotion rates.

In many

cases,

systemic,

foster

learning environments that meet the emotional,

social,

school-based changes are required to

physical and intellectual needs of all students

(Massachusetts Department of Education,

1988).

Such an

approach acknowledges that there are institutional
practices that may cause a student to drop out of school,
and that by changing the system,

one can improve a

school's ability to serve the unique student population
that it holds.

B. Focus of Study:
Documenting Systemic School Change as a
Dropout Prevention Strategy in the Middle Grades
of the Cambridge Public Schools
The purpose of this study ,
impact,

then,

is to document the

upon a school and school district,

of a systemic

school change approach to dropout prevention.

For the

purposes of this research study, a systemic school change
approach to dropout prevention is defined as:
fundamental changes in traditional school
organization, governance, policies, programs, and
practices, for the express purpose of improving
student learning and development, enhancing the school
climate, expanding the roles of professional staff,
and providing additional support to those students who
need it.

The study encompasses the evaluation of a systemic
school change approach to dropout prevention in the
middle grades of three Cambridge, Mass. K-8 elementary

4

schools,

with the intent of determining the project's

impact, and enhancing and impeding factors of change.
The Cambridge School District was chosen for this study
because it has received funding from the Massachusetts
Department of Education since the beginning of the 19861987 school year to adopt a systemic school change
approach to dropout prevention in the middle grades,
called the Hooking Kids On School project.

The stated

goals and activities of the project closely parallel the
definition and scope of systemic school change as
outlined within Chapter Two of this paper.

C.

Rationale of the Study

Adopting a systemic school change agenda has
enormous implications, which is understandably a cause
for hesitation and reluctance on the part of many
schools.

To consider this approach,

school professionals

need to see evidence that systemic school change has had
a positive impact upon school climate;
and development;

student learning

staff roles and morale; and ultimately,

a school's absence,

nonpromotion, course failure,

suspension, and dropout rates.
Currently,

there is little research or evidence

supporting the notion that systemic,

school-based change

is the answer to our nation's dropout problem.

While the

pool of educators and researchers who support this
approach is increasing,

little if any research has

5

documented the success of this approach in schools
(Wheelock and Dorman,
Social Policy,

1986).

1988;

Center

for the Study of

Thus, any study which could

document the impact of such an approach would be of
value.
This study,

therefore, was an attempt to document

the impact of a district-wide,

systemic,

school-based

change approach to dropout prevention on student learning
and development,
support.

school climate,

staff roles, and student

Such research will add to the growing debate

about whether schools should change the systemic,

causal

factors which contribute to students dropping out of
school,

or continue to provide add-on remedial and

alternative programs and services to identified at-risk
students.
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CHAPTER II
A REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE:
DROPOUT PREVENTION IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS
The second wave of educational reform of the 1980s
has raised a concern about the quality of education we
are providing to our public school students.
this

Paired with

is an increasing concern that large numbers of

students are dropping out of school,

with equal numbers

that are marginally attached to school and who will
graduate with inadequate academic skills to lead a
productive life.

This trend

is occurring at a time when

an increasingly technological society requires those who
are entering the workforce to have increased academic and
technical skills.

As a result,

some would say that we

are facing a crisis of education in our nation.
What are our public schools doing about students who
drop out of school prior to high school graduation?

This

chapter presents a review of the current literature on
dropout prevention.

A.
1.

Defining the Problem

School Dropouts: Looking Back In History
Until recently in our country's history,

dropping

out of school was not considered a problem, and did not
carry the stigma that it does today (Comer,
fact,

In

in past times the dropout rate was much higher than

it is today.

In 1900,

from high school,
rate.

1986).

only 10% of the males graduated

while females graduated at half that

The dropout rate was not reduced below 50% until

7

the 1950s,

and did not reach the present range of about

twenty-five percent until the mid-1960s
Prior to recent history,

(Kivel,

1984).

there were many other

socially and economically productive options

into society

besides completion of secondary schooling and beyond.
Many youth who left school apprenticed themselves to a
craftsman or mechanic.
manufacturing,

Others worked in factories and

on farms,

or as domestics.

In fact,

because "plentiful opportunities existed for unskilled
labor, a high school diploma was not a prerequisite for
economic productivity”

(Orum,

1984,

p.

4).

These youth

were valued by their family and by society as
contributing and useful members.

Friedenberg,

Ideology of School Withdrawal," states,
dropout problem,
p.30).

in ”An

"They weren't a

they were the working class"

(1967,

He goes on to suggest that most of the students

who now drop out wouldn't have even been in high school
fifty years ago either,

yet would have been productively

employed elsewhere.
Why did the dropout rate decline over the course of
the century?

Primarily, Kivel

(1984) argues,

because of

an expanding labor pool and a shrinking labor market.

In

the 1930s, an increasing labor pool, due to immigration
and high birthrates,
monopolization of

and a shrinking labor market, due to

industry and increased dependence upon

advanced technology,
to the labor market.

created calls for restricting access
The result,

Kivel claims,

was the

compulsory education laws which defined age limits for
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required school attendance.

Young people were now

required to stay in school until the age of sixteen while
most jobs now required a high school diploma,

thus

effectively locking youth out of traditional entry points
into the labor market.

Kivel states,

"High schools were

often defended as cures for unemployment," and argues
that the high school has increasingly become a custodial
institution for society (1984,

2.

p.10).

Dropouts Today
Today,

there are more youth in school for more

school days than ever before in our country's history.
"Unprecedented proportions of youth are now enrolled in
school.... Furthermore,

the average number of days of

school attended each year had increased by 1968 to 163
days,

compared to 78 days actually attended in 1870"

(Gottfredson,

1981,

p.

2).

The dropout rate in this

nation has remained steady now for the last twenty-five
years—approximately one-fifth to one-quarter of each
entering freshman high school class does not graduate
from high school

(Mann,

1986b).

Despite these favorable findings,
statistics are still alarming.

the dropout

The National Center for

Education Statistics estimates that each year between
700,000 and 1,000,000 public school students drop out of
school nationwide.
(1986)

The U.S.

General Accounting Office

has estimated that in 1985,

there were

approximately 4.3 million dropouts aged 16-24,
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representing 3.5 million Whites,

700,000 Blacks and

100,000 from other racial groups.
Of those students who are attending school,

the

Education Commission of the States estimates that 300,000
students are perpetual truants, and an additional 700,000
students are attending school and will graduate,

but are

merely marking time and will have severely limited
academic skills.

In fact,

the Commission estimates that

there are currently 1.25 million White students,

750,000

Black students and 305,000 Hispanic students who are
currently at risk of dropping out of school prior to high
school graduation

(Education Commission of the States,

1985).
Here,

in Massachusetts,

under the authority of the

Massachusetts School Improvement Act of 1985,

the

Massachusetts Department of Education now annually
reports the number of students who drop out of public
schools

in the state.

In the first two reporting years,

through the 1987-1988 school year,

the statistics present

a comparable picture to that of our nation.

Almost

14,000 students of the total number of students enrolled
in grades 9-12 dropped out of the Commonwealth's public
schools

in one year.

"This

is equivalent to losing

almost the entire student body of the state's ten largest
schools

(Mass.

Department of Education,

current trends continue,

10

1989,

it is projected that

p.

6)."

If

approximately 20% of the students who began grade nine in
1987 may not complete high school.

3.

Why Dropouts Are Of Such Concern
If the dropout rate reached its lowest point in the

history of our nation in the mid-1960s and has remained
at approximately the same rate since then, why the
increasing concern about dropouts?

Research seems to

suggest several reasons.
a.

An Issue of Equity.

Members of minority groups

drop out at disproportionate rates than do White
students.

The Education Commission of the States

reported that 40% of all Hispanic students,

(1985)

35% of all

Black students, and 48% of all Native American students
drop out of school prior to graduation.
Coalition of Advocates for Students

The National

(1985) estimated that

in some major urban cities the dropout rate was as high
as 85% for Native American students, and between 70-80%
for Puerto Rican students.

In New York City,

the dropout

rate for Hispanics was calculated to be 88% by one
community organization

(Orum,

1984).

Massachusetts figures corroborate national figures-a projected 36% of Black students,

45% of Hispanic

students, and 40% of Native American students will drop
out of high school prior to completion
of Education,

1989).

The report notes,

(Mass.

Department

though,

that

although the rate for White students was slightly below
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the state average,

nearly 75%,

number of school dropouts,
Ernest Boyer,

or 10,096 of the total

were White.

president of the Carnegie Foundation

for the Advancement of Teaching,

sums up the gravity of

disproportionate dropout rates for minorities by posing
the following question,

"Of special concern is the fact

that Black and Hispanic students are precisely those who
have been least well served by public
education...Opportunity remains unequal.

And this

failure to educate every young person to his or her full
potential threatens the nation's social and economic
health"

(1983,

p.

5).

The Massachusetts Advocacy Center and the Center for
Early Adolescence,

in their report "Before It's Too Late"

(1988), argue that in fact differences in dropout rates
by race mask an even greater problem--that of
socioeconomic disparity.
reports that,

The Children's Defense Fund

"Regardless of their race,

youths from poor

families are three to four times more likely to drop out
than those from more affluent households.

Differences in

race, then, are to a significant degree a function of
poverty"

(1987,

p.

139).

Stanley Masters

(1969),

in his

article "The Effects of Family Income On Children's
Education," claims that
dropping out of school

in fact the probability of
is twenty times greater for poor

students than their more affluent couterparts.

This

certainly corroborated by studies of dropouts within
urban cities,

places where the poor are concentrated.
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is

The Institute for Educational Leadership
that in New York City,
graduate;

44%.

1986)

reported

only 56% of ninth graders

in Boston 52%;

and Los Angeles,

(

Cleveland,

50%;

Chicago,

44%;

Some educators argue that

disproportionate dropout rates

for the poor have just as

much to do with how schools treat poor students as the
burden of deprivation.
b.

Graver Social and Economic Consequences.

Dropping out of school

is not a new phenomenon.

However,

many argue that whereas once there were more
opportunities for dropouts to become productive citizens
within society,

there are now graver social and economic

factors associated with dropping out.

Henry Levin of

Stanford University has estimated that dropouts earn
approximately one-third less over the span of their
lifetime than do high school graduates
James Catterall,
figures,

(Catterall,

1985).

in a 1985 study that revised Levin’s

estimated that the projected total lost earnings

for the high school class of 1981 due to students
dropping out of school was $228 billion,

representing

$240,000 in lost earnings per dropout.
Dropouts face other consequences as well.
Unemployment rates are twice as high for dropouts as
compared to their graduating peers
of the States,

1985).

(Education Commission

Harriet Dos Willis

(1986)

reported

that 50% of all arrests for serious crime are of young
people under twenty-one years of age.
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It is estimated

t

that 71% of all

inmates have not completed high school.

Dropouts have also been found to disproportionately abuse
drugs,

not vote,

community affairs

be single parents and be uninvolved in
(Cippollone,

1986).

Dropouts also weaken the economy.

Less potential

dollars are spent by consumers who are dropouts because
of lowered earnings.
that

As well,

industry has estimated

increased training costs and cost productivity,

because of the necessity of employing an uneducated
workforce,
(Kearns,

costs an additional $25 billion a year

1988).

Catterall has estimated that the lost

earnings of dropouts represents $68.4 billion in lost tax
revenues to the state and federal government.
report,

In this

he noted that Levin estimated that dropouts cost

society an additional $6 billion annually due to
increased crime and welfare costs.

In fact,

Catterall

noted that for every dollar of public investment spent to
address the dropout problem,
income would be produced
c.

five dollars

(Caterall,

Changing Demographics.

in national

1985).

The demographics of our

nation's population is rapidly changing,

bringing into

our public schools a population with increasing
deficiencies

in academic skills and corresponding

socioeconomic needs.

According to Hodgkinson (1988),

our

poor and minority youth populaton is rapidly expanding,
while our White,
shrinking.

middle class youth population is

The rate of birth rates for Black families

(2.4 children per family) and Mexican-American families

14

(2.9 children per family)
White families

is much higher than that of

(1.7 children per

family).

Because of the

historical patterns of discrimination and lack of
equitable access to opportunities,
disproportionately poor.
class

minority families are

It should be noted that middle

families of all races—White,

Black,

Asian—are below the replacement level

Hispanic and

(of 2.1 children

per family).
Hodgkinson

(1988) also notes that legal

has reached about 600,000 per year,

immigration

while illegal

immigration amounts to an additional several hundred
thousand more per year.
is now Southeast Asian,

Most of the immigrant population
Hispanic or Caribbean; poor; and

coming from countries where access to formal education
(for the poor)

is often limited.

The end result of this trend is that the middle
class

is shrinking,

rapidly increasing.

while the poor of our nation are
Because of this trend,

of America's poor are now children
Zaret,

1988).

of social,

Poverty creates

forty percent

(Shedlin, Klopf and

in children a whole host

economic and emotional needs that schools must

be better able to face.
Coupled with the expanding population of the poor is
continued changing family patterns.

Whereas

in 1955,

60%

of households in the United States consisted of a working
father, a housewife mother and two or more school age
children,

in 1980,

this family unit was only 11% of our

15

homes, and in 1985 it was 7%

(Hodgkinson,

those children born in 1983,

by the time they reach

eighteen,
parent.

1988).

For

59% of them will be living with only one
Of every one hundred children born today,

will be born out of wedlock,
teenage mothers;

twelve

with six being born to

forty will be born to parents who will

be divorced before they reach the age of eighteen;

five

to parents who separate; and two to parents of whom one
will die before the child reaches eighteen.

As well,

million teenage women get pregnant each year.
and Haley (1988)

one

Berry

claim that these changing family

structures changed the

impact parents can have on their

children’s education.

One-parent families now have to

assume school support roles -- monitoring homework,
attendance and school progress -- that were traditionally
shared by two people.

Given that,

coupled with the poverty factor,
families to foster
d.

and especially when

the ability of many

learning in the home has declined.

An Increasing Technological World.

A fourth

factor that raises concern about dropouts is the changing
requirements for gainful employment.

As our nation moves

towards a more technological and service-oriented
economy,

the need for a highly educated work force

becomes more important.
technical,
(Kivel,

Jobs are becoming increasingly

requiring greater amounts of formal education

1984).

In fact,

by 1990 three out of every four

jobs will require some education or training after high
school graduation

(Kearns,
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1988).

Along with this

requirement for
for

increased technical training is the need

increasing levels of literacy.

Yet,

the United

States currently ranks 49th out of 158 United Nations
countries
literate
4.

for the percent of the population that
(Haskins,

is

1985).

Who Is Dropping Out?
There is no one type of student who drops out of

school.

Usually,

a multiple number of factors

a student's decision to drop out

(Mann,

influence

1986a).

However,

research has shown that students who drop out of school
exhibit some clear

indicators of their

impending

decision.
a.

Student's Background.

Factors within a student's

background over which the student has little control have
a strong influence over a student's proclivity towards
dropping out of school.

The majority of dropouts come

from families of low socioeconomic status. The
educational attainment of the dropout's parents

is low,

and their older siblings quite likely have also dropped
out of school

(Cippollone,

1986).

Consequently,

one can

trace intergenerational patterns within families of
dropping out of school.

Dropouts many times are members

of a large family, and are often members of a female¬
headed single parent family.
A student who is a linguistic minority is also more
likely to become a dropout

(Wheelock and Dorman,

1988).

This tendency can be attributed to the difficulties of
overcoming language and cultural barriers within schools.
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coupled with conflicting pressures within families to
maintain the native language and culture.
noted,

though,

It should be

that those linguistic minority students

who are mainstreamed have much higher dropout rates than
do those in transitional bilingual programs
1988),

(Wheelock,

suggesting that school climates do not support a

diversity of languages and cultures.
b.

School Experiences.

There are also

characteristics of student behavior and experiences
within school that typify many dropouts.

Dropouts most

likely have experienced continual academic failure over
the course of more than one school year

(Kivel,

1984).

A

Chicago study found that two-thirds of all Chicago
dropouts were reading two or more grade levels behind
their age-appropriate level,
in math

(Hess,

1985).

and were also doing poorly

The at-risk student usually has a

high absenteeism and tardiness rate,
history of class cutting

(Ekstrom,

coupled with a

1986).

These problems

with school attendance and academic failure lead most atrisk students to be retained in grade
dropout has usually been suspended,
class cutting,
acting out

(Mann,

1986a).

The

many times because of

truancy and tardy violations, as well as

in class due to frustration associated with

academic failure.
The at-risk student completes little homework,
socially isolated

is

in school, and is not likely to be

involved in extra-curricular activities
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(Willis,

1986).

Many times,

the soon-to-be dropout has changed school

more than twice,
attachment and

reinforcing the student's

involvement with the school

lack of
(Cippollone,

1986) .
Because of these negative school experiences,
at-risk student generally has low interest
not satisfied with his/her education,

the

in school,

is

and has low

expectations of entering a higher education institution
(Wheelock,

1986).

The cumulative effect is that most at-

risk students have a low self-esteem and a poor selfimage

(Education Commission of the States,
It

is

1985).

important to note here that "the gap between

stayers and dropouts is greater in the area of school
performance

(as measured by reported school grades)

it is in tested achievement
358)."

(Ekstrom et al.,

1986,

than
p.

While the grades of dropouts are markedly below

average than the grades for students who stay in school,
the tested achievement of dropouts ranks seven to twelve
percentiles higher than their grades.
suggests that at-risk students,

This certainly

for various reasons, are

not performing up to their full potential.
c.

Personal.

Home and Community Experiences.

There

are also experiences outside of school that influence a
student's decision to drop out of school.
has found that,

Mann

(1986b)

while working under fifteen hours per

week can be useful in promoting academic success for some
students,

those students who work more than fifteen hours

per week are likely to eventually drop out.
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The at-risk student usually has friends outside of
school,

and often they are older early school

themselves.

leavers

Many times the dropout is also involved with

the law and courts because of delinquent behavior
(Willis,

1986).

Within the home,

most often there are few study aids

available for the student
dictionary,
1988).

magazines,

There is

related learning
(Wheelock,

(e.g.,

encyclopedias,

literature)

(Wheelock and Dorman,

little opportunity for non-school
(e.g.,

1986).

travel,

museums,

theatre)

It should be noted that these are

factors commonly associated with low socioeconomic
status.

In addition,

the at-risk student has frequent

health and social problems.

Forty percent of girls who

drop out of school cite pregnancy or marriage as the
reason for dropping out.
The parent(s)

of the at-risk student usually have

very little connection with the school.

This can be

because of neglect or because of work and other survival
requirements.

However,

usually the parent is not aware

of the extent of their child's school problems

(Willis,

1986) .
5. What Students Say About Dropping Out
There is no one reason for a student's decision to
drop out of school, and most often,
combination of home,

it can be a

community and school factors that

are taken into account when the act is taken.
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"Most

students quit because of the compounded impact of,
example,

being poor,

been held back
slugged Mr.
principal

growing up in a broken home,

for
having

in the fourth grade, and finally having

Fairlee,

the school’s legendary vice¬

for enforcement

(Mann,

1986a,

p.

311).”

"Many

students drop out because of the cumulative effects of
too many negatives such as years of
growing up with an alcoholic parent,
role models, drug use,

poor grades,

living in poverty,
the lack of psotive
feelings of

hopelessness and helplessness, an overall feeling of
alienation from school, and finally, a hallway tussle
with a classmate that leads to suspension
p.

(Paulu,

1987,

6).«
The widely respected High School and Beyond study

interviewed students who had dropped out of school as to
why they left school.

The eight highest responses were

as follows:

Total(%) Male(%)

Reason

33
Did not like school
33
Poor grades
19
Offered a job
18
Got married
Couldn’t get along w/ teachers 15
11
Had to support family
11
Pregnancy
10
Expelled or suspended

35
36
27
7
21
14
—

13

Female(%)
31
30
11
31
9
8
23
5

As one can see, a majority of both males and females
dropped out of school because they did not like school
and/or got poor grades.
school because of work,

Males tended to also drop out of
because they couldn't get along

with their teachers, and because they were expelled or
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suspended.

Females tended to drop out of school because

they got married or pregnant
In analyzing this data,
reasons

(Ekstrom et al.,

1986).

four of the eight most-cited

for dropping out of school were school-related.

Whether it was grades,

teachers,

generally not liking school,

getting suspended or

something about the school

experience influenced students to drop out.

Similarly, a

New York Public School study found that the most cited
reason for students'

decisions to drop out of school was

dissatisfaction and conflicts with teachers

(Blumner,

1979) .
As well,

recent research suggests that both

pregnancy and economic reasons

for dropping out of school

mask hidden dissatisfaction with school.
in her study "Female Dropouts:

Janice Earle,

A New Perspective," notes

that "...although forty percent of girls who drop out are
pregnant or getting married,
drop out are not"

(1987, p.

the majority of girls who
1).

She then goes on to

assert that most girls who do get pregnant or married
choose to do so only after experiencing school failure
and rejection, and subsequently feeling a lack of life
options.

"For the approximately forty percent of females

who drop out of school for reasons related to pregnancy
and marriage,
self-esteem,

their dilemma can be symptomatic of low
low academic achievement,

options in general.

and a lack of

life

It is likely that pregnancy is an

escape mechansim for some young women to leave an
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environment typified by failure and frustation"

( 1987,

p.

9) .
Other studies suggest that students who leave school
to work do so because they experience more success and a
higher self-esteem at work than they do at school
1987b).

"Something more significant than money may be

motivating youngsters:

the hunger for an opportunity to

demonstrate competency (Hahn and Danzberger,

16)

(Mann,

1987,

p.

."
In many studies,

Beyond study,

including the High School and

students more often than not blame

themselves for their decision to drop out of school.
the New York study,
Blumner

(1979)

"Interrupted Education," Dr.

Alan

found that most students blamed themselves

for their poor grades and academic failure.
upon closer questioning,

However,

students revealed an underlying

dissatisfaction with the curriculum,
the school,

In

their teachers, and

and felt as though they were not wanted in

the school.
6.

Who 1s To Blame?
Too often,

society has adopted a "blaming the

victim" mentality towards answering the question of why
are so many students dropping out of school.

Factors

beyond a student's control are often cited as reasons for
a student choosing to drop out - the student is poor,
from a large family,

the parents are divorced,

student is a linguistic minority (Wheelock,
However,

the

1986).

although certain background characteristics do
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place a student at a disadvantage entering school,

these

characteristics are not the determining factor for a
student's success or

failure

(Wehlage,

1983).

In fact,

there are many successful examples of schools in which
poor and linguistic minority students have been highly
successful.

The late Ron Edmonds who established the

Effective Schools movement clearly demonstrated the
ability of schools to help poor and minority students
succeed

(Wheelock and Dorman,

1988).

In considering where to place the blame for our
society's high dropout rates,
taken into consideration.

several

One,

factors should be

interviews of dropouts

reveal that more than fifty percent of them cite school
factors as the predominant reason for their decision to
drop out of school

(Rumberger,

1987).

The bulk of the

remainder of cited reasons for dropping out of school can
be attributed to an at-risk student's symptomatic
behavior

(e.g.,

getting pregnant,

getting a job,

failing

grades)

in response to negative school experiences

(Earle,

1986).

This can in fact be interpreted as an

internalized "blaming the victim" mentality.

Closer

examination of most reasons for dropping out of school
lead directly to school factors being a catalyst for the
final decision.
Second,

contrary to popular belief, most students

who leave school early do so only after an extended
period of concious deliberation, after a pattern of
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experiencing school

failure, and usually after trying

unsuccessfully to get help

(Wheelock,

York Public School study of

1986).

its dropouts,

In a New

over one-half

of those interviewed stated that they could have been
persuaded to stay in school
(Blumner,

1979).

if someone had tried

Viewing the decision to drop out of

school as an impulsive and spontaneous one is
myth for most dropouts.

Most decisions to drop out are

deliberated over a period of a few years.
at risk,

in fact a

"For students

one negative school experience leads to another.

As these experiences accumulate,

they begin to outweigh

the student's positive experiences.

In turn,

the

student's perceptions about themselves and their role in
their schools

lead them to doubt that they belong in

school at all

(Wheelock,

Third,

1986,

p.

19)."

a variety of studies have shown that both

minorities and low-income children understand "that
education has overwhelming importance," and view it in
"power and prestige terms

(Miller,

1983,

p.

15)."

This

belies the myth that all or most low income families and
youth have very little interest in school or in highlevel occupational achievement.
as hopeless,

inadequate,

"Dropouts are presented

or too poorly motivated to

compete in traditional academic settings.

However,

empirical data demonstrates that many adolescents who
leave school are academically and intellectually aboveaverage students,

keenly aware of the contradictions

between their academic learning and lived experiences.
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critical of the meritocratic Ideology promoted

in their

schools, and cognizant of race/class/gender
discrimination both in school and
(Fine and Rosenberg,
Lastly,

1983,

p.

in the labor force

269 ) . **

researchers have found that in fact the

self-esteem
of most youth who drop out of school rises in the first
three to six months after dropping out,
falling.

rather than

It has been found that the self-esteem of

students who drop out is equal to that of college-bound
youth and higher than that of non college-bound youth
(Fine,

1985).

future holds,

"To many students,

regardless of what the

leaving school represents a step out of an

environment which labels them as

inadequate.

They

sometimes have a positive feeling of moving forwards with
their

lives

(Kivel,

1984,

p.

24)."

Although the self¬

esteem of many of these youth plummets after six months
of unemployment or underemployment and the lack of
finances to maintain a good quality of life, what this
indicates

is that, at least

initially,

dropouts feel good

about making a decision to reject an institution whose
"perceived high costs of staying in school,

combined with

the low benefits associated with remaining, were not
worth it

(Wheelock,

1986,

p.

16)."

Gary Wehlage and Robert Rutter of the Center for the
Study of Secondary Schools

in Wisconsin have said that,

"The process of becoming a dropout is complex because the
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act of rejecting an institution as fundamental to the
society as school must also be accompanied by the belief
that the institution has rejected the person”
377).

They suggest that,

(1986,

p.

instead of attributing the

background characterisics of dropouts as the reason for
their choice,

society should be taking a much closer

look

at those factors over which we do have power and control
to shape and

form--our community and schools.

Hilliard concurs when he states,

Asa

"The greatest risk poor

and minority children may face is that which comes
our incorrect perception of the problem.

from

Such a

perception causes us to blame the child for what we
failed to provide and to search for solutions through an
examination of children rather than systems"
9).

Kivel

(1985)

(1987,

p.

argues that at-risk students need to be

viewed not as the problem,

but as the symptom of an

educational system that is not meeting the needs of its
students.

B.

Systemic Contributors to School Dropouts

A growing body of research suggests that schools, as
they are currently structured, are archaic institutions
of the past that do not necessarily address the needs of
today's society and students.
elementary school,

Shedlin,

In calling for a redefined

Klopf and Zaret state,

"The

American elementary school was designed for a society
which no longer exists"

(1987,

p.

1).

These researchers

claim that "...the way schools themselves are run.
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staffed,

financed, and managed may be as much a

determinant of dropout rates as the characteristics of
the students who attend them (Center for the Study of
Social Policy, 1987, p.

6).”

What follows is a dizzying

array of school factors that have been cited by
researchers as having a "push-out" effect for students
who may be already only marginally attached to school.
1. Large School Buildings
The size of a school building and large numbers of a
student population can be overwhelming to some students.
Most urban high schools have enrollments of 1,000 or more
students.

Both the size and institutional quality of the

architecture of most school buildings makes it difficult
for many students to gain a sense of community and
identity within a school

(Wasserman and Garrod,

1983).

According to the "Push Out, Step Out” survey (1982),
students ”felt lost in the bureaucratic shuffle or in the
school's largeness and impersonality; they felt no one
knew them personally and that they weren't treated like
adults"

(Citizen Policy Center, p.

12).

Studies have concluded that two critical factors in
retaining students in schools is a sense of identity and
a positive relationship with an adult within the school
(Fine,

1986).

Students need to feel that they belong and

that someone cares about them.

Yet, youth in large

schools are more often passive spectators of action than
youth in smaller schools.

"When a high school is larger

than about 500 students, teachers no longer know the
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names of students they do not teach, and the principal no
longer knows students by name.

At about a thousand

students, the principal becomes unable to distinguiish
whether a particular young person belongs to his school"
(President's Science Advisory Committee,

1974, p.

154).

For a student who comes to school needing a personal
connection in order to feel a sense of belonging, a large
school can be a formidable barrier to success.
2. Autocratic School Governance
Although the fundamental purpose of schooling is
purportedly to be the educating of our young to become
active and responsible citizens within a democratic
society,

in fact schools model for students a very

different form of governance.

Most schools are

autocratically administered by the school principal,
without substantive input from students, parents or even
school staff

(Haskins et al., 1986).

Increasingly, research suggests that traditional
structures of school governance may inhibit teacher
creativity and innovation, while reducing parent
involvement and student ownership and responsibility of
their own education (Fine,

1986).

"Teachers who receive

little respect will in turn accord little respect to
students.

The disempowered teacher may help to produce

the disempowered student, who more often than not, drops
out"

(Fine,

1986, p.

399).

It has also been found that

parents are less involved in schools with a hierarchical
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structure than one in which governance is shared (Haley
and Berry,

1988).

Such forms of school governance often lead towards a
rigid and inflexible system that is incapable of
responding to the unique needs of the parents, students
and teachers within it.

Consequently,

this inflexibility

results in an institution within which students are
expected to adapt to the system instead of the system
adapting to the needs of students.

The result is a rigid

attitude towards, and treatment of,

the student

population.

"Students who spend their days in such

schools often see themselves as victims of externally
imposed rules and regulations, rather than democratic
actors within a school community or a committed
participant in the learning process itself....The
ideology behind the present school system is based on the
idea that students aren’t going to want to be in school,
aren't going to learn and therefore someone has to make
them.

If you base a system on control rather than on

interaction, the results are apathy, alienation, and
dropouts.

This is not the kind of experience to prepare

students for active democratic involvement either in
school or in the larger society (National Coalition of
Advocates for Students,

1985, p.

62)."

3. Class. Race and Gender Bias
Class, race and gender bias often play a large role
in making a student feel unwanted in school.

In fact,

some would argue that schools as they are currently
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structured serve only the needs of White middle and upper
middle-class males

(Fine,

1986).

Many dropouts of different cultural backgrounds have
reported that their teachers lacked cultural sensitivity
and awareness

(Paulu, 1987).

Felice (1981) reports that

teachers perceive minority students as having decidedly
less academic interest and ability than majority
students.

"Such teacher attitudes become part of a chain

of variables leading to self-fulfilling prophecy behavior
on the part of minority students"

(Felice,

1981, p.

417).

Furthermore, the curriculum is often devoid of
cultural pluralism, and lacks specificity and groundings
within the cultural backgrounds of the unique student
population of a particular school.

"Many textbooks

remain culturally biased, both in their presentation of
material and in their omission of material on the
culture, history, or achievement of many of the national
and cultural groups represented in our schools"
Coalition of Advocates for Students,

(National

1985, p. 16).

In high school. Blacks are suspended three times as
often as Whites.

Minority students make up about 25

percent of the school population, but they constitute
about 40 percent of all suspended and expelled students
(Children’s Defense Fund,

1981).

Felice (1981) suggests

the basic cause for the disproportionately high levels of
suspension and expulsion of Black students is
institutional racism.
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Academically, Black students are only "half as
likely to be in a class for the gifted and talented" as
are White students.

In addition,

"Only 25 percent of

Hispanic students are enrolled in courses that lead to a
college education, compared to 37 percent of all high
school graduates"

(Lefkowitz,

1985,

The result, Felice argues,

p.

3).

is that Black students

who drop out perceive the educational system "as a waste
of time and too costly in exchange transactions to
continue....They tend to view American society as a
closed system within which they will be denied
participation"

(Felice,

1981, p.

423).

Much the same experience could be cited for poor
students, regardless of race.

Minuchin (1967) argues

that, because of the deficits in formal learning skills
of poor children due to the deprivation of poverty,

low-

income children enter school at a disadvantage to their
middle-class peers.

This disparity in skills levels

becomes ever-widening as the curriculum and instruction
is geared towards the cognitive and intellectual learning
strengths of the middle class, and ignores the concrete
and experiential learning strengths of poor children.
The gap is furthered by placing poor children into pull¬
out or regular class remedial programs which slow down
the pace of learning, while at the same time stigmatizing
students

(Levin,

1987).

Tracking practices then keep

these divisions between the poor and affluent permanent.
Essentially, then,

"The hard fact is that if you are the
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child of low-income parents,

the chances are good that

you will receive limited and often careless attention
from adults in your high school"

(Sizer,

1984, p.

36-7).

>

Regarding gender, the teaching structure of most
classrooms and teacher interactions reflect "a bias
towards the way boys learn, placing girls at a
disadvantage"

(Earle,

1986, p.

6).

Earle argues that the

way the curriculum is delivered is designed to meet boys'
needs for competition,

individuality and definition

through differences with their peers.
girls'

On the other hand,

needs for cooperation and the building of

relationships is ignored.

In addition, teachers tend to

be more likely to show boys how to complete tasks for
themselves, wait longer for a boy to respond to a
question, and give more substantive praise to boys than
to girls.

On the other hand,

"girls are more likely to

be invisible members of the classroom.

Teachers talk to

them less, provide them with fewer directions, counsel
them less, and give them fewer rewards"
Sadker,

1981, p.

(Sadker and

273).

4. Overuse of Suspensions
Dropouts are more than twice as likely to have been
suspended than those students who remain in school
(Wheelock, 1986).

An estimated twenty-five percent of

all students who have dropped out of school have been
suspended.

Yet, Children's Defense Fund (1981) claims

that sixty-four percent of all suspensions are for
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offenses that are not serious enough to warrant removal
from school.
truancy,
class.

Most suspensions, they say, are for

tardiness, class cutting and acting out in
While certainly these actions need to be

responded to, the result of receiving a suspension is
that the student is absent from school for an even longer
period of time and may perceive the suspension as yet
another rejection by the school administration (Mizell,
1986).

In fact, many educators would argue that students

are being punished for behavior that is reacting to an
unfavorable school environment.

For example,

it is

estimated that four out of five school disruptions
results from the way that classrooms or the school is run
(Wheelock, 1988).
Multiple suspensions are also a frequent practice.
In Boston,

forty-one percent of those students who are

suspended in the middle schools are repeat suspensions
(Wheelock,

1986).

Yet, multiple suspensions indicate

that the intervention is not working and another may be
required.
What the practice of widespread use of suspensions
fails to recognize is that all behavior has a function
and a message, whether it be appropriate or inappropriate
behavior.

Instead of helping students to understand

their inappropriate behavior, and respond to the
underlying calls for help and assistance, schools are
systematically denying students’ emotional and social
needs and problems.

"Indeed, schools can choose their
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response to troublesome behavior and conflict, and the
response they choose can convey either positive or
negative messages to vulnerable students about their
membership in the shcool community.

Typically, schools

with high dropout rates are schools which punish through
school exclusion, communicating to students that their
behavior makes them unwelcome in the school"
1988, p.

3).

(Wheelock,

Using disciplinary measures to address the

behavior of at-risk students does not address why the
student is committing these actions.

Rigid discipline

policies that deal with infractions of school rules soley
through disciplinary measures can only serve to alienate
the at-risk student further.
5. Punitive Attendance Practices
School responses to nonattendance are most often
punitive in nature, and rarely therapeutic.
Wheelock,

in her study "The Way Out"

Anne

(1986), found that

the most common school responses to nonattendance were
punitive measures - suspension, detention, court
"scares," and academic punishment.

This negative

reaction was compounded frequently with failure to notify
parents of nonattendance and resulting penalties, and a
failure to adequately reintegrate the student into the
school in a timely fashion.
An additional commonly used punitive response to
nonattendance is "academic punishment."

Academic

punishment is the practice of witholding course credit or
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reducing a student’s grade due to nonattendance.
Penalizing students academically because of nonattendance
reasons, while beneficial to many students and a policy
that has been cited as successful in raising a school's
average daily attendance rates, can be devastating to an
at-risk student (Mass. Department of Education,

1984).

Such actions exacerbate the problem of academic
performance which an at-risk student already faces.

For

example, a student who improves his/her attendance from
30% to 75% from one year to the next has demonstrated a
marked increase in commitment towards school, yet still
faces a year of course failures in a school that has an
85% attendance rule and an academic punishment policy.
Such policies lead to large numbers of students
being retained in grade from one year to the next, and in
many cases, dooms students to never being able to achieve
the necessary credits to graduate from school.

In fact,

such policies can be costly practices as each time a
student repeats a grade, the school district must then
pay for another year of schooling for that student.
Unfortunately, usually long before that student
successfully graduates, repeated failure has convinced
the student to leave school early.
6. Non-Promptions
The use of grade retentions as an institutional
response to academic failure is widespread.

In a Chicago

study, twenty-nine percent of all ninth graders in the
Chicago Public Schools had been retained in grade at
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least once (Hess,

1985).

In its "Massachusett Dropout

Report 1987-1988,” the Massachusetts Department of
Education reported that the annual dropout rate for the
ninth grade (5.0%) was very close to the annual average
dropout rate for all grades 9-12

(5.3%).

What this

statistic implies is that large numbers of students in
the state are being retained in grade (as a student
cannot legally drop out of school until age sixteen, and
the appropriate ages for grade nine would be fourteen and
fifteen), and that many of these students are responding
(to being retained) by dropping out of school.
"Proposals for holding students back respond to a
legitimate educational concern: too many students pass
through school without mastering basic skills” (Illinois
Fair Schools Coalition,

1985, p.

3-4).

Yet, all research

points to the conclusion that grade retention as a
widespread practice has no apparent benefit and has
deadly consequences.

Mann (1986a) cites that a student

who is retained in grade once has a forty percent
increased chance of dropping out of school, while a
student who is retained in grade twice has a ninety
percent increased chance of dropping out of school.
(1985)

Hess

found that three-quarters of all students two

years overage drop out, and three-fifths of all students
one year overage do the same.

The Chicago study found

that overage students, even those reading at higher
levels than their peers who were at their age-appropriate
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grade level, were more likely to drop out of school than
their grade-appropriate peers.

In addition, this same

study found that, whereas 37% of students who entered the
ninth grade at age fourteen dropped out of school,

59% of

fifteen year-old ninth graders dropped out and 69% of
sixteen year-old ninth graders dropped out.
As well,

little academic or personal gain has been

found through grade retention.

Holmes found that

"retained students made smaller gains in mastering basic
skills, had greater problems of personal adjustment, had
poorer self-concepts, and had poorer attitudes towards
school at the end of the period during which they ware
retained, as compared with similar students who were
promoted"

(1983, p.

5).

Overman (1985)

found that

students learned less during the second year in the same
grade than they would have learned if they had been
promoted.

"It seems that retained pupils fall behind

during the year that they are retained and spend the rest
of their academic careers in vain attempt to catch up"
(Holmes, 1983, p.

4).

Grade retention has been found to undermine the
achievement of many students, to widen the achievment gap
between retained students and their peers at their
appropriate grade level, and to increase students'
chances of dropping out of school.

In fact, after more

than 300 studies on the effects of grade retention have
been conducted,

"There is no reliable body of evidence to

indicate that grade retention is more beneficial than
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grade promotion for students with serious academic or
adjustment problems"
7.

(Jackson,

1975,

p.

634).

Ability Grouping or Tracking
Most secondary schools utilize ability grouping

practices,

or the separation of students into grouping

according to perceived academic ability levels.

While

claiming that tracking practices allow teachers to devote
all of their teaching time to a homogeneous grouping of
students, ability grouping can have a detrimental
upon students

in lower ability groups.

impact

Types of

instruction and curriculum vary by level of grouping,
with lower

levels being exposed to rote and passive

instruction, and higher groups receiving more
interactive,
(Goodlad,

engaging and critical thinking instruction

1984).

Oakes and Goodlad

(1988)

have found a total lack of

evidence in support for the educational or social
benefits of tracking, and in fact argue that tracking
creates differentiated opportunities for children.

They

found that low-track students participate less in extra¬
curricular activities,

tend to misbehave more, and slowly

tend to limit their social relations to students of the
same ability grouping.

The message,

lower groups is that you are "dumb",
to problems of "lower self-esteem,
misconduct,
(Goodlad,

then,

to students

in

which merely leads

more school

higher dropout rates, and higher delinquency"

1984,

p.

152).
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Further,

educators have found that tracking is

usually a practice that discriminates against the poor.
"Minority students and those from the lowest
socioeconomic groups have been found in disproportionate
numbers

in classes at the lowest track

levels,

and

children from upper socioeconomic levels have been found
to be consistently overrepresented
(Goodlad,

1984,

p.

152).

Thus,

in higher tracks"

poor and minority

students are disproportionately placed
down" curriculum track,

in a "dumbing

while middle and upper middle-

income students are placed in curriculum tracks that
offer more complex and stimulating challenges.
8.

Raised Promotion and Graduation Standards
In response to the wave of reports of the rising

tide of mediocrity in public education,

the first wave of

educational reform of the 1980s resulted largely in
increased promotion and graduation standards.

Forty-four

states proceeded to increase high school graduation
requirements

(Natriello, McDill and Pallas,

1986).

These

states have responded to the legitimate concern that
schools should have high expectations for their students
to achieve.
"Simultaneously,

there is growing recognition that
i

this march toward school reform has sparked concern that
routes to achieving excellence may bypass students for
whom traditional modes of education have often failed"
(Willis,

1986,

p.

1).

In this respect,

many would argue

that this movement then has not addressed issues of
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equity.

This

is especially true when one considers that

not many states have correspondingly provided more money
for students requiring additional support services to
meet the standards

(Paulu,

1987).

At the same time that standards have risen,

the

curriculum content and instructional delivery has
remained constant,

despite overwhelming evidence of the

need to structure content and delivery to the background
and learning style of the learner.

In essence,

then,

the

educational reform movement has been more of the same
(Harvey amd Crandall,

1988).

The only difference will be

that there will be less students to educate, as raised
standards will have the ultimate effect of pushing more
students out of school.
9.

Lack of Diverse Programming
In most schools,

study for students,
ability,

there is one general course of

with several tracks according to

and a vocational program for disaffected

students.

The assumption in these comprehensive schools

is that all students learn in the same manner and need to
know similar information

(Sizer,

1984).

This presumption

defies the results of most research which reinforces that
the diversity of students is reflected by a corresponding
diversity of

learning styles and learning needs

(Natriello, McDill and Pallas,
encouraged,
of

1986).

Uniformity is

while individual learning strengths and areas

interest are often ignored.
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Alternative programs are

viewed as places to send "troublesome" or
students,

rather than seen as vital

"problem"

in responding to the

varied learning needs of students.
10.

Fragmented Curriculum.

Inflexible Schedules

The High School and Beyond survey of students who
had dropped out of school,

found that a large percentage

of students cited the irrelevance of the curriculum as a
primary reason for leaving school

(Ekstrom et al.,

This sentiment has been reiterated by students
numerous other studies

(Blumner,

1979).

1986).

in

Educators argue

that both the fragmentation and the standardization of
the curriculum have led students to these conclusions.
Learning seven different and unrelated subjects each
day is not necessarily the best way to learn.
Mirman,

in her paper

"Toward A Definition of

Restructuring," states that,
separated

Jill

"Much instruction has become

into arbitrary knowledge bits for reasons that

relate more to logistical scheduling and product-oriented
accountability than to the service of children"
p.2).

The amount of

retain and master,

(1988,

information a student is able to

as well as a student's ability to

continually shift gears and give full attention to a
different subject matter every forty-five minutes,
concern.

is of

Such an approach carries the "risk of

reinforcing the erroneous notion that knowledge can be
conveniently divided into tidy, discrete segments and
that some realms of knowledge have more value than
others"

(ASCD,

1985,

p.

9).
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Furthermore,

the trend

towards standardization of the curriculum has led to a
focus upon conservative approaches to the teaching of the
basics,

many times to the exclusion of more varied and

rich learning opportunities.

The Association of

Supervision and Curriculum Development,

in its paper,

’’With Consequences For All,” argues that ”...as basic
education crowds out diversified coursework,

there is a

rising danger that only students privileged to go on to
college will have opportunities to experience education
specialized beyond a

few core subjects....The others will

be relegated to basic education and... concentrating on
facts and skills.

Thus,

the high school curriculum is to

be one of reductionist certitude and exactitude, and only
the college curriculum is to be rich,

flexible,

stimulating, and tolerant....”

p.

As well,

(1985,

7).

rigid scheduling of seven 40-plus minute

blocks of time,

combined with a departmentalized approach

to the curriculum,

prohibits coordination of the

curriculum or the integration of experiential learning
(Wehlage,

1986).

When confined to such a schedule,

the

surrounding community disappears as a rich source of
curriculum.

As a result,

Goodlad

(1984) argues that

scheduling works against the creative teacher.
11. Low Teacher Expectations
Expectancy studies have found that teacher
expectations for their students in large part determine
the success or failure of those students
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(National

Coalition of Advocates

for Students,

Coalition goes on to say that,
expectancy studies

1985).

The

"A key finding from

is that teachers of

low-income

children tend to emphasize rote learning and minimize
discussion and
7).

interaction on cognitive issues"

Of course,

(1985,

p.

these low-income children generally tend

to be clustered within the lower ability tracks.
In a report by the New Orleans Public Schools
entitled,

"Educating Black Youth:

Imperative,"
reported

A Moral And Civic

the results of a survey of teachers are

in which "a startling 56%—almost six of every

ten—do not expect these

(Black)

college"

If teachers do not expect their

(1988,

p.

18).

students to do well,

students to attend

they are not going to provide them

with challenging curriculum.

In fact,

in these cases,

usually teachers revert to a remedial curriculum,

that of

teaching the basics with an emphasis on rote learning of
the facts.

Such a process,

University argues,

"reduces

Henry Levin of Stanford
learning expectations on the

parts of both the children and the educators assigned to
teach them.... Thus,

the model creates the unhealthiest of

all possible conditions under which to expect significant
educational progress"

(1987,

p.

4-5).

12. Linear Teaching Practices
In addition to a fragmented curriculum and low
teacher expectations,

the majority of teachers also

deliver instruction to their students in a one¬
dimensional manner that encourages passivity (Goodlad,
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1984).

"Even though most teachers reject the image of

passive students patiently having their vessels filled
up,

and though they are familiar with a variety of

teaching modes,
of telling,

study after study reveals the dominance

lecturing,

monitoring seatwork.
probing,

questioning the class, and
The inquiring,

hypothesizing kind of

questioning,

intellectual endeavor

often associated with learning is not usually found in
classrooms"

(Goodlad and Oakes,

1988,

p.

17).

Such an instructional approach ignores the fact that
students have diverse learning styles.

Goodlad and Oakes

have found that teachers reward those students who take
readily to "language-oriented abstractions," while
discouraging those students who are "hand-oriented" to
the extent that they "often experienced outright
repression of their gifts and talents "
Oakes,

1988,

p.

18).

have found that,
students'

Consequently,

"In many cases,

(Goodlad and

John and David Strahan

teaching strategies and

learning styles are mismatched"

(1988,

p.

11).

This is particularly troublesome when one considers that
numerous studies have found that students who are
concrete or hand-oriented learners tend to come from
lower socio-economic backgrounds

(Minuchin,

1967).

Time in the classroom is not used well,
Goodlad

(1984)

found that teaching time is

either.

inefficient,

and that too much time is spent in beginning and ending
monitoring activities and routines.
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Instruction itself

overemphasizes repetitive reinforcement of basic skills
rather than intellectual power.
concepts.

Consequently,

Facts rule over

for many students the curriculum

seems to lack any life or meaning to it.
13.

Misuse of Standardized Tests
A final

influence of concern over the curriculum is

the increasing overreliance upon standardized testing in
measuring academic progress and achievement.

School

districts and states are increasingly requiring frequent
testing of students, and holding schools and teachers
accountable for raising test scores.

As the National

Coalition of Advocates for Students has reported,

the

result of this practice is that teachers end up "placing
their emphasis on raising the scores, and let go of their
own skill,

judgement and enthusiasm.

The result is a

narrowing of both the pedagogy and curriculum, a
narrowing which threatens students'

cognitive growth and

development and also undermines their motivation"
p.

(1985,

48).
When teachers are forced to teach to the test,

must focus upon the teaching of linear
and discard creativity.
tests

they

facts and figures

Frequent use of standardized

is even more dangerous when one considers that many

have been found to be culturally biased,

to not be a good

indication of an individual's level of mastery over the
material, and to be limited in their ability to measure a
wide range of qualititative conceptual and reasoning
skills

(Haskins et al.,

1986).
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14. Lack o£ Meaninq f ul S ta ff Development Opportunities
One of the major problems in improving curriculum
and

instruction is the lack of meaningful staff

development opportunities for teachers to be challenged,
stimulated and exposed to new ideas

(Goodlad,

1984).

Goodlad also reports that those staff development
opportunities that are held are usually one-shot
sessions,

with the topic determined by someone other than

those receiving it,

the date and

location dictated to

staff, and no follow-up planned.
In fact,

in most schools,

staff rarely have

opportunities to work collegially with each other at all.
Goodlad goes on to report that most teachers feel
isolated and uninformed of their colleagues'
uninvolved

in school-wide decisions.

work, and

Nor do teachers

have any time to work together to develop curriculum or
diverse instructional approaches.
few,

if any,

schools,

As well,

teachers have

opportunities for visiting other classes or

observing peers,

taking mini-sabbaticals,

working in study groups or teams.

or

The result is that

teachers rarely view staff development sessions that are
imposed upon them as having any value, and subsequently
few new ideas get

introduced

into the classroom.

15. An Inattention to the "Whole Child"
Studies have found that one of the determining
factors of a student's ability to stay in school and
successfully graduate is that the student has developed
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at least one stable and consistent relationship with a
caring and supportive adult within the school.

This

is

especially true for many at-risk youth who do not have a
strong adult support system elsewhere in their lives,
either at home or

in their community (Center for the

Study of Social Policy,

1987).

At-risk students need the

school's empathic support to succeed
Dorman,

1988).

Yet,

nationally there is a ratio of only

one counselor for every 500 students
and most students

(Wheelock and

(Lefkowitz,

1985),

feel that guidance couunselors do not

have the training or the interest in dealing with
students'

personal or academic problems

of Education,

1986).

(Mass.

Department

While counselors are burdened with

the paperwork of scheduling and provide substantial
support to the college-bound student,

this is too often

at the expense of the student who is at risk of dropping
out of school entirely.
guidance counselors

The dearth and inavailability of

is compounded even more within

departmentalized schools that prevent teachers from
spending extended periods of time with their students and
that require them to teach upwards of 140-170 students,
effectively eliminating their ability to develop
relationships with all but a few.
In addition to the difficulties of developing
meaningful student-teacher relationships, many secondary
schools give less than equal weight to the social and
emotional growth and development of students
to their academic growth),
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(as opposed

despite overwhelming evidence

that a student who does not feel good about him/herself
will not do well
who is hungry,

is

in school

(Shedlin,

1988).

in need of activity,

A student

or has a problem

with which she/he is grappling, will not be at his/her
full

learning capacity.

Again,

it should be noted that

these conditions are more likely to be found in poor
children, and thus the school's lack of attention to
these issues disparately affect them.
In order to develop responsible and mature adults,
students need opportunities to develop positive social
relationships,
concerns,

to understand and discuss their growth

and to express their feelings and emotions.

These are important skills
learning and new ideas.
of

in building an openness to

Yet,

too often these issues are

little concern to schools and seen as separate from

students'

academic growth

(Shedlin,

1988),

"suggesting

that schools should fulfill only the narrowest of roles
in relation to students'
Advocates for Students,

lives"
1985,

(National Coalition of

p.

55).

As a result,

students feel that school often does not meet their
needs,

nor do they feel that there is any forum within

the school in which to express these needs.
Consequently,

many students end up acting out their

emotions and distress inappropriately,
disciplinary action by the school

resulting in

(Wheelock,

1986).

16. Lack of Meaningful Parent Involvement
Most times that a parent hears from a school
their child has done something wrong (Wheelock,
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is when

1986).

Many parents,
school.

then,

have negative assoications with

Wheelock goes on to suggest that,

for those

parents who have dropped out of school themselves,

these

encounters merely reinforce the negative attitudes they
already had,

and serves to increase the chances of

continuing an intergenerational familial pattern of
dropping out.
School administrators often feel threatened by the
presence of parents
many parents feel
even

in their school.

your child will pay for

citizens and parents,

system.

Do not,

however,

and, above all,

(Hahn and Danzberger,
al.

we can raise funds,

(1986)

it.

As

sell candy, and

attempt to undermine the

Please do not mention rights.

advocacy,

is that

"that if you ask the schools questions,

innocent ones,

bake cakes.

The result

Don't dare say

no questions about finances"

1987,

p.

36).

Kenneth Haskins et

have found that many problematic factors

prevent parent participation in schools—the lack of
cultural and linguistic sensitivity by school officials,
that parents are uncertain as to who is responsible for
different areas within the school,

that parents are

discouraged from acting as advocates for their child's
education,

that parents are not viewed as experts on

their children, and that parents are not involved
school governance.

The result

in

is that students whose

parents are not connected with the school may find it
harder to stay connected themselves.
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17.

Lack of Future Opportunities
Finally,

many poor and minority students

there are few lasting benefits to schooling.

feel that
Whereas

once a high school graduate could obtain productive
employment,

a person now needs postsecondary schooling to

obtain comparable employment
However,

(Hahn and Danzberger,

1987).

postsecondary schooling is increasingly

difficult for poor students to attain as

federal aid to

college loans and scholarships have suffered drastic
cutbacks during the Reagan administration
al.,

1986).

(Haskins et

This development has led to increasing

numbers of students having a perrceived low value of a
high school diploma

(Fine,

1986),

and a sense of

"impending futility to continuing in school,

since it

would only lead to the same low paying jobs their parents
and friends had and they themselves were destined to get"
(Felice,

1981,

p.

420).

These students tend to view

mobility as a closed system in which they are
automatically excluded based upon their race and class.
"The black student dropout...is typically an intelligent,
motivated student who has come to view the educational
system as a waste of time and too costly (in terms of
immediate and future benefits)
1981p.
18.

to continue"

(Felice,

423).

Conclusion
When considering the impact of all of the negative

school factors upon students who are already marginally
attached to school,

it

is no wonder then that "the
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behavior and choices of problem youth,

which may seem

irrational and self-defeating to others, are too often
seen by the youth themselves as reasonable responses to
the incentives and signals that they experience from
community institutions"
Policy,

1987,

p.

23).

(Center for the Study of Social
For many youth,

dropping out

is a

rational response by leaving an institution of which they
saw few perceived benefits and yet had many negative
associations.

These students have "given up on school as

a vehicle for success.

They do not believe it will work

for them because it hasn’t worked for them all their
lives"

(Education Commission of the States,
C.

1985,

p.

11).

Responding to the Problem

What research has found is that about one-guarter of
all entering freshmen in high school are dropping out of
school,

with close to an equal number of students either

doing poorly academically and/or only marginally attached
to school.

In addition to the socioeconomic,

familial

and community background factors that might cause some
students to be at risk of dropping out of school,
are also a whole host of school factors that

there

influence a

student to leave school early.

How should schools

respond to this growing issue?

This next section

examines two current approaches to stemming the tide of
dropouts--alternative education and systemic school
change.
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1. Alternative Education
Alternative education programs began to flourish in
the late 1960s,

when social reform was the norm and

students who were disaffected with large schools,

stale

curriculum and hierarchical bureaucracies sought a school
in which they had more control

(Raywid,

were characterized by their smallness,
democratic school governance,
experiential

1988).

Programs

commitment to

relevant curriculum,

instructional strategies.

successfully served a great number of

and

These programs
"troubled" students

who had little chance of making it within traditional
academic programs.
Several factors,
movement,
education,

including the back-to-basics

the withdrawing federal role in public
reduced state aid,

and shrinking local tax

revenues led to the phasing out of a great majority of
these alternative education programs in the late 1970s
and early 1980s.

Many of the students who might have

been placed in an alternative education program either
dropped out of school or were placed in a special
education program (National Coalition of Advocates for
Students,

1985).

However, as public awareness of the

dropout problem rose in the early 1980s,

school districts

increasingly became aware that alternative education
programs did in fact serve a useful purpose by providing
an education to a significant percentage of the student
population that were not successful in traditional
mainstream education

(Raywid,
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1988).

Gary Wehlage of the University of Wisconsin

(1986)

found that successful alternative education programs have
the following five characteristics:
* All have small class sizes;
* All have a committed teaching staff who believe that
students who have failed in school and become
hostile can be turned around, in other words,
teachers have high expectations for all students;
* All use an individualized non-traditional curriculum;
* All have some type of experiential education or work
experience component; and,
* All provide a positive family atmosphere among
students, encouraging them to be uncritical of each
other and to work out problems together.
Wehlage also found that the most
success of alternative programs

important factor

in the

is a positive school

climate based upon meaningful student-teacher
relationships.

He has divided the characteristics of

effective alternative education programs

into four

categories:
1) Administration/Organization;

2)

a)

A small size

(25-60 students)

b)

Teacher autonomy, program identity, separate
space, control of program administration (e.g.,
power of admission, dismissal, credits).

Teacher Culture:
a)

Optimism about student success

b)

Professional accountability for success accepted

c)

Teachers have an extended role, believe in
educating the "whole student," practice caring
and advocacy

d)

High teacher expectations for behavior and
achievement
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e)

3)

4)

Collegial teacher relations, team effort,
program success is important

Student Culture:
a)

Public admission of the need for help

b)

Positive peer culture,
goals

c)

Cooperative effort by students to achieve

d)

Family atmosphere

students support program

Curriculum and Instruction:
a)

Individualized curriculum within a group,
students start at their own level

b)

Cooperative learning employed

c)

Problematic content,
problems

d)

Experiential education, new roles and
opportunities for students

students given "real"

Mary Anne Raywid of Hofstra University in New York
(1988),

who

education,

is another

leading authority on alternative

cites the following eight successful

components of alternative education:
1)

A personalized environment that emphasizes community;

2)

Voluntary program membership;

3)

Diverse instructional approaches and activities to
sustain stimulation;

4)

Early and frequent academic success;

5)

Interdisciplinary curriculum that helps students
establish connections between their personal
concerns and the public world;

6)

Small group and individualized learning,
cooperative and interdependent learning with a
balance of whole group instruction;

7)

Developmental learning balanced with academic
learning;
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8)

District support for the program to be unique.
Raywid notes that these programs can be housed

either

in a separate facility of

within-a-school

its own or as a school-

in an existing school.

She suggests that

programs which address only academic or behavioral
problems of students become punitive programs that are
destined to fail.

Rather,

she argues for programs that

fundamentally change the design,
of the school environment,

environment and climate

with the goal of developing

more supportive and personalized teacher-student
relationships.
Nancy Paulu

(1987)

of alternative schools

found that a key to the success
is that students and parents may

voluntarily choose to enroll
the students'

needs,

in the program based upon

abilities and

interests.

Instructional approaches are specifically designed to
address the learning styles of the enrolled students,
rather than expecting students to adapt to the teaching
and curriculum.

Program staff have the autonomy to shape

the program in the manner that they believe will be most
effective.

Two other vital components are the provision

of additional counseling, and an integrated focus upon
career education and exploration.
The Center for the Study of Social Policy (1987)
notes that there are also specialized versions of
alternative education programs that serve students with
specific needs or

interests.
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Comprehensive pregnant and

parenting teen programs provide school-age pregnant and
parenting students with day care for their children, and
a comprehensive array of academic instruction,

parenting

and life skills instruction,

career

education and health care.
programs

support services,

Vocational alternative

focus primarily upon career exploration and

awareness, and job readiness and placement.

Many times,

students who are doing poorly in academic subjects are
encouraged to enroll

in these programs because they have

more of a hands-on and job readiness focus.

Remediation

programs are usually partial-day pull-out programs

in

which students spend part of their day in regular
academic classes,
smaller,

and the remainder of the day in

individualized classes

in academic areas

which the student has fallen behind.

in

Summer remediation

programs provide students who are low-achievers with a
summer program of computer instruction,
learning and work experiences.

In fact,

individualized
these programs

have been found to reverse the learning loss that often
occurs with students who are not productively engaged
during the summer months.
a.

Critiguing The Role of Alternative Education

Programs.

While no one would argue that alternative

programs have been successful in keeping many marginal
students

in school, and thus are an effective dropout

prevention strategy as a means of dealing with individual
at-risk students, many educators have begun to question
the efficacy of these programs in isolation from larger
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institutional change.
additive,

that

is,

Most alternative programs are

they are added on to the traditional

academic program as an alternative, and have no impact
upon changing the fabric of the school

(Shedlin,

1988).

Educators claim that alternative programs have had
little impact on changing the institution from which socalled "troubled" students were sent
fact,

Wright claims,

(Wright,

1988).

In

the larger system "tolerates" the

smaller alternative programs precisely because they can
absorb those students who do not or will not adapt or
conform to the institutional nature of the larger system.
In this way,

alternative programs support the existence

of a larger recalcitrant system by quelling potential
discontent of many at-risk students through placing them
in more appropriate smaller programs.
One would guess that over time,
(or school)

the larger system

would be able to identify some of the

successful alternative strategies as ones that would work
for all students, and thus look to replicate such
strategies school-wide.

Such is not the case,

however.

Wright claims that the larger system is usually resistant
to "adopting any of the practices that have proven
successful in the alternative program"
Thus,

(1988,

p.

20).

the school remains a static concept.
Such an approach is in essence one of "blaming the

victim" rather than viewing the at-risk student as a
symptom of institutional break-down.
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It is much easier

to "fix" troubled students than it is to fix the system
that may have contributed to their problems
Dorman,

1988).

(Wheelock and

While alternative programs "are a

legitimate component of

long-term planning for school

reform,...these interventions are largely recuperative.
They cannot and are not intended to address the origins
or conditions of academic failure,
pregnancy.

Instead,

alienation,

or teen

they seek to limit the worst

consequences that those problems threaten to bring”
(Center

for the Study of Social Policy,

As well,

1987,

p.

61).

studies have found that alternative schools

serve a disproportionate number of at-risk poor and
minority students

(Paulu,

1987).

Educators fear that

such programs run a risk of being a mechanism for
segregating students,
students who enroll

as well as stigmatizing those

in them.

The criticism of alternative schools,
that they don’t serve a useful
Clearly,

function,

then,

is not

for they do.

many students need an alternative setting to the

large comprehensive school.

However,

the primary

criticism of alternative education is that,
school districts,
even masks,

for most

it diverts attention away from, and

the real problem--that our schools are not

structured to serve a significant percentage of our
students.

Put in another way,

’’the failure of some

schools to graduate even the majority of students
suggests that it is the schools themselves,
their vulnerable students,
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not simply

that may be in need of

remediation and reform"
9).

The real

issue,

University (1988),
education.

(Wheelock and Dorman,

1988,

p.

argues Asa Hilliard of Georgia State

is one of access to good quality

Most at-risk students,

he says,

have been

deprived of good pedagogy.
2.

Systemic School Change
Recently,

a new approach to dropout prevention has

been emerging--that of systemic school change or school
restructuring.

Systemic school change means the

fundamental reorganization of school structures,
governance,

policies,

programs and practices in order to

improve student learning and development,
school climate,
providing

enhance the

and expand roles of staff,

while

individual and group support to those students

who need it.

At the core of this approach are two

assumptions.

First,

locus for change,

the entire school should be the

with the goal of making it more

responsive to the needs of all students.
A systemic change approach is based on the
assumption that all students can achieve
1988).

From a systems perspective,

(Hilliard,

when students fail,

in addition to looking to the student to identify reasons
for the failure,

school staff also search for systemic

and institutional factors that might have contributed to
that student's failure.

Rather than seeking to place

"problem" students elsewhere,
to improve the school,

a systems perspective seeks

with the underlying belief that
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the "best long-run dropout prevention program is a good
school”

(Center for the Study of Social Policy,

1987,

p.

44) .
A systems perspective,
fundamental changes
organized,

then,

seeks to "make

in the way schools are financed,

and administered as well as the way teaching

is delivered so that even the most marginal students can
succeed”
67-8).

(Center for the Study of Social Policy,
What this means,

James Comer puts forth,

1987,

p.

is that

schools need to develop a process that will "change the
ecology or

interactions of the school

in a way that would

facilitate student development and academic learning.”
Thus,

the focus should be on ”the social system more than

on any particular
enterprise”

individual or group in the school

(Comer,

1988,

Gary Gottfredson,

p.

83).

in his paper,

"Schooling and

Delinguency Prevention,” argues the same systems approach
from the perspective of dealing with at-risk students.
He states that,

"School

is a major social institution in

the life of an adolsecent--a place where the social
learning process is played out."

Too often,

he says,

"youth with low academic and interpersonal skills will
find schools "rigged" against them.
difficulty with school work,
as model youth,

Because they have

because they do not behave

they experience failure in school.

This

failure weakens the bonds of social control."
Prevention,

then, must focus on "school social

organizational

influences on delinquency."
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The first

step in an organizational or systems approach is to
"define the problem and analyze the organization's
forcefield--the obstacles to achievement of the
organization's goals and the resources available to
overcome those obstacles"

(1981,

p.

8-9,14).

The second assumption of a systemic school change
approach to dropout prevention is that schools need to
take on a developmental approach to teaching and
learning.

Child and adolescent development studies

indicate that children pass through uniquely different
stages of development.

Within each developmental stage,

children have different social,
needs,

interests and abilities.

emotional and cognitive
Within each age group,

developmental differences exist between individual
students, many times influenced by the socioeconomic and
cultural background of the student.

For example,

it has

been found that poor children are more prone to
demonstrate dominant use of motor action for discharge;
think concretely;
a marked use of

have a poor sense of identity;

imitation;

possess poor time orientation;

display memory difficulties;

and rely upon paraverbal

rather than verbal channels of communication
1967).

exhibit

(Minuchin,

Such knowledge would dictate a unique school

structure.
Most schools,
concerns
programs.

though, do no take developmental

into consideration when constructing their
In fact,

"a central weakness
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in most

schools...is a widespread failure to reconsider each
school practice in terms of developmental needs

in order

either to incorporate responsibility for meeting them
into the school’s academic and social goals or to keep
them from being barriers to attaining those goals”
(Lipsitz,

1984,

p.

168).

Schools need to be structured to respond to the
developmental needs of the unique student population that
it serves.

Wehlage

(1986) argues that the social and

emotional development of a student is

just as crucial to

that student as he/she matures into a productive citizen
as

is his/her cognitive and

intellectual development.

In

fact, a focus upon a student’s social and emotional
development enhances,

rather than delays,

intellectual and cognitive growth
attending to students’
emotional needs,
concerns

health,

(ASCD,

that student’s
1985).

nutritional,

By

social and

and integrating these issues and

into the school's curriculum and daily life,

students’

interest in the subject matter is increased as

is their energy and attention to learn other academic
subjects.
(1984)

has

In middle schools,

for example, Lipsitz

identified the following needs for early

adolescents:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

The need for structure and clear limits;
The need for competence and achievement;
The need for diversity;
The need for self-exploration and self-defin it ion;
The need for positive social interaction with
adults and peers;
The need for meaningful participation in school
and the community; and
The need for physical activity.
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Consequently,

they argue that middle schools should be

structured around meeting these developmental needs.
Middle schools should,
teachers teamed

therefore,

be clustered and

in order to build a sense of community

and to increase positive contact with the adults in the
school;

have teacher-advisor and mentor programs

for students to have forums
their values and emotions;
opportunities

in order

in which to discuss and shape
structure community service

in order to allow students a chance to be

contributing members of a community;

employ diverse

instructional strategies in order to ensure academic
success

for all students; and offer electives and mini¬

courses

in order to allow students to explore varying

interests.
Eccles and colleagues reinforce this notion, arguing
that "some

'motivational problems'

associated with junior

high school students result from the mismatch between the
individuals'

characteristics and needs, and the

characteristics of particular educational environments
they inhabit"

(1988,

p.

6)

They contend that most junior

high schools are not structured to meet the unique
developmental needs of that age group.
following lists as examples:

They contrast the

Environmental Changes in Junior High School
Move to larger, more bureaucratic institution
Departmentalized instruction with multiple teachers
Greater anonymity
Disruption of friendship networks
Reduced family involvement
More rigorous grading practices, lower average grades
Increase in practices around ability assessment
(ability grouping, competitive motivational
strategies)
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Increase in teacher concern with control
Decrease in teacher trust of students
Decrease in opportunity for student decision making
Decrease in student autonomy
Initial decrease in cognitive level of tasks assigned
Developmental Characteristics of Early Adolescents
Increased desire for autonomy
Increased salience of identity issues
Need for a safe environment
Increased peer orientation
Increased self-focus and self-conciousness
Increased cognitive capacity
Increase in anxiety towards school performance
Increase in confusion regarding causes of academic
performance
Increase in self-focused motivation
Decline in general self-esteem
Decline in general interest in school
In fact,

when examining these two lists,

many of the

traditional junior high school structures and
characteristics are in direct conflict with the
developmental characteristics of early adolescents.
authors conclude by arguing that

The

in order to increase the

motivation and ultimately academic achievement of early
adolescents,

schools must structure themselves to match

the developmental needs of the students they serve.
In summary,

a systemic school change approach to

dropout prevention operates under the assumption that,
"Changes

in institutions serving youth will lead to

changes in youth behavior."

Rather than setting up

alternative programs for problem students,

systemic

change seeks to incorporate "the insights and elements of
alternative programs

into the mainstrem school’s response

to at-risk students"

(Center for the Study of Social

Policy,

1987,

p.

18).

"Every aspect of school life is

subject to change if that change increases the
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probability of achieving the district’s desired outcomes"
(Vickery,
a.

1988,

p.

55).

Components of A Systemic School Change Approach.

While certainly,

within any school,

systemic change

initiatives take different shapes and

forms,

research has

pointed to many common components of a systemic change
approach to dropout prevention.
i.

A Focus At The Building Level:

Management.

School-Based

In order for a school to initiate

institutional changes to respond to the needs of

its

unique student and staff population,

schools need to be

the locus of control.

"system-wide

Increasingly,

regimens and centralized decision-making governing
curriculum,

class structure,

teacher scheduling and short

term learning objectives and goals has been shown to
stifie... necessary and creative flexibility"

(Center for

the Study of Social Policy,

School staff

1987,

p.

45-6).

must have some "latitude and authority" to restructure
schools

in the way that will best improve the school.

Certainly,

staff visions for school changes are going to

vary from school to school.
and David Crandall

Consequently,

Glen Harvey

in their paper "A Beginning Look At

The What And How Of Restructuring" argue that,
"restructuring efforts must be...building-based"
p.

(1988,

10).
School-based management means that "principals and

their staff have substantial authority (and
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accountability)

for setting school performance goals,

structuring the schedule and patterns for daily
instruction,

initiating new programs and activities, and

evaluating ahcievement"
Policy,

1987,

p.

46).

(Center for the Study of Social
In some cases,

even,

allot the entire school budget to the school
of a pre-determined cost rate per pupil.

districts
in the form

The school

staff are then responsible for determining the entire
school budget.

Such a scenario offers

increasing

possibilities for making fundamental changes
structure,

programs and

instruction of the school.

ii. A Defined School Plan and Mission.
build a school

in the

in which everyone—teachers,

In order to
counselors,

students,

parents and administrators--are all working

together,

the school community must develop and define an

articulated mission and plan for
1988).

improvement

(Comer,

A mission statement defines the concrete goals of

the school and provides a clear focus for all activities
that take place within the school.

A school plan

articulates how the school community will reach their
vision or mission over a defined period of time.
*

A central goal of any school mission is the "belief
that all students are important and that all can and must
learn."

This belief carries with it "high expectations

for student performance and behavior," and an expectation
that "all students will achieve mastery of widely agreed
upon skills and curricular areas"
1988,

p.

11).

(Harvey and Crandall,

Such a mission in most schools of today
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would require extensive staff development to offset
teachers'

differentiated and preconceived notions of

students'

ability (many times based upon class and race

factors)

that result in many students lowering their

expectations and standards of behavior
Strahan,

1988).

As well,

(Strahan and

teachers and administrators

would need to model these high expectations by also
holding themselves to high standards of performance and
behavior

(Harvey and Crandall,

1988).

School missions and plans are only meaningful
school constituencies are involved
(Levin,

1987).

in their development

Harvey and Crandall argue for the

establishment "of a building-level,
to be responsible for assessing,
implementing changes

multiconstituent team

planning and

in the school"

should be a time for input,
dialogue.

if all

(1988,

discussion,

p.

13).

This

debate and

This dynamic environment ensures a wider

breadth of commitment throughout the school once a
mission and plan for
iii.

improvement are adopted.

Shared Decision-Making.

The more people are

included within the decision-making governance of a
school,

the more people have a sense of belonging to and

participation in the school.

Yet, Kearns believes that

today's schools are still modeled on the schools "at the
turn of the century.

They're still locked into the old

hierarchical models of
long ago"

(1988,

p.

industry that industry discarded

566).
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Sharing leadership "signifies a new view of power"
(Mirman,

1988,

p.

4).

new vision of power

Mirman goes on to say that this

is designed to mobilize "different

stakeholders to collaborate on achieving a common
vision."

Students take more pride in a school they feel

they have "built," parents become more involved

in a

school within which they have a say in their child’s
education, and staff are more creative and committed

in a

school within which they are able to govern the learning
environment.
Educators argue that shared decision-making is
especially effective in increasing the creativity and
energy of teachers within a school.
to the conclusion that schools

Goodlad

(1984) came

in which teachers are not

satisfied are schools perceived by all to have problems.
Nancy Paulu,

in her booklet "Dealing With Dropouts: The

Urban Superintendents Call To Action," claims that "a
rich source of creative innovation and cumulative
knowledge is lost when teachers are excluded.
failing to

involve teachers demoralizes them,

their alienation,

Over time,
increases

and saps their energy, which could be

productively used to bring about change"

(1987,

p.

26).

The Association for Supervision and Curriculum
Development concurred in their paper,
For All," when they stated,
and undervalued,

"With Consequences

"Teachers who are overworked

whose judgement

is

ignored or

discredited, and whose job security is in some cases
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threatened, are unlikely to throw their wholehearted
support behind reform initiatives”
The answer,

then,

(1985,

p.

according to Goodlad

22).
(1984),

is to

decentralize the power of authority within each school,
and to increase the decision-making input of teachers,
students and parents.

Teachers should be given

substantial authority over the areas of curriculum,
instruction, and scheduling.

With a shared decision¬

making model of school governance,

committees and task

forces assume more of a key function of developing
policies and recommendations for school change.
and students,

as well as staff,

Parents

are given decision-making

input into many areas of school governance such as hiring
of staff,

resource allocation,

rules and policies.

programming,

Principals,

then,

role of coordinator and facilitator,
rather than giving up authority,

and school

take on more of a

and often find that,

more is gained as

everyone is more committed to the decisions that are made
(Haskins et al.,
iv.

1986).

Inclusive and Democratic School Climate.

school’s climate is the ethos of a school,
that everyone receives about a school.

A

or the message

A school's

climate can greatly determine how students feel about
being in school, and how students feel about themselves.
Jill Mirman advocates for a "humanization of the
organizational climate."

She claims that many "children

and adults characterize schools as impersonal,
alienating places to work and learn."
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Schools,

isolating,
then.

need to be personalized so that there

is a sense of

caring and belonging that permeates the school.
accomplished,

she puts forth,

expectations,

respect,

This is

by "Codes of high

and dignity (which)

promote

feelings of ownership and shared responsibility in all
that the school does."

Strong emphasis

is placed upon

the adults within the school developing bonding
relationships with students.

She goes on to say that "a

healthy school environment propels a cycle in which high
teacher motivation inspires student motivation,

which

leads to student achievement, and in turn leads to
teacher motivation"

(1988,

p.

3).

A healthy school climate also encourages students to
become active and responsible participants within a
democratic society (Haskins et al.,

1986).

Such a

climate promotes a sense of justness and fairness
(Wasserman,

1983).

The way to accomplish this is to

structure schools so that they actually have learning
experiences within a democratic school structure.
Mediation boards,
bodies,

community or town meetings,

legislative

referenda systems, and judicial courts are all

examples of structures that reflect and teach the
democratic process

(Davis,

1985).

Building this sense of

community among students "can put the school

in a

position to foster the values essential for academic
success"

(Maeroff,

1988,

p.

638).

As well, a fundamental

goal within the entire curriculum should be the teaching
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of citizenship.

Methodologically,

reflect activism,
learnings

the curriculum should

and student application of their

(Haskins et al.,

1986).

Third, a school climate should support and model the
cultural and socioeconomic backgrounds of all students
through the composition of the staff,
content of the curriculum,
curriculum materials,

the nature and

who is represented

in

how people are treated, and the

nature of symbols and artwork throughout the school’s
halls and corridors

(Haskins et al.,

1986).

Such

diversity acknowledges fundamental respect and support
for all members of the school community,

and celebrates

the backgrounds of all who attend the school.
v.

Alternatives To Suspension.

School policies,

beyond providing for the safe and orderly functioning of
a school,

should help students solve problems and promote

a positive and inclusive school climate.

Policies should

be developed by representatives of all school
constituencies--administrators,

staff,

parents and

students--in order to ensure community ownership of these
policies

(Maeroff,

1988).

Schools policies should be

constructed so as to provide support to students who are
experiencing difficulties,

not solely penalize them.

Consequently, alternative practices to punitive policies
need to be found and tried.
Nancy Doda,

in her book "Teacher To Teacher"

argues that when schools are anonymous,
trouble;

when the curriclum is dull,
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(1981),

students get into

students act out;

and when

instruction includes no activity or movement,

students will bounce off the walls.

Consequently,

she

makes a strong case for structural changes that will
engage students more and thus reduce discipline
problems--changes

like clustering students

groupings to reduce isolation;

into smaller

teaming staff within

clusters to increase the amount of adult contact with
students;

revamping the curriculum so that it is

enriching,

exploratory,

hands-on,

relevant and includes

activities outside of the classroom; and providing
students with opportunities to discuss
concern to them.

issues that are of

She goes on further to state that

preventive discipline includes

instilling in students a

sense of responsibility to the school.

Practices that

foster this responsibility include building a sense of
community,

providing students with opportunities to make

decisions,

teaching responsibility within the curriculum,

providing independent and peer group learning
opportunities, and having students keep their own records
of their work.
Despite such preventive approaches to discipline,
sometimes students will still act out when they are
struggling with a problem or confronted with a conflict.
Wheelock

(1988) argues that

in these cases

insubordination, acting out in class)

(e.g.,

fights,

suspensions rarely

help to resolve the problem that caused the symptomatic
behavior.

Instead,

she advocates for increased use of
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mediation and community meetings to teach students
conflict resolution skills and to promote more positive
types of behavior.

As well,

when students are involved

in the development of school rules,

infractions of these

rules tend to decrease due to an increasing sense of
respect for and ownership of these rules.
Suspensions,
serious

then,

should only be used in the most

infractions of school rules

drugs or alcohol,

(e.g.,

possession of weapons,

possession of

violent

assault).
vi.

Positive Approaches To Attendance.

should want to come to school,

Students

rather than feel compelled

to attend school to avoid punishment.

Consequently,

attendance policies should promote attendance,
the use of

incentives and rewards,

including

rather than penalizing

students by reducing grades due to lack of attendance
(Wheelock and Dorman,

1988).

Willis

(1986) cites

numerous incentives that schools are now using to improve
attendance,
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

including:

outings
redeemable certificates
T-shirts, school parties
free periods
short and long-term attendance certificates
group recognition, and
jobs in the school.

The Center for the Study of Social Policy (1987)

cites

the following key principles to providing incentives and
rewards to improve attendance — establish measurable
criteria for success,

encourage students to determine the

spirit and character of the reward system, and make
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frequent personal attention and praise a consistent part
of the school experience.
For those students who have a pattern of unexcused
absences,
student

it

is

important to try to find out why the

is not attending school.

Individual,

group or

family counseling is often effective at rooting out the
underlying issues behind nonattendance,
solving around getting to school.

and at problem¬

Contracting often

gives students a concrete measure by which to attend.
well,

Wheelock and Dorman

back" policies,

(1988)

As

has found that "buy¬

in which a student can regain credit for

absences through consecutive days of attendance or
community service,
attendance.

have been found to increase

They also cite the importance of home visits

and phone calls home as an important avenue to strengthen
the link between home and school,

thus reinforcing a

consistent message of the importance of attendance.
vii.

Alternatives To Grade Retention.

punishing students

Rather than

for doing poorly academically by

retaining them in grade,

educators argue for more

proactive strategies to bring behind-grade level students
back up to their appropriate level of learning.
so,

Henry Levin of Stanford University argues

To do

(1987)

one

must accelerate the learning pace rather than slow it
down.

Levin would emphasize enriched learning and

diverse instructional practices, and increased time on
task as methods to increase the learning pace.
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Willis

clarifies that accelerated learning includes,

"increased

engagement time for students on significant academic
tasks,...careful monitoring and assessment by teachers,
and recognition and praise for academic performance"
(1986,

p.

14).

The Illinois Fair Schools Coalition
that the main reason that
held back

in grade is

classrooms,

(1985)

suggested

large numbers of students are

ineffective teachers and

and that more attention needs to be paid to

enhancing the curriculum and diversifying instruction.
They also argue that expecting all students to learn at
the same pace in the same way disregards all educational
research which states that students not only learn at
different paces but also learn in different ways.
Consequently,

the Coalition advocates for such practices

as multiage groupings of students,

peer and cooperative

group learning, and competency-based curriculum.
Even with the integration of more varied and
innovative instructional practices within the classroom,
there will still be some students who may lag behind.
McCullough

(1986)

suggests that,

enrichment summer program,

with these students, an

intensive tutoring or

promotion with instructional support in an alternative
setting are much more constructive practices than
retaining a student
viii.
noted,

in grade.

Alternatives To Tracking.

As previously

"tracking... practices often undermine student

achievement and convey messages of rejection to
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vulnerable students,

increasing the likelihood of such

students disengaging from school"

(Wheelock,

45).

strategies need to be

Yet,

educators would claim,

1988,

p.

found to enable teachers to teach students of varying
ability levels.

Goodlad and Oakes

such strategies already exist,
use.

For example,

(1988)

suggest that

but are not in widespread

cooperative group learning has been

found to raise academic achievement in students of all
ability levels,

especially those students who are doing

poorly academically.
to

Peer group learning has been found

increase the learning pace of

low-achieving students,

while enhancing the skills of those students who are
providing the tutoring.

Project-based learning allows

students to explore subject matter

in different ways that

build upon their learning strengths,

rather than

confining learning to one or two modes.

A teacher that

incorporates many multisensory modes of teaching
guarantees that more students will be able to master the
material.
ix.

Clustering and Program Diversity.

As a strategy

to combat the impersonal nature of large comprehensive
schools,

educators now advocate for clustering practices.

Clustering divides the entire student population of a
school

into groupings of students.

Each cluster,

containing between 75 and 300 students,

is housed within

a defined geographical area of the school.
assignment to clusters

Student

is designed to ensure a
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heterogeneous crossection of the student body,
than by ability grouping.

Students attend their core

academic classes within the cluster,
outside the cluster
art,

rather

for electives,

but may travel

physical education,

music and other classes.
Clusters create "smallness within bigness," and

ensure that every student will be "well known by at least
one adult"

(Wheelock,

1988,

p.

81).

Merenbloom (1986)

states that clustering allows students to develop more
meaningful relationships with both their peers and their
teachers,

while also fostering a sense of school

community.

Clustering is also a strategy to realize

another goal of systemic change of
diversity within a school.

increasing program

Clustering provides an

opportunity to develop a whole host of diverse programs,
each with its unique philosophical and instructional
identities,

housed within one school building.

Such an

approach to school organization would be a means to to
providing "alternative routes to competence" that would
address students’
interests

varying learning styles,

(Miller,

apprenticeships,

1967).

strengths and

Community service,

travel study,

performing arts work,

community college attendance, and neighborhood youth
corps are all examples of alternative learning structures
that can be successful with a variety of students.

In

turn, diverse programming requires flexible graduation
requirements that provide equal weight to a community
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service experience at a local aquarium,

for example,

as

to a standard science course.
x.

Teaming of Staff.

Closely associated with

clustering is the practice of teacher teaming.
teams

(usually a math,

studies teacher)
school.

English,

Teacher

science and social

are assigned to each cluster within a

Students rotate between these teachers

core academic classes

(Merenbloom,

1986).

for their

Teams are

given daily common planning time to coordinate
curriculum,

monitor student progress,

plan cluster

activities,

and conduct parent conferences.

Usually,

each team has a team leader who plans agendas for team
meetings and serves as a liaison with the administration.
Teams are given decision-making control over curriculum,
scheduling,

activities,

cluster rules and other areas

that concern the progress of their students.
Wheelock

(1988) argues that there are several

advantages to teaming:

1) a consistent team of teachers

works with the same group of students,

allowing students

and teachers to get to know each other better;

2)

teachers are given the opportunity to work collegially as
a team,

reducing the isolation many teachers face;

3)

teams have the opportunity to develop a more integrated
curriculum and program for their cluster; and 4)

teachers

are empowered by gaining more decision-making control
over curriculum, and responsibility for monitoring
student progress, maintaining parent contact, and
developing cluster activities.
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The Center for the Study

found that teaming
* increases peer support;
* strengthens student attachment to the school;
* enhances student relationships with teachers; and
* improves staff awareness of individual student needs.
In fact,

Willis found that "teacher teaming to address a

group of students was at the core..." of a number of
restructuring efforts
xi.

(1986,

p.

17).

Block and Flexible Scheduling.

traditional

As the

45-minute periods are many times a hindrance

to learning,

research has now found that block scheduling

can be effectively used to create blocks of learning time
that suit varied curriculum opportunities
1986).

(Merenbloom,

Usually an uninterrupted block of time is

scheduled each day for team courses and activities.
Students are scheduled for the remainder of each school
day out of the cluster
electives,

in physical education and

which allows each team to schedule daily

common planning time.

The block of cluster time is then

free of a rigid schedule and can be organized

into longer

and shorter blocks of time, and even changed to
accomodate field trips,

guest speakers and cluster

activities.
The objective of flexible scheduling is to "allow
enough time for mastery, and the internalization of
learning,

rather than just coverage of subjects"

(National Coalition of Advocates for Students,
42).

1985,

p.

Flexible scheduling allows more or less time to be

devoted to subjects.

It allows for community service or
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"field days,"

in which a student engages

out-of-school learning experiences.

in contracted

Classes can be

double-blocked and meet only twice a week.
be broken down into shorter,
periods of six weeks,

or

more intensive learning

longer semesters can be

interspersed with shorter,
"exposure" sessions

Semesters can

intensive one or two week

(Wehlage,

1986).

In essence,

flexible scheduling facilitates the move towards diverse
programming.
xii.

Interdisciplinary and Relevant Curriculum.

To

reduce the fragmentation of the traditional curriculum,
which only serves to fragment student learning,
now advocate for

educators

increasing integration of

interdisciplinary curriculum.

This means that the

curriculum should focus upon themes and concepts that
teach a variety of skills across disciplines,

rather than

breaking down the curriculum into artificially-defined
subjects

(Goodlad and Oakes,

1988).

Such an approach

allows more attention to be paid to the quality and depth
of

instruction of essential concepts and themes rather

than on the quantity of subjects taken.

English,

social

studies and art could all be taught under the umbrella of
a humanities course,

for example.

Goodlad and Oakes go on to say that,

"The knowledge

to be offered to children must be important,
complex,

and most of all,

challenging,

rich with meaning.

must stretch the sense-making of all children"
19).

This

Indeed,

it

(1988,

p.

focus on concepts rather than facts and
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memorization is the foundation for Ted Sizer’s Coalition
of Essential Schools.

The Coalition’s motto is ’’Less is

more," meaning that one can more meaningfully delve and
probe into essential concepts through eliminating
arbitrary subject definitions and reducing the numbers of
courses taken.
The curriculum content should also integrate and be
sensitive to a student's experiences,
culture.

Strahan and Strahan

is also easier when presented
own lives.

(1988)

background and
report that learning

in the context of students'

This can be done by embedding the information

to be taught and the problems to be solved
the students are familiar with.
matter can be taught
example,

in a context

Traditional subject

in new and exciting ways,

for

instead of teaching textbook general science, an

urban ecology unit could be taught where students go out
into their own community and measure levels of noise,
air,

water and land pollution;

and demographics;

study the impact of zoning

survey residents as to their concerns

about quality of living issues; and draw up plans for
improving the ecological conditions of the community.
Such approaches also require utilization of the rich
resources of the surrounding community.
Hilliard also argues that the "school curriculum
must be desegregated" by removing "all vestiges of
racism,

sexism,

or any other kind of "ism"....The whole

story of the human experience" must be reflected in every
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curriculum content area

(1987,

p.

23).

In this way,

every student’s background and culture is affirmed.
In planning curriculum,

Strahan and Strahan claim

that teachers do not need to view curricular planning "as
^ forced choice between academic instruction or personal
enrichment"

(1988,

p.9).

one and the same.

most often they are

They emphasize the emphasis of science

and mathematics curricula
be on enrichment,

In fact,

(for at-risk students)

should

rather than remediation, and should

allow students the opportunity for hands-on experience.
It should be noted that essential to the task of
developing interdisciplinary curriculum is the provision
of common planning time between teachers who work with
common groups of students to work together
1986).

(Wheelock,

Such a realization bears out the fact that any

systemic change initiative within one area of a school
will always have implications for changes in other school
areas;

hence,

school

improvement.

xiii.

the need to take a school-wide view towards

Innovative Instructional Strategies.

In order

to effectively present a truly interdisciplinary
curriculum to a diverse body of students, diverse
instructional strategies must be used

(Doda,

1981).

Rather than the traditional classroom of rows of students
facing forwards listening to a teacher lecture and then
working individually completing worksheets
textbook questions,

in response to

"students need to be clustered in

small groups exchanging ideas,
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sometimes working on

separate but

interrelated tasks, and generally helping

each other learn.

Teachers must function more like

orchestra conductors than like lecturers:

getting things

started and keeping them moving along,

providing

information and pointing to resources,

coordinating a

diverse but harmonious buzz of activity.

Classroom

rewards need to be based on shared goals and
accomplishments...."
Instruction,

(Goodlad and Oakes,

educators argue,

upon increasing students'

1988,

p.

19).

should also be based

ability to be self-directed

learners and good problem-solvers and communicators
(Vickery,

1988).

This requires teachers to "guide

students'

reasoning processes" and engage them in

opportunities to grapple with and solve problems
and Strahan,

1988,

p.

9).

(Strahan

Cooperative and peer group

learning are increasingly being seen as successful
strategies that encourage students to become active
rather than passive learners,

and provide opportunities

for students of all ability groupings to work together
while improving at their own individual pace.
(1984)

Sizer

has proposed that teachers become coaches who

facilitate a student's exploration of subject matter,
thereby empowering the student

in his/her ability to

learn.
Diverse instructional strategies also take into
account that students

learn in different ways,

based upon socioeconomic,
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familial,

many times

cultural, and gender

factors.
range of

Consequently,

students need to be exposed to a

learning experiences--labs/

apprenticeships,

community service,

hands-on and experiential learning,

project and active research,

independent study,

intensive

seminars and field trips are all ways of expanding
students'
xiv.

experiences

(Merenbloom,

1986).

A Focus On Student Support.

Increasingly,

educators are beginning to realize the necessity of
schools responding to a student's entire life,

that is,

adopting a "whole child" approach to education

(Hahn and

Danzberger,
physical,

1987).

School practitioners realize that the

social and emotional developmental needs of

students are just as

important as a student's academic

and intellectual growth.

Students'

abilities to learn

are greatly influenced by their nutrition,
need for

interaction, and state of mind.

self-esteem,
A "whole child"

approach acknowledges the need for schools to address all
areas of a student's development.
succeed,

If schools are to

they must understand each student's world inside

and outside of school,
accordingly.

and respond to that student

Certainly,

this understanding requires much

greater coordination between schools and community and
state agencies than currently exists.
Consequently,

many schools have begun to reorganize

their guidance and counseling and academic programs.
Case management models include teams of school and
community agency staff to whom any student with a problem
can be referred;

the team is then responsible for
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assessing the student and delivering an individual
service plan
1987).
for

(Center

for the Study of Social Policy,

This system ensures that someone is responsible

"bringing multi-system resources to bear on the

particular needs of multi-problem individuals"
15).

Often,

(1987,

p.

a case management system has developed a

network of linkages with community agencies in order to
increase the available services and opportunities to
students.
Additionally,
to student success

research has demonstrated that a key
is developing a caring and supportive

relationship with at least one adult in the school
(Massachusetts Department of Education,
teacher-advisor,

1986).

and life issues programs

Mentor,

increase the

numbers of supportive adults available to students,
providing students with forums to discuss
important to them (Wheelock,

1986).

issues that are

To provide

legitimacy to the need to attend to students’
emotional development growth,

while

social and

Wheelock also argues that

these programs should be integrated into the broader
curriculum and should be credit-granting.
xv. Parents As Active Participants.

Increasingly,

educators are finding that parents play a pivotal role in
the success of their children in school.
it,

As Paulu puts

"the parent is the child's first and most influential

teacher"

(1987,

p.

50).

However,

traditionally,

parent

interaction is limited to phone calls home when a student
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has done something wrong,
assemblies and events

or parent attendance at

(Haskins et al.,

1986).

As well, a

major reason why parents don't get involved in their
children's education is because of the perceived lack of
meaningful opportunities to do so
Haley and Berry (1988)
parental

1986).

report that the goals of

involvement should include improved

communication,
this,

(Wheelock,

input,

access and support.

To accomplish

schools need to actively promote parent involvement

and support on several

fronts.

Parents should have a

meaningful role in making school decisions.

Parents need

to feel that a school

is accessible and welcoming of

their presence.

includes having an open-door

policy,

This

an understanding that parents have a wealth of

information about their child, an awareness of cultural
backgrounds,

and an availability of translators for

linguistic minority parents

(Lefkowitz,

1985).

Parents

should be utilized as valuable resources who can enrich
the curriculum and activities of a school.

Parents need

information and training on how to best support their
child's education at home.

Many times,

this means

receiving support and services themselves.

In fact,

it

has been found that raising the educational attainment of
a parent by one year translates
gain on the part of the child

into a half-year academic

(Wheelock and Dorman,

1988 ) .
One example of a systemic change initiative around
parent

involvement

is within the New Haven Public Schools
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in Connecticut.

In the late 1960s,

along with Professor

James Comer of Yale University's Child Study Center,
schools embarked upon school

improvement

two

initiatives.

The centerpiece of the school plans that were developed
were increasing parental

involvement

in the school,

including developing a school governance team that made
all school decisions,

which included parent

representation on it;

a Mental Health Team which worked

with families;

parent seminars on how to support your

child's education at home;
volunteer

recruitment of parents to

in the classroom or to share their special

gifts before a class;

and a healthy respect for the

parent's role as advocate of their child's education.
The results bore out wide-scale jumps in academic
achievement for most students.
are changing,

In an era where families

and at the same time have increasing

survival pressures to contend with,

such home-school

partnerships are necessary to ensure the academic success
of all children.
xvi.

Meaningful Staff Development.

In addition to

assuming increasing roles and responsibilities within a
school,

teachers need

increasing opportunities to grow

and rejuvenate themselves

(Paulu,

1987).

Staff need

multiple opportunities for staff development over which
they have control about topic,

time,

replication within the classroom.

frequency and

Staff development

needs to be an organic and evolving process that helps
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staff to identify and define problems and grapple with
solutions.
Peer observation,

visitations,

common team planning

time, and other staff-generated learning opportunities
can recycle and revitalize staff energy and be a vehicle
by which to drive and sustain a change initiative
(Mirman,

1988).

and excellence,

In order to reach a level of innovation
teachers need opportunities for sustained

practice and expert coaching

(Sizer,

districts have gone so far as to
academies”

in which teachers,

1984).

Some

initiate "teacher

on a rotating basis, are

granted seven to ten-week mini-sabbaticals and engage in
a structured program of seminars,

observation and

research in order to revitalize their skills
1987).

It should be remembered that,

restructuring of a school,
team,

(Paulu,

within any

the ability to cluster and

develop interdisciplinary curriculum and diverse

programming, and deliver

innovative instruction is

largely up to the abilities and enthusiasm of the
teaching staff.

Consequently,

opportunities of reward

and self-growth need to be extended to teachers in order
to reach a school's vision.
xvii.

Community Collaboration.

Schools have for too

long operated as islands within communities,
few community resources and

utilizing

including very little of the

community within the curriculum (Kivel,

1984).

However,

given the expanded role of schools to attend to the
personal,

social and economic needs of students,
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schools

need to utilize the valuable community resources that
could vastly improve the quality of schooling.

Schools

increasingly need to reach beyond the school walls and
out

into the community to access services and programs

(Wheelock and Dorman,

1988).

Building collaborations entails new ways of
organizations working together.
small,

Every community,

big and

has a wealth of resources to offer to a school.

Businesses can provide work-study,
awareness and education,
programs;

apprenticeship,

career

and cooperative education

higher education institutions can provide staff

development,

college students as tutors,

learning programs;

and

innovative

community agencies can provide

supportive services to students and their families; and
municipalities can provide recreational and youth corps
activities and programs.
McMullan and Snyder

(1987),

in their paper

"Schools

and Businesses Working Together For At-Risk Youth," found
that school-business partnerships renewed public support
and interest

in education and specifically,

at-risk youth.

programs for

Business partnership programs provided

at-risk youth with a vital link between education and
earning a living.

Partnerships have also benefitted

schools by providing resources for upgrading physical
plants and increasing teacher resources.

McMullan and

Snyder define the three princial roles for these
collaborations as being a catalyst for educational
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change,

providing jobs and scholarships to at-risk youth,

and providing an advocate and constituency for schools.
Wheelock and Dorman
for community agencies

(1988)

support an increased role

in schools by noting that

community—based organizations not only have additional
resources to provide to at-risk students and their
families,

but also have a fresh perspective on

programming and "what works"
et al.

(1986)

for these students.

Haskins

suggest that community links can be

increased through using community residents as
paraprofessionals,

bringing community agencies on-site to

provide school-based youth services,

initiating youth

service corps or community service programs, and
launching public literacy drives to build a community
climate of learning.

Indeed,

Haskins argues,

schools

will only succeed when they open the school doors to the
community.

This means not only allowing school buildings

to truly become public facilities by opening the school
doors to the community during after-school hours,

but

also by including an increasing community voice in the
decisions that are made about schooling.
b.

Cautions About the Systemic School Change

Movement.

There are,

however,

two cautions about

systemic change initiatives designed to prevent school
dropouts.

First,

systemic school change approaches to

dropout prevention need to be comprehensive and address
all or most of the areas outlined above.

A focus upon

only one area will not likely result in lasting change.
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For example while agreeing that there is a necessity
for

increased and more coordinated support services to

at-rsik students,

some educators fear that a sole focus

upon case management and the student as "client" removes
any responsibility from school personnel to examine the
school's role in causing that student to be at risk of
leaving school early (Wright,
in isolation,

1988).

Wright argues that,

case management initiatives function as a

social control agent.

In this scenario,

most case

managers are not given any power to effect change that
might be seen as necessary,

as a result of encountering

students with problems, due to institutional responses or
programs that have negatively affected that student.
such cases,

therefore,

rather than addressing the

institutional problem (for example,
minor

infractions),

In

use of suspension for

the case manager or counselor

providing support services to a student serves to
stabilize the student by listening to and reducing the
student's alienated emotions,

and thereby reducing that

student's unpredictable behavior.

A sole focus upon

developing a case management system,

then,

can very

easily become a method of ''blaming the victim," because
the

(school)

serves,

system is trying to "fix" the client it

rather than looking to fix the system so that it

can better serve the

(client)

Another example of this,
argue,

student.
McMullan and Snyder

(1987)

is that merely increasing the numbers of school-
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community collaborations will not alone address
fundamental

issues of school

They contend that,

improvement and reform.

while it is important for communities

to share responsibility for the dropout problem and
provide increasing resources to and partnerships with
schools,

collaborations will not be the crucial force in

bringing about radical school change since "they do not
have the structural position to fundamentally alter the
delivery of education."

Any revitalization of the

schools "must be grounded
itself...."

in the educational system

(McMullan and Snyder,

1987,

p.

14).

This

caution is best borne out by the celebrated Boston
Compact,

in which Boston businesses provide resources to

schools,

summer

jobs to students, and guaranteed job

placements for high school graduates, yet have had
extremely little impact in improving the educational
quality or academic achievement of the schools.
despite the Compact,

In fact,

Boston's dropout rate is at an all-

time high.
The second caution is that we cannot necessarily
expect our schools to be transformed into equitable and
excellent institutions without also placing these same
expectations upon all

institutions within our society.

Michelle Fine states that,

"School-based reforms need to

be developed in tandem with a package of social reforms,
including jobs programs,

provision of child care,

access to contraception and abortion services,
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funded

balanced

housing development,
forth,

social and health services,

and ultimately there needs to be a redistribution

of resources and power within our society”
407).

and so

(1986,

p.

Goodlad and Oakes concur when they claim that

school reform "without reform of the larger society is
futile"

(1988,

p.

22).

It

is difficult for schools to be

consistently successful when dealing with youth who face
a life of social and economic inequities when they walk
out the school door.
D.

SUMMARY

Our nation currently graduates the highest
percentage of students enrolled
history.

in public schools

For the past twenty-five years,

in its

the dropout

rate has remained steady at twenty-five percent.

Yet,

because of

issues of equity,

the raising of graduation

standards,

changing demographics and the graver social

and economic consequences of leaving school early,

the

numbers of students dropping out of our public schools
has become of increasing concern.

In the past, most

schools have adopted a "blaming the victim" approach
towards at-risk students—that of blaming conditions of
poverty and family disruption on a student's decision to
leave school early.

This has resulted in a reluctance on

the part of the majority of schools to examine their own
role in that student's decision.

Rather,

schools have

tended to create small alternative programs within which
to transfer "problem" or "troubled" students.
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While

these programs provide a valuable and supportive setting
to some students,

they have had little if any impact

changing the institution that caused the students

in

it

serves to become at risk of dropping out of school.
Recently,

many educators are pointing to the need

for a systemic school change approach to dropout
prevention,

that

is,

school’s governance,

a fundamental restructuring of a
policies,

with the expressed goal of
development,

programs and practices,

improving student learning and

enhancing the school climate and expanding

roles of staff.

Such an approach acknowledges that there

are institutional practices that may cause a student to
drop out of school,

and that by changing the system,

one

can improve a school's ability to serve the unigue
student population that it holds.

Creating alternative

programs does not get to the root causes of high dropout,
suspension,
systemic,

absence and nonpromotion rates.

Rather,

school-based changes are required to foster

learning environments that meet the emotional,
physical and

social,

intellectual needs of all students.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY OF THE STUDY
A.

Background

The Cambridge Public Schools was chosen as the
target district for this study.

Cambridge has a public

school system serving approximately 7,800 students.
school district

The

is classified by the Department of

Education as an urban district.

The percentage of

students whose families receive Aid For Dependent
Children has ranged in past years from 13% to 17%.
minority population of the district

The

is 47% of the total,

with significant populations of Hispanic

(11%,

predominantly Puerto Rican and Central American) and
Black

(30%,

Haitian and African-American)

students.

There is also a sizeable Portuguese population within the
White student percentages.
population represents
population,

The linguistic minority

33% of the total student

while the special education population is

16%.
Cambridge has 11 K-8 elementary schools,
comprehensive high school.

and one

The district is voluntarily

desegregated, and each school is a "school of choice."
Parents and students opt for their first,

second or third

choice of schools when selecting an elementary school,
and depending upon the racial and geographic make-up of
the selections,

students are assigned accordingly.

Almost 95% of students receive one of their first three
choices.
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1. The Hooked On School Program
In 1986-1987,

the administration of the Cambridge

Public Schools became interested in providing increased
definition to the seventh and eighth grade programs
all of their elementary schools.

As a result,

in

the school

district sought and received a Massachusetts Department
of Education Chapter 188 Dropout Prevention grant of
$65,000 for the 1986-1987 school year.
the grant,

The purpose of

titled the Hooking Kids On School project, was

to fund one pilot school,
Alternative School,

the Graham and Parks

to restructure and give better

definition to its grades seven and eight program.

The

school was also responsible for providing assistance
during the second semester to three other elementary
schools -- the Peabody,

Harrington and Fletcher Schools

-- to plan and prepare to take on the project during the
1987-1988 school year.
The initial and subsequent annual applications to
the Department of Education defined the project as a
systemic approach to dropout prevention in the middle
grades,

including school-based management, curriculum

expansion and restructuring,

student support services,

community outreach, and transition to high school.
Applications outlined the following rationale for the
project:
a)

isolated approaches are not effective;

b)

effective programs consider the broad needs of
children, or put another way, the needs of the "whole
child;H
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c)

academic and social needs of children can be
better met through a school-wide approach;

d)

the transition years into and out of the middle
grades are critical years in adolescents’
development;

e)

successful schools develop strong collaborations
with community institutions;

f)

a systemic approach better meets the diverse
needs of a multicultural, multiclass population;

g)

a systemic approach is more cost-effective in
that it seeks institutional change of current
resources;

h)

a systemic approach supports increased
empowerment through school-based management; and

i)

a systemic approach is the only way to ensure
stable long-term planning and programs.

Specific project components were identified as
follows:
1)

Curriculum and instruction expansion and
restructuring, including cooperative learning,
project-based instruction and interdisciplinary team
teaching;

2)

Flexible scheduling;

3)

Student empowerment through participation in
school governance. Community Meetings, discipline
policies, and program evaluation;

4)

Community outreach and education;

5)

Career awareness offerings through Apprenticeship
Programs, Career Days and mini-courses;

6)

Alternative approaches to discipline and conflict
resolution, including mediation and school policy
reform;

7)

Parent involvement through outreach, governance
and training activities;

8)

Transition activities from grade to grade,
especially at the high school, including orientation
visits for parents, students and staff; better
program definition at the high school; and a better
high school program selection process;
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9)

Increased data capabilities to be better able to
identify and monitor outcomes and the progress of atrisk students;

10) Additional instructional support to students
through mentor and advisory programs, tutoring, and
after-school Homework Centers; and
11)

Social and psychological support to students
through Student Support Teams and counseling groups.

The applications also identified several prominent
bodies to be created to support systemic changes:
a)

a city-wide Management Team to oversee the
progress of the project;

b)

School-based management teams to focus upon
school improvement efforts.
These teams were
indicated to be school-wide governance teams which
would provide teachers with increased decision making
control over school governance.
The teams were also
indicated to be grade seven and eight teams, focusing
upon improving curriculum and instruction.
The teams
were to be provided with common planning time to meet
during the school day, and provided with extensive
staff development opportunities; and

c)

Student Support Teams in each project school composed of a guidance counselor, adjustment
counselor, school nurse, principal, human service
agency representative and School Climate Coordinator
or Team Leader - that would receive referrals on
students or families with problems, and facilitate a
process of developing and monitoring a plan of
services for each referred student.

In addition, two community bodies were to provide support
to the project:
d)

a Human Services Collaborative, a consortium of
Cambridge human service agencies, which would provide
support to the Student Support Teams; and

e)

the Cambridge Partnership, an organization supported
by Cambridge businesses with the goal of supporting
the schools, that would provide support to the
Apprenticeship Program.
For the second year of the project -- the 1987-1988

school year — the Cambridge Public Schools received
another $66,000 from the Department of Education.
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The

goals for the year were to solidify the project at the
Graham and Parks School,

while implementing activities at

the three planning schools.

The third year,

1988-1989,

in addition to $70,000 from the Department of Education,
Cambridge received $175,000 from the United States
Department of Education to further the project.
year's activities

The

included strengthening the

restructuring initiatives in the four project schools,
solidifying a central management team structure,

and

working with four additional schools to plan and prepare
to become project schools the following school year.
Year four of the project,

1989-1990,

included the

implementation of activities within the four planning
schools,

bringing the total of project schools to eight

(out of a total of eleven).
The Hooked On School project,

then,

offered a rich

environment within which to research the impact of a
systemic school change approach to dropout prevention
upon a school and a district.

The breadth of the

initiative's components span the scope of systemic school
change literature, and the district has committed to
institutionalizing this approach and its specific
components

in each of their eleven elementary schools.

Schools could be studied at any one of three different
stages:

the first pilot school,

Graham and Parks School,

entering its fourth year and seeking to institutionalize
its restructuring initiatives;
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the three second tier

schools

in their third year and beginning discussions of

how to institutionalize the initiative; and the four new
project schools entering their first year after

initial

planning efforts.

B.

Guiding Questions to the Research

Four central questions framed the research that was
conducted:
1)

What impact does a middle grades systemic school
change approach to dropout prevention have upon
improving schools?

2)

What factors enhanced the adoption and
institutionalization of a systemic school change
approach to dropout prevention?

3)

What factors impeded the adoption and
institutionalization of a systemic school change
approach to dropout prevention?

4)

What steps can schools and districts take to increase
the chances of successful implementation of a
systemic school change approach to dropout prevention
in the middle grades?
For the purposes of this study,

school policies and

practices that would demonstrate a school and district
adoption of systemic school change were identified as the
following:
School Governance and Student Empowerment
A transition to a shared decision making form of school
governance, that includes parent and teacher
representation on school-wide governance bodies, and that
has decision making control over a wide range of school
issues such as hiring of staff, curriculum, resource
allocation and budgeting, programmatic changes, and
placement; that includes the creation of Student Councils
and Community Meetings which provide students with
increased decision making opportunities and
responsibilities; and that requires the principal to
adopt new roles of facilitator and educational leader.
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School Climate and Discipline
Improvements iri school climate and discipline, through
the use of mediation, community meetings, student
involvement activities and other activities which build a
developmentally appropriate learning environment; review
and revision of school policies to eliminate punitive
approaches to discipline, attendance and academic
achievement and to promote positive attitudes towards
learning and school; and the implementation of
alternative approaches to improving attendance and
discipline, including the teaching of conflict
resolution, home-school partnerships, attendance and
behavior contracts, and counseling.
Staff Teaming: Teaching and Learning
Staff teaming
with the provision of adequate common
planning time to facilitate curriculum integration, staff
development, integration of new kinds of instruction, the
monitoring of students, parent contact, the grouping of
students, and the planning of cluster activities;

,

Utilization of flexible and block scheduling to create
optimal learning opportunities;
Development of interdisciplinary curriculum by staff
teams to reduce curriculum fragmentation and increase
curriculum relevancy; and a real-world, problem-solving
approach to the curriculum;
Increase in the use of innovative and varied
instructional strategies that are developmentally
appropriate and respond to diverse learning needs,
including unit-based learning, cooperative and peer group
learning, and project-based learning; and an emphasis
upon higher order thinking skills such as reasoning,
logic, problem-solving, hypothesis, and synthesizing; and
The use of school partnerships with community agencies,
business, and higher education insitutions to create
enrichment learning opportunities, including
Apprenticeship Programs, mini-courses and electives, and
vocational exploratory programs.
Integration Issues
The integration of special education and bilingual
education students into the regular education program#
through decreasing pull-out remedial classes, teaming of
special education and bilingual education teachers into
mainstream classes, and increasing the amount of program
time in which students of these groupings interact with
each other; and
The integration of activities to foster cross-race
interactions and friendships.
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Student Support
Provision of student support services. through increasing
use of mentor, teacher-advisor, and life issues programs;
the creation and functioning of a Student Support, or
case management. Team; the provision of counseling groups
for those students who need it; increasing linkages with
community human services agencies to bring additional
resources into the schools; and the creation of a
supportive transition process from eighth grade to high
school;
Parent Involvement
Creation of meaningful parent involvement opportunities
that provide parents with a choice of involvement,
including representation on a school-wide governance
body; participation in seminars on how to better support
the education of children at home; inclusion of parents
as curriculum resources within the classroom; and the
encouragement of parents to become advocates for their
children.
Staff Development
Expanding staff development opportunities that increase
staff knowledge and understanding of systemic school
change and early adolescent development; that are staffdriven and school-based; and that include such activities
as visitations of other programs and schools, peer
observations, study groups, conference and seminar
attendance, and follow-up consultation.

CL. Design and Procedures of t£e Study
The study focused upon three schools:
1)

Graham and Parks Alternative School -- This was the
pilot school of the project, and houses the
district's elementary Haitian bilingual program;

2)

Harrington School — This is a second tier school
entering its third project year, and houses the
district's elementary Portuguese bilingual program.

3)

Longfellow School -- This is a third tier school
entering its first project year, and houses the
district's elementary Spanish bilingual program.

This distribution of schools provided an opportunity to
examine implementation issues at different stages of the
project.
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The research for this study was conducted during the
fall and winter of the 1989-1990 school year.
and Park School was

in its fourth year,

of schools were in their third year,

The Graham

the second tier

and the four new

schools were entering their first year of the project.
Data was collected and analyzed from each school and also
district-wide, and included written surveys to all
students,

staff and parents;

sample of students,
teacher team.

interviews of a random

staff and parents;

observations of

Student Support Team, and student council

meetings; an analysis of written documents,
grant applications,
brochures.

including

meeting minutes and agendas,

Student Support Team manuals, and other

communications; and an attempt to collect data on
attendance,

suspension,

grade retention,

referrals to

special education, and course failure rates.

It was

assumed that the collection of all of these various kinds
of data would

increase the reliability and validity of

the results of each data source.
1.

Written Surveys
A survey instrument was developed,

in collaboration

with the team of School Climate Coordinators and the
Project Manager,

for all students,

within the three project schools.

parents, and staff
An initial meeting was

held with these staff in June of 1989 to identify
questions and areas to include within the survey.

An

initial draft was then distributed to this same group and
the Management Team in September of 1989, and appropriate
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revisions were made.

The draft was then reviewed by the

Assistant Superintendent and Director of Elementary
Education.

Finally,

it was reviewed by the president of

the Cambridge Teachers Association to ensure universal
support for the survey and prevent complications from
arising once the research had begun.
The three surveys - student,

teacher and

administrator, and parent - were designed to be parallel
in construction,

thus ensuring comparability of

issues,

while responding to the unique perspectives of each
population.

Each survey was designed as a series of

agree/disagree statements,
scale,

using a four-point Lickert

thereby forcing each respondent to make a decision

of whether or not they supported the statement.

The

parent survey did have a fifth point - "Don't know" - to
discern the extent of parent knowledge and understanding
of the initiative.
concern

Within each survey,

(for example,

school discipline)

least four to six statements,

each area of
included at

ensuring reliability of the

answers.
The student survey contained 59 statements,

plus

three narrative questions asking them to identify the
best and worst aspects of the school and the aspect they
would most like to change.

The survey also asked for

background information on gender,

race,

grade,

suspensions, and educational level of parents/guardians.
The teacher and administrator survey contained 111
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statements and asked for identification of whether the
respondent was a teacher, administrator,
specialist.
asked for

or teacher

The parent survey asked 23 questions and

identification of race.

The surveys were designed to gather data on the
categories of systemic school change outlined in this
chapter,

in order to identify the following:

the number of systemic school change components
which
are currently in place, and the degree to which each
is being implemented;
the perceived impact upon the school, and whether or
not the changes have improved or enhanced the school;
and
the perceived impact upon the subset population,
including role changes, motivation and performance,
and attitudes and interpersonal behavior.
An initial meeting was held with the principals and
teacher teams of each school to present the proposed
research design, and to emphasize the need for
consistency in the timing,
collection of the surveys.

conducting, completion and
The distribution and

collection of the student and teacher surveys was
conducted by the School Climate Coordinators in each of
the three target schools in the three weeks between midNovember through the first week of December of 1989.
Student surveys were distributed and monitored by
the teachers

in each school during homeroom period.

A

translator was assigned to each bilingual class to read
the questions

in students'

native language.

296 student surveys were completed
84;

Harrington - 96;

(Graham and Parks -

Longfellow - 116),
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A total of

representing an

over 95% completion rate within each school.
school,

For each

average Lickert scores were computed for each

agree/disagree statement by overall population,
gender,

grade and suspensions.

race,

Each of the three

narrative questions were codified into categories, and
percentages were computed of the total number of students
responding to each coded area.

The codes were as

follows:
What is the best thing about school?
Positive peer interactions
Physical activity
Doing well academically
Teacher support and caring
Interactive curriculum
Decision making
What is the worst thing about school?
Poor peer interactions
Unresponsive curriculum and instruction
Feelings of failure
Uncaring teachers
What is one thing about school you would change?
Improve social climate and peer interactions
Improve curriculum and instruction
Improve school rules and provide student input into
them
Less homework
Improve the cafeteria climate and food
More caring teacher attitudes
Total scores for each school for both the Lickert and
narrative questions were then cross-analyzed between
schools.
Staff surveys were distributed and collected by the
School Climate Coordinator at teacher team meetings.
Surveyed staff included seventh and eighth grade
teachers,

the School Climate Coordinator or Team Leader,

principal, assistant principal, and specialist teachers
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teaching seventh and eighth grade classes.
staff surveys were completed

Twenty-three

(Graham and Parks - 7;

Harrington - 9; Longfellow -7),

representing a 60-80%

completion rate within each school.

For each school,

average Lickert scores were computed for each statement
by total population and by role.

Average scores were

then cross-analyzed by school.
Parent surveys were mailed to all parents'

homes,

along with a cover letter explaining the project, with
two weeks given for completion and return to the school
office.

Envelopes were filled out by the students to

ensure a higher rate of return.

The letter and survey

were translated into the native language of the home for
all linguistic minority students.

For reasons to be

explained within the Limitations of the Study section,
parent surveys were only completed within the Graham and
Parks and Harrington Schools.

All parent surveys were

mailed out the first week of January,
19 parents,

1990.

A total of

or 23% of the student sample, returned

surveys at the Graham and Parks School; and 44 parents,
or 38% of the student sample,
Harrington School.

returned surveys at the

For each of the two schools, average

Lickert scores were computed for each statement.

Average

scores were then cross-analyzed by school.
2.

Oral Interviews
Student and staff interviews were then conducted in

each school for purposes of verification of survey data.
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and to collect farther data on the four research
questions.

Student interview questions were designed to

elicit responses on student experiences of the school
within the identified areas of systemic school change;
similarly,

teacher

interview questions were designed to

elicit responses around teacher experiences of the
project.

All questions were constructed to be open-ended

to allow for maximum response.

All interviews were

conducted within a six-week period from mid-January to
the end of February,

1990.

Interviews were conducted on-site at individual
schools or the school department building.
students

(Graham and Parks - 10;

A total of 35

Harrington - 8;

Longfellow - 17) were interviewed in groups of two to
four students,

representing 8 - 15% of each school's

student population.

Students were selected by the School

Climate Coordinator to reflect the racial percentages
within each school.

Interviews lasted one class period,

or approximately 45 minutes, and were conducted without
school staff present.
A total of 23 school staff were interviewed
and Parks -

4 teachers and 3 administrators;

(Graham

Harrington

- 3 administrators and 3 teachers; Longfellow - 3
administrators and 7 teachers),

representing 100% of all

administrators within each school, and 40 - 90% of the
seventh and eighth grade teachers.

Teachers were

selected randomly, while ensuring a cross-section of core
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and specialist teachers.

Interviews lasted one class

period, or 45 minutes.
Two central office staff, the Assistant
Superintendent in charge of the project and the city-wide
Project Coordinator, were also interviewed, each
interview lasting approximately one hour, using the staff
interview instrument.
Answers to all interview questions were recorded in
notation form and were then codified by categories of
response.

The data was then cross-analyzed by school,

and compared with survey data results.
3.

Observations
Observations were conducted of key project

structures to verify survey and interview data, and to
provide additional data to answer the four research
questions.

Within each school, observations were

conducted of two teacher team meetings, one Student
Support Team meeting, and one student council meeting.
In addition,
observed.

four city-wide Management Team meetings were

Both process observations (for example, group

and individual behavior, leadership manifestations, group
problem-solving, how decisions are made) and product
observations (for example,
noted.

items of discussion), were

Observations were recorded in notation form.

Observations were then compared to individual school
survey and interview data, and district interview data,
as well as compared between schools, to support or deny
data trends.
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4.

Review of Documents

Key project documents were reviewed to verify other
data sources.

Specifically,

the following documents were

reviewed:
Fiscal Year 1987-1990 grant applications to the
Massachusetts Department of Education;
Fiscal Year 1989-1990 grant applications to the
federal Department of Education;
Teacher team minutes and agendas for the fall of 1989;
Final reports submitted to the Mass. Department of
Education;
End-of-year reports completed by Graham and Parks
staff;
Apprenticeship Program brochure;
Draft project budgets,

fall of 1989;

Management Team agendas and minutes,
Program updates,

fall of 1989;

fall of 1989;

Student Support Team Handbook;
Guidelines for Groups in Schools;
Project staff structure;
draft Confidentiality advisory;
Letters to the Editor and newspaper articles; and
At-Risk Identification Checklist.
Data and information gleaned from each document was
compared to survey and interview data.
5.

Data Analysis
Attempts were made to collect attendance,

suspension, grade retention, academic achievement, course
failure, and referrals to special education rates for
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each of the three schools,
through 1989-1990,

for the school years 1985-1986

to examine correlations to outcomes.

Available data was analyzed in aggregate form for the
entire grade seven and eight student population for each
school for each year.
D* Limitations and Parameters of Inquiry
This study attempted to identify the impact of a
systemic school change approach to dropout prevention in
the middle grades,

factors which impede and factors which

enhance such an approach, and lessons to be learned in
intiating this approach in other schools and districts.
There are, however, several limitations to this
study.

First, there were major inconsistencies in the

survey data collected at the Longfellow School.

After

the initial meeting with the principal and the teacher
team to present the research framework and the survey
instruments, the researcher was informed that the
principal objected that some of the questions in the
staff and parent surveys were evaluative in nature, and
that he would not allow them to be conducted within the
building.

The Assistant Superintendent and Director of

Elementary Education then met with the principal to
discuss his concerns, yet he was still reluctant to
conduct the surveys.

After a week,

I was informed by the

Team Leader at the school that the principal had agreed
to conduct the parent survey and to deliver them to the
school.

However, this was not true.

When the principal

found out that the Team Leader was about to distribute
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the parent surveys,

he called a staff meeting,

placed the

survey questions on an overhead projector, and reviewed
each question,

pointing to the perceived evaluative

nature of the questions.

Finally, a second meeting was

held with the Assistant Superintendent, and it was agreed
that the student and staff surveys would be completed,
and the parent survey would not.

However,

instead of the

Team Leader collecting the surveys, as was done by
arrangement

in each of the other two schools,

teachers

were instructed to deliver the student and teacher
surveys by homeroom to the principal.

The principal also

jokingly told teachers that he didn't want to see bad
impressions of the school on their surveys.
Certainly,

this sequence of events calls into

question the validity of the student and staff survey
data from the Longfellow School,
survey data.

One would expect answers to be skewed

towards more positive ratings.
several

particularly the staff

However,

factors which offset this.

One,

was collected from other data sources
observations,
trends.

review of documentation)

For example,

there are
extensive data

(interviews,
to verify data

the greatest percentage of staff

and students were interviewed at the Longfellow of any of
the three schools.

Two, whatever negative ratings that

did appear should be viewed with increased validity,
considering they emerged under undue circumstances.
third,

And

the process by which the survey data was disrupted
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is a source of data
individual school
Second,

itself

in examining district and

implementation issues.

the Hooking Kids On Schools project has been

in operation only four years

in one school,

three years

in the second tier of schools, and entering the first
year in the third tier.

Such a short time period makes

it difficult to make definitive statements on project
outcomes in the areas of suspension, attendance,

grade

retention, academic achievement, and course failure
rates.

To do so would require data spanning two to three

years prior to project initiation within each school, and
three to four years of data after project initiation.
Consequently,

whatever data that was gathered can only

serve to support or deny the main data sources
interviews,
Third,

(surveys,

observations).
the outcome data that was collected was

minimal at best.

Neither

individual schools or the

district had set up a data collection system to compile,
compute and compare data
years.

in most areas over a period of

In fact, the only available data was that which

had been required to be submitted to the Massachusetts
Department of Education,
1986-1987.

beginning in the school year

Consequently,

was grade retention,

the only outcome data available

suspension,

truancy and attendance

data for the school years 1986-1987 through 1988-1989.
Because of the paucity of years of data,
limited value.

However,

the data is of

the lack of outcome data does
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become a valuable piece of research data in answering the
research questions on impact and on impeding factors.
Fourth,

the study did not control

(for example,

for other factors

other district curriculum initiatives

within each school that were not part of the project)
which may have had an impact upon the school,
subpopulations,

or data rates.

Thus,

outcome data

sources, and to a lesser extent survey data,

cannot

necessarily be directly correlated to the initiative.
However,

the oral

interviews,

observations, and review of

documents all provided qualitative verification to survey
results and outcome data,

thereby strengthening

conclusions drawn on project impact within all data
sources.
Fifth,

the study did not collect data from all eight

of the project schools or any of the three nonparticipant
schools.

This limitation makes it more difficult to

extrapolate findings about district-wide implementation
issues.

This was offset somewhat by the extent of data

being collected within each of the three project schools,
observations of Management Team meetings,
project documents; and

review of all

interviews with the Assistant

Superintendent, Project Coordinator and city-wide
Apprenticeship Program Coordinator.

In particular.

Management Team meetings included oral updates of
progress within each project school, and monthly written
project school updates were reviewed.
with central office staff
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The interviews

included some responses on

comparison of progress of all schools.

This strengthens

conclusions about district-wide implementation issues
drawn from the data of the three schools.
Sixth,

the study did not track students from the

three project high schools through high school
graduation,

both before and after the project was

initiated within each school.

Therefore,

one could not

draw any direct correlations between project impact
within each school and subsequent district dropout rates.
However,

there is considerable research that exists that

draws correlations between the areas of systemic school
change that were subject to research - shared decision
making governance structures,
attendance policies,

positive discipline and

increased staff planning time,

relevant curriculum and varied
support,

parent involvement,

instruction,

student

student integration, and

community involvement - and low achievement and dropping
out of school that initial conclusions could be suggested
(Comer;

Weitzman;

Social Policy;

Wheelock;

Center for the Study of

Slavin; Levin; Epstein; Cippollone;

Berry).
Finally,

this study was conducted with grade seven

and eight programs within K-8 elementary schools.

It may

be arguable that the results are not directly
transferrable to middle or junior high schools.

However,

the systemic school change components that address early
adolescent developmental needs remain the same within
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both school structures, as do most implementation issues
within schools and across a district.

Consequently,

there

should be a significant amount of transferrabi1ity within
the findings.
In summary,

while there were a number of limitations

to the study that might bring
of the findings,

into question the validity

the breadth of the data that was

collected should offset the data limitations.

The

results of this study should provide valid conclusions on
the impact of a systemic school change approach to
dropout prevention in the middle grades.
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS AND FINDINGS
A.

Introduction

Findings are reported by school and on city-wide
coordination.

For each school,

data is presented by the

categories of systemic school change outlined in the
previous chapter.
reported

Survey data was scaled and will be

in the following manner:

2.8 - 4.0
2.5 - 2.7
1.0 - 2.4

Satisfactory
Needs improvement
Concern

Disparities by subgroup are reported when there is a 10%
or greater difference between the subgroup score and the
aggregate score.
codified response.

Interview responses are reported by
Review of materials,

observations and

outcome data supplements the first two data sources.
B.
1.

Graham and Parks School

Background
The Graham and Parks School was the pilot school of

the project,

beginning implementation activities

1986-1987 school year.
350 students,

in the

The school serves approximately

with 85 students enrolled

and eighth grade program,

in the seventh

of which 32 are Haitian,

African-American and 36 are White.

17 are

The school houses the

district's Haitian bilingual program.
Graham and Parks has a long history of
experimentation.

The school

is a product of a merger in

the early 1980s between an alternative education program
and a neighborhood school.
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The principal of the

alternative school became the principal of the new school
and thus

integrated

in many of the innovations existing

in the alternative program.

Thus,

prior to this project,

a school-wide Steering Committee - composed of parents,
teachers and administrators - already existed as the
school's shared decision making governance body.
What was lacking,

though,

was any sense of cohesion

to the seventh and eighth grade program,

which was widely

perceived by both parents and teachers as the weakest
grades within the school.

There was high staff turnover,

excessive discipline and attendance problems,
climate,

poor school

and little sense of creating a program to

respond to the unique needs of early adolescents.
fact,

In

many parents would keep their children enrolled at

the school through the sixth grade,
them to another school

and then transfer

for the seventh and eighth grades.

The Graham and Parks principal was closely involved
in conceptualizing the middle grades project and in
writing the original grants to fund the project.

During

the spring of the 1984-1985 school year, and prior to the
first state funding of the project,

the middle grades

staff held an end-of-year all-day planning meeting with
the seventh grade students to identify problems and
issues, and to brainstorm strategies to improve the
program for the following school year.

This resulted in

a series of summer and fall planning meetings by school
staff to plan school changes.
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The ideas resulting from

this planning were largely reflected in the original
grant applications for state funding.
Thus,

the Graham and Parks School entered the middle

grades project differently than other project schools:

1)

the principal and middle grades staff had already
acknowledged that problems existed with the middle grades
program,

2)

significant planning had already taken place

by the principal and staff to reshape the program,

and 3)

the principal and staff were familiar with and understood
the major components of the project,

because many of them

resulted from the school's planning process and because
the principal was
1.

involved in writing the original grant.

Results and Findings
a.

Project Goals.

Graham and Parks staff and

administrators had the clearest sense of the fundamental
project goals of the three project schools.

Six out of

seven staff articulated goals for the project that
mirrored application-stated goals: a) creating a positive
and developmentally appropriate learning environment,
with a diversity of learning experiences,
and b)

to support students'

and development.

for students;

social and emotional growth

Five out of seven staff referenced the

need to create a middle grades program that responded to
issues of early adolescent development.

Four out of

seven staff cited the need to create an identifiable
learning community.
Staff were also cognizant of the wide range of
project activities taking place: at least five out of
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seven staff cited the following activities taking place
within the school - staff teaming,
program.

Community Meeting,

advisory groups,

Student Support Team,

counseling groups,

vocational program,
Program,

student mediation

exploratory

elective courses.

Apprenticeship

community-building field trips,

Homework Center,

after-school

Black Student Union, and eighth grade

transition to the high school.
The school has

implemented the most comprehensive

range of activities of any school.

Unlike other project

schools which adopted already identified project
activities, most activities at Graham and Parks were
implemented

in response to an identified need

(e.g.,

mediation was begun in response to the high numbers of
discipline problem).
Graham and Parks also has taken a more deliberate
approach to program improvement.

For example,

it is the

only school to have written year-end narrative evaluation
reports on project accomplishments,

that have been used

to adjust the program in subsequent years.
b.

School Governance and Student Empowerment.

school-wide Steering Committe is

in place, with

representation from teachers and parents,
decisions on a broad range of school
grouping and placement,
maintenance.

A

that makes

issues,

such as

hiring, budgeting, and school

The committee meets regularly and

communicates through a newsletter with parents and staff.
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A Student Council has been formed,

which meets once a

week and has a teacher-advisor assigned to it.

The

council has received training in leadership skills.
well,

As

a Community Meeting forum exists for the seventh

and eighth grade.

Once every two weeks, all students and

staff meet to discuss school
rules,

field trips,

issues,

such as school

tensions between student groups, and

thefts of personal property.
In general,

because of these activities,

students,

teachers and parents expressed high levels of
satisfaction in most areas of school governance and
student empowerment.

Teachers reported satisfaction with

shared decision making school governance in 7 out of 8
responses,

while parents reported satisfaction in having

a say in how the school

is run.

more input than two years ago,
encourages experimentation.
of satisfaction,
range,

Teachers felt they had
and that the principal

They expressed a lower level

although still within the satisfactory

that students have greater decision making

opportunities than in previous years.
These findings were confirmed in staff interviews.
Seven out of seven staff

interviewed felt that shared

decision making was an important value and operating
practice within the school.
Leadership within the school has been a vital
element to the project's success.

All staff cited the

positive role that the principal had played in
facilitating the project.
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Staff

felt the principal

supported the teacher team’s efforts,

and provided the

resources they needed to implement various project
activities.

Especially in the

initial years,

the

principal attended team meetings regularly and met
consistently with the School Climate Coordinator and
Staff Developer.

His leadership around such issues as

student empowerment activities
Community Meeting)
activities.

(e.g.,

mediation.

was the catalyst to launch these

On the other hand,

the principal also

provided the teacher team with a wide degree of decision
making power to shape the seventh and eighth grade
program.

There was concern expressed by four of seven

staff that the principal had been less

involved with the

team in the past year during a time of turbulence.
Staff also felt that the Staff Developer and School
Climate Coordinator played important leadership roles in
the formation of the teacher team.

The Staff Developer

initially led team meetings, and then transitioned from
leadership as team leaders got appointed and the team
members became more comfortable with the process.
helped the team facilitate many of the initial

She

important

discussions around grouping and school climate
activities.

The School Climate Coordinator provided

someone who had the time to structure and put into
practice many of the ideas the team discussed.
Students scored high satisfaction on five out of
five responses to school governance,
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although White

students as a subgroup cited the need for
three of five responses.
in student

interviews.

improvement

in

These findings were confirmed
Ten of ten students felt that

students are given chances to participate in decision
making,

that the Student Council

Community Meeting had
of students cited

is

important, and that

improved the school.

While only 5%

increased decision making

responsibilities as their narrative answer to what they
liked best about the school,
only school

Graham and Parks was the

in which even one student cited this area,

reflecting the progress that has been made here.
However,

four out of five White students interviewed

felt that teachers and the principal have too much veto
power over decisions of the student council.
students

These same

felt that students don't really have a say in

the development of school rules.

One explanation for

this could be a positive result of

increasing student

decision making within the school:

once a group not in

power gains some power,
even more.

However,

they want to extend their rights

this same concern is noted in year-

end reports written by staff, acknowledging that staff
have yet to provide students with a full range of
decision making opportunities.
Observation of the Student Council meeting revealed
the strong emphasis that has been placed upon student
empowerment and leadership activities.

Students clearly

had received some training in conducting student council
meetings, and felt empowered to do so.
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Students chaired

the meeting.
meeting,

An agenda was created at the onset of the

and discussion,

although sometimes chaotic,

retained focus on the item of discussion.
itself reflected students'

The agenda

sense of power as

it dealt

with substantive issues rather than merely raising funds
for student activities

(for example,

what to do about a

current wave of grafitti throughout the school,
discussion of the next Community Meeting).
One concern around student empowerment was student
participation by race within the student council.
Haitian student participated
asked a direct question.
meeting.

White,

No

in the discussion unless

White students dominated the

Black and Haitian students were

clustered separately around the table,
little interaction between the groups.
students demonstrated

and there was
While the White

identifiable leadership skills

(e.g.,

chairing,

taking notes,

summarizing,

organizing a

vote),

these skills were not so evident among the Haitian

students.
In addition,

the one response that teachers rated as

needing improvement, and confirmed by both teacher and
student interviews,

was that Community Meeting is a good

way to make decisions.

Interviews revealed that,

although both constituencies viewed the structure as
important,

many felt the large numbers of students

in one

room together made it too unwieldy and that the agenda
was often poorly planned,
and sustained discussion.
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thus detracting from cohesive

c.

School Climate and Discipline.

A number of

activities have taken place to improve the school climate
and discipline of the seventh and eighth grade program.
The school conducts beginning and end-of-year field trips
and outward bound experiences
sense of community.
mediation, and

it

for students to build a

Students have been trained in

is utilized as an alternative conflict

resolution strategy to traditional administrative
discipline procedures.

The program takes students on

once-a-month field trips throughout the year,

half of

which the students decide upon the destination.

School

rules are decided upon each year within Community
Meeting.
As a result,
improved.

school climate has dramatically

Teachers reported satisfaction in 10 of 12

responses to school climate,
and students

in 11 of 14 responses.

school was welcoming,
vandalism,

parents

safe,

in 7 of 7 responses,
All groups

felt the

free from weapons and

that cultural diversity is celebrated, and

that students are treated equally and with respect.
Students also felt that
the school.

it was easy to make friends

in

Student interviews confirmed that the above-

cited activities,

particularly mediation and field trips,

have improved the school climate.
The concerns

in this area centered around peer

relations and how students treated each other.

Both

teachers and students felt that student fighting was
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somewhat of a concern, and that how students treated each
other was a strong concern.

Student narrative answers

cited poor peer relations as the worst thing about school
(e.g.,

"when I’m treated badly,

fun of me"),

and

fights,

when people make

improving the social climate as the one

thing they would change about school

(e.g.,

should get along and like each other,"
calling and racist remarks").

"students

"stop names

This was confirmed

unanimously in both student and staff

interviews.

Students felt that much of the fighting was due to
differences of culture

(based upon music, dress,

etc.),

and because some students come into school angry as a
result of their home situation.

Students did acknowledge

that there was little interaction between students of
different racial groups,

while feeling frustrated as to

how to grapple with the problem,
statements as,
[diversity],
Yet,

as evidenced by such

"That’s what this school

is all about

yet for some reason it doesn't happen."

such awareness reflected a high level of activities

that have taken place within the school to promote
cultural diversity.
There was more varied responses to the impact upon
school discipline,

particularly among teachers.

Students

were satisfied in 10 of 12 responses with discipline, and
parents

in 2 of 2 responses.

that rules were fair,

they knew what to expect if a

student breaks the rules,
fair way,

Students and parents felt

teachers enforce rules

in a

and teachers basically have the same classroom
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rules.

In particular,

students felt that mediation had

helped resolve conflicts within the school,

and was a

better way to deal with discipline than going to the
principal.
program,

Students did

feel that,

despite the mediation

suspension and detention was used too often,

although outcome data reveals that suspensions have
remained between 1 and 6 total suspensions annually over
the last three school years.

Student

interviews also

indicated that students did not feel that the mediation
process was utilized enough,

and that many more conflicts

could be resolved through this process.
Students and teachers who expressed high support for
mediation are bolstered by the general responses of
students who were suspended.

Students who had been

suspended clearly did not feel as positive about school
as did other students, and

in fact,

subgroup to rate as concerned

were the only

(under 2.5)

significant number of categories.

for a

These students felt

less safe in school and that there was more vandalism.
They felt that discupline by the principal was not fair,
that the principal did not treat students respectfully,
that detention is used too much, and that students din't
know what to expect if they break the rules.

Suspended

students did not feel that mediation was helpful
solving conflicts,

in

or that Student Council or Community

Meeting were important decision making bodies.
they were learning less than other students,
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They felt

that

teachers did not encourage them to ask questions or to do
the best work they are capable of,

and that what they

were learning would not necessarily help them later
life.

Not surprisingly,

there were adults

in

these same students didn't feel

in the school to talk to or that

students are often recognized for their accomplishments.
Such sentiments make a clear statement about the impact
of traditional discipline policies,

and give a strong

mandate to examining alternative discipline and
attendance practices.
Teachers,
23 responses.

however,

rated satisfactory on only 13 of

They did agree with students and parents

that school rules are fair and that students know the
rules.

As well,

they agreed that mediation had

school discipline.

Teachers,

however, did not feel that

discipline and attendance policies had
course of the project.

Specifically,

as attendance contracts,

improved

counseling,

improved over the
interventions such

and rewards and

recognition were rarely used to promote attendance and
positive behavior.

While teachers acknowledged that

detention was used often for tardy students,
feel

they did not

it was an effective means of resolving student

misbehavior.
One reason for teacher concern around discipline
issues may lie in their response to two statements.
Teachers expressed concern that students don't know what
to do if they break the rules, and that rules are not
developed with input from staff,
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students and parents.

This was confirmed by 10 of 10 students during
interviews,
rules

who felt that despite some discussion of

in Community Meeting,

decisions on rules are often

made without them.
d.

Teaching and Learning.

A staff team has been

created - composed of core academic teachers,
bilingual teacher,

the Haitian

the Apprenticeship Coordinator,

Climate Coordinator,

School

Staff Developer and special

education teacher - which meets twice a week during the
school day and once a week after school.
than any other school.

A Team Leader

team and chairs team meetings.

This is more

facilitates the

Written minutes and

agendas of team meetings are kept.

Team participation is

good, and team members are generally receptive to
volunteering for activities.
Certain teaching and learning programs have been
initiated to enrich the educational program.
Apprenticeship Program,
various worksites

An

in which students are placed in

for once-a-week,

ten-week experiences,

offers students an exposure to the world of work while
providing them with a community service experience.

A

mini-electives program provides students with enrichment
learning.

A vocational exploratory program sends eighth

graders to the occupational program at the high school
one afternoon a week

for exploratory exposure to the
\

various shop areas.

And a Career Day provided students

with the opportunity to hear from adults
professions.
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in many varied

Surveys and

interviews revealed that this area had

made substantial gains as a result of the project.
Students rated satisfactory on 24 of 24 responses,
teachers

in 38 of

40

items,

and parents

Students

felt their classes were interesting,

were getting a good education,

Students

field trips,

and mini-courses are all

items.

that they

and that teachers encouage

them to think and ask questions.
Apprenticeship Program,

in 3 of 3

feel that the

small group work,

important learning experiences.

In their narrative answers,

students gave the academic

program (doing well academically and an interactive
curriculum)

the second highest number of responses

as the thing they liked most about the school.
ten students confirmed this
teachers had
students

Eight of

in interviews by noting that

fun ways to learn and that teachers engaged

in learning in different ways.

Teachers felt

in both interviews and the survey that

teaming was the core activity to the project.
allowed staff to work together,
teaching philosophy,
to

(28%)

Teaming

to build a common

to discuss educational issues, and

implement new ideas.

Teachers felt they had

increased

decision making control over all areas of the program,
that teaming had

improved the instructional program, and

that team members have a clear sense of the purpose of
teaming.

Likewise,

teachers also felt that the team

process was positive - that decisions are made by
consensus,

time is used well,
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written agendas and team

meeting minutes are kept,

and participation is good.

Team support is also usually high;
team meeting,

for example,

at one

the team planned an appreciation of another

team member not present at the meeting.
The Graham and Parks School had the most common
planning time of any school, and this has resulted in
part

in the staff having discussed

range of educational

issues.

in depth the widest

Another reason,

to having the most common planning time,
Graham and Parks team has been successful
many educational

issues

in addition

for why the
in tackling

is that they have effectively

utilized retreat days when the need has arisen.

Staff

retreat days have been taken each year to provide focused
planning time,

to team-build, and to problem-solve around

specific areas of concern.
acknowledged that,

For example,

team members

because of loss of staffing this year

and because of personality conflicts, a number of

issues

and tensions had built up in the team over the course of
the year.

At one team meeting,

this issue in length,

team members discussed

while also noting that the tensions

had created varying levels of commitment and attendance
at team meetings.

As a result,

the team scheduled a

staff retreat day,

their second of the year,

to discuss

current team concerns and how to reduce the level of
stress that everyone was feeling.
Interviews and observations

indicated a high level

of commitment to examine issues and an openness to new
ideas.

For example,

teachers have spent significant time
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talking about grouping arrangements and race issues,
topics that other schools have not discussed

both

in depth.

While differences exist among team members about how much
time should be spent on curriculum,
that sharing of

there was a sense

ideas has exposed teachers to different

teaching styles and points of view.
The team has discussed in depth interdisciplinary
curriculum,

cooperative learning,

curriculum relevancy,

grouping of students,

flexible scheduling,

styles, and monitoring of students - all

learning

issues that are

key to improving the instructional program and providing
additional support to students.

Staff have also been

willing to listen and respond to student needs.
There has been considerable progress
many of these topic areas.

in implementing

Block scheduling has been

utilized to create double blocks

for some periods;

cooperative learning is utilized in most classrooms;
classwork usually focuses upon small group work;

field

trips and guest speakers are a common part of the
curriculum;

and heterogeneous grouping is the most common

form of grouping students.

A good deal of team time is

spent on strengthening existing components of the program
(e.g., advisory groups,

the nature of progress reports,

electives and student placement, and the Apprenticeship
Program).

At one meeting,

for example,

the lack of

Haitian student participation in advisory groups was
raised,

and the team spent time sharing experiences of
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their advisory groups,

and brainstoriming strategies to

get Haitian students more involved

in these groups.

The team has also implemented a number of activities
to enrich the educational program for middle grades
students — the vocational exploratory program.
Apprenticeship Program,

mini-courses.

Thought has been

put into making each of these experiences meaningful to
students of this age group,
enrolled

for example,

students

in the Apprenticeship Program also participated

in a class on prcoessing their work experience and
related work to academics.
On the other hand,

little actual progress has been

made in some of these areas.

For example,

while there

have been a couple interdisciplinary projects between two
teachers,
major

interdisciplinary curriculum has not been a

focus of the team.

Teacher

interviews revealed

varying levels of

interest and commitment to this

particular area.

Teacher surveys also confirm this;

felt their

they

individual teaching had not necessarily been

influenced by teaming.

Teacher

interviews revealed

several reasons for the lack of attention to this area:
teachers

like and are comfortable with the way they teach

and don't necessarily want to change,

some teachers are

afraid of being judged by their peers and in fact feel
they have been judged in other areas,
just don't know how the process of
curriculum works.
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and some teachers

interdisciplinary

As well,

despite the team's progress,

team members

feel stressed and overburdened by the vast number of
activities and projects they have taken on.

Much of this

stress has bee due to a loss of staffing - reductions in
time for the Staff Developer,

School Climate Coordinator,

Apprenticeship Coordinator and science teacher - because
of reduction of project funds.
has been reduced as a result.

Participation on the team
This overstress and

reduced staff participation has brought to the surface
issues such as personality conflicts,
disagreement over responsibilities,

leadership control,

lack of consistent

communication and differing levels of priorities.
Another result of having a reduced team is that the
impact of one or two individuals on the team process
becomes that much greater.

Whereas a team may be able to

offset negative feelings of a particular team member with
larger numbers,
or five.

this

is not as possible in a team of

It suggests,

then,

four

that an ideal team

membership is greater than this number.
A third result of a reduced team is that not enough
support has been provided to some project activities.
For example,

the teacher advisor program meets only once

every two weeks;

certainly not enough time to establish

any continuity or achieve any intended outcomes.
well.

As

Student Council has not received the amount of

staff support it received in prior years.
e.

Integration Issues.

discussions,

As a result of team

the special education teacher,
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who

is a team

member,

spends

increasing time providing special

education services

in the regular education classroom,

usually in math and English,

thereby reducing the amount

of students pulled out of class for these same services.
The team has spent significant time discussing
integration of the Haitian bilingual students,

and even

received a staff development grant to learn more about
Haitian culture and language.

Haitian students are

integrated for all program-wide activities - for example.
Student Council,
trips,

mediation.

Community Meeting,

field

mini-courses and the Apprenticeship Program - as

well as art,

music and physical education.

Translation

is provided during many of these activities.

There has

been some joint teacher efforts to pair a regular
education classroom with the Haitian bilingual classroom
for some subjects.
Teachers rated high satisfaction with four of five
responses around integration of students,

with 8 of 9

interviewed staff strongly agreeing that effective
integration of bilingual and special education students
into the mainstream is an important program goal.
The one response teachers rated as a strong concern
was providing regular education and bilingual education
students with ample in-class and out-of-class
opportunities to work and socialize together.

Although

teachers have spent significant amounts of team time
discussing this topic,

teacher interviews revealed that
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all teachers

felt that Haitian bilingual students could

probably be integrated
education classes.

into some additional regular

At the same time,

integration of bilingual students

they acknowledged

is not always easy;

for

example Haitian students don’t always enjoy Community
Meeting as they have to rely upon translation,

thereby

making it difficult to keep up with the course of a
discussion,

especially in heated moments.

In addition to integration issues,

teachers were

also struggling with issues of race and the low
achievement levels of minority students.

While there are

clear

students and

issues of race within every school,

staff at Graham and Parks expressed these issues the most
consistently,
them.

and have been the most willing to examine

All teachers

interviewed expressed frustration

over the continuing low achievement levels of minority
students.

While some team discussions have focused upon

this area,

half of all teachers,

minority teacher on the team,
discussion had taken place.
that,

in particular,

curriculum and

including the sole

felt that not enough
These same teachers felt

teacher expectations around

instructional

issues was an important area

that had not received sufficient discussion.
Similar concerns emerged in analyzing student
surveys by race.

In general Haitian students felt

overwhelmingly positive about all areas of schooling.
Teacher and student
students

interviews revealed that Haitian

felt this way because of positive feelings about
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having the opportunity to even attend school
students had not been able to attend school
to the repressive political conditions and
opportunities for poor Haitian families),
support for their

(most
in Haiti due

lack of
as well as the

language and culture that

is obtained

from being in a bilingual program.
On the other hand.

Black students had more critical

feelings towards school, although still within
satisfaction ranges.
the school,
grafitti.

Black students felt less proud of

and had some concerns about vandalism and
Black students had concerns that the principal

did not treat students respectfully,
students were treated equally,
necessarily fairly enforced,
given for rules,

that not all

that rules were not

that reasons were not always

and that detention and suspension were

used too often to resolve conflicts.

They did not feel

that classes were always

interesting or fun,

homework was worthwhile,

or that students learned about

their community.

that

Black students also felt that there was

not always a teacher to talk to about personal issues.
Interestingly,

White students had similar feelings

as did Black students.

White students felt,

more so than

other groups,

that students did not treat teachers

respectfully,

nor did teachers or the principal always

treat students respectfully.

White students felt that

students are not treated equally,
unfair,

that school rules are

that students don't know what to expect when
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rules are broken,

that rules are unfairly enforced,

discipline by the principal
aren't given reasons

is unfair,

for rules,

that students

and that teachers don't

have the same classroom rules.
than other groups,

White students,

more so

did not feel that teachers and

students discussed problems of the school openly,
the Student Council or Community Meeting was an
body,
rules.

that

that

important

or that students had input into making school
These same students also felt less strongly about

the academic program.
than other groups,
help them,

White students disagreed, more

that what they were learning would

that they learned about their community,

they learned by use of

that

field trips and guest speakers,

and that the Apprenticeship Program and electives were
worthwhile learning experiences.

White students also

felt less so that teachers asked them for their opinions
or that teachers worked together on joint projects.

They

also did not necessarily feel that there werre
opportunities to talk about personal

issues.

In analyzing the similarity of response by Black
and White students,
of response.

some differences emerged for reasons

In general,

teacher and student interviews

revealed that Black student negative responses had more
to do with a sense of disconnectedness from school and
the learning process,

that included the lack of minority

teachers within the program.
the other hand,

White student responses,

on

came more from a sense of disparate and

preferential treatement of students from different racial
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groups by teachers,

and a sense of high expectations and

feelings of entitlement for quality educational
experiences.
f.

Student Support.

composed of the principal,
adjustment counselor,

A Student Support Team school nurse,

teachers,

psychologist,

parent coordinator,

community agency representative, and School Climate
Coordinator - meets weekly to discuss referred students
and their

families,

develop individal service plans, and

monitor student progress.

Three counseling groups

provide counseling to non-attenders,
problems,

students with family

and other students who need support.

A Black

Student Union was formed to provide additional support to
Black students of the school.
also implemented this year

An advisory program was

in which heterogeneously-

grouped students meet with a teacher-advisor

in small

groups once every two weeks to discuss any issues of
concern.
Student support within the school has dramatically
improved with the onset of the project.

Teachers rated

high satisfaction in 9 of 10 responses and students in 4
of 4 responses.

Teachers

felt that the additional

services provided students with increased support and
that students were monitored more closely.
that teachers take a personal

Students felt

interest in them,

and that

there were teachers they could talk to about personal
issues.

In cross-school comparisons of narrative
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answers,

Graham and Parks students cited the greatest

percent of responses

(11%)

in the teacher support and

caring category for the thing they like best about the
school,

and the lowest percent of responses

(8%)

in the

perceptions of uncaring teachers category for the thing
they liked

least about the school.

The one response area in which teachers cited some
concern was that there were adequate structures to allow
teachers to play advocate or mentor roles with students.
This reflects teacher concern that meeting in advisory
groups with students only once every two weeks is not
nearly adequate to build trust,
continuity,

gain a sense of group

and make the advisory group a truly

supportive environment to students.
The Student Support Team in particular has provided
a new vehicle and manner of approaching support services.
This team brings together a wide range of professionals
to pool resources to solve specific student issues.
Observations of these meetings revealed impressive
attendance,

that minutes of meetings were kept, and that

minutes of prior meetings were reviewed.
meeting,

At each

time is split between reviewing students who

have been presented
making progress,

in former meetings to ensure they are

and presenting in case study form newly

referred students.

For each new case,

thorough

presentations and questioning led the team to a deeper
understanding of the causes of student behavior.
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A wide

range of options for services were discussed before a
specific plan of action was developed.
The SST also spent time seeking out new resources
that may assist them.

For example,

a team member

discovered a district truancy review board to assist them
in dealing with a truant student who had a parent who was
not providing support in getting the student to school.
The school's relationship with the Department of Social
Services was also discussed, and ideas were sought to
strengthen it.
The main difference of this support team and teams
in other project schools was that the team covered more
students each session.

A second difference was that the

Student Support Team is seen as having lesser
than in other schools.

importance

Teachers placed a greater

importance upon teaming and the educational program, and
felt that,

while the SST provided students with some

supportive services,
changing students'
g.

it had only limited impact

in

lives.

Parent and Community Involvement.

A middle grades

parent newsletter was created, and is produced by a
committee of teachers and parents.

A parent seminar

series on issues of adolescence was initiated, although
poor parent attendance forced its cancellation after
several meetings.
Parent

Parent nights are held twice annually.

involvement was viewed as one of the weaker

components of the project.
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Of eight response categories.

teachers rated only one,

sending home information about

the school and student regularly,

as satisfactory.

Teachers felt that support to families by community
agencies,

parent conferences, and parent

decision making could all be improved.
felt that parents are not used as

involvement
As well,

in

they

learning resources,

that parent education is not provided to parents,

and

that parents are not encouraged to act as advocates for
their children.

As a result,

teachers felt that parent

involvement activities had not

increased over the course

of the project.
Parents confirmed in part this lack of involvement.
Parents did feel that staff communicated with the home
and listened to parent concerns,

that parents are

informed about school policies,

and that they have a say

in their development.

29% of parents did not

However,

feel they had been informed about the Hooking Kids on
School project;

while 18% responded that they did not

know if they had been informed.
parents didn't feel
Team;

informed about the Student Support

while 12% did not know.

didn't feel

Forty-one percent of

Twenty percent of parents

informed about high school enrollment; while

13% did not know.

Twenty-six percent of parents did not

know if there was someone to whom their child could talk
about a personal

issue.

As a result,

76% of parents did

not know whether the Hooking Kids On School project had
improved the middle grades program.
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All staff expressed frustration over not knowing how
to get parents

involved,

especially minority parents,

citing the unsuccessful parent seminar series as an
example of a

failed attempt to get parents

involved.

While the Graham and Parks has initiated more parent
involvement activities than other schools,
discussion on this topic has taken place,

little team
and no

visitations have been conducted to schools that have
successfully involved minority parents.
On the other hand,

major strides have been made to

involve community institutions

in improving the school.

The Apprenticeship Program utilizes businesses and
agencies all across the city in the placement of students
in work experiences.

The Cambridge Partnership,

an

organization of Cambridge businesses and institutions
developed for the purpose of supporting the public
schools,

has provided increased support each year to the

Apprenticeship Program,
funding.

both in placements and in program

The Cambridge Human Services Collaborative,

composed of Cambridge human service agencies,

provides

community agency representation on the Student Support
Team.

Cambridge Rindge and Latin High School provides

space and staffing for the school's vocational
exploratory program.

All staff

interviewed felt that the

numbers of community institutions involved in the school
had

increased over the course of the project, and this

increased

involvement had benefited the school through

increased services and curriculum resources.
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h.

Staff Development and Central Office Support.

Staff development and central office support has also
been weak over the course of the project.
course of two years,

Over the

two annual city-wide forums on

middle grades dropout prevention have been conducted.
While acknowledging in teacher surveys that the project
had benefitted their professional growth,

teachers did

not feel they had adequate staff development
opportunities,

or that the number of opportunities had

increased over the course of the project.
time,

At the same

interviewed teachers felt that staff development is

the framework by which schools take on new initiatives,
that is,
exposure,

staff development provides teachers support,
and training in new ideas.

Teachers did feel

they had greater control over staff development
opportunities,

largely due to their decision making

control of common planning time.
Similarly,

staff did not feel that central office

staff had had much impact upon the school.

This is in

part due to the fact that Graham and Parks was the pilot
school, and,

for the first two years,

project schools with support;

thus,

provided other

the school did not

necessarily need central office support.

Staff who have

attended Management Team meetings

(principal.

Climate Coordinator,

have felt these

meetings were helpful

Team Leader)

School

in creating a sense of a shared

mission and by providing a forum for sharing ideas
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between schools.
majority of

However,

there was a sense from the vast

interviewed staff

(7 of 8)

that central

office could have provided more technical assistance to
the school around certain areas

(e.g.,

teaming),

and that

more staff development opportunities could have been
provided to each school.

Thus,

there was a sense that

the school was on its own in exploring areas,
particularly in the area of teaching and learning since
no other project schools were engaged in this area.
2.

Faci1itators Factors
There were a number of facilitators that helped to

ensure project success.

First,

the school had a history

of alternative educational practices and exploring new
ideas.
Second,
making.

the school was committed to shared decision

In fact, a school-wide Steering Committee was

already in place prior to the beginning of the project,
and the principal gave the teacher team significant
control over the seventh and eighth grade program.
Third,

the school was the pilot school and was

involved in developing the original grant applications.
Thus,

the school began with a clearer grasp of the

project's goals and mission.
Fourth,

staff had already acknowledged the need for

change in the junior high program.
high,

Staff turnover was

student misbehavior was rampant, and there was no

cohesion to the program.
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In fact,

some initial problem-

identification and planning had already taken place.
Staff and students were receptive to
Fifth,

innovation.

the staff focused on staff teaming as the

central component of the project,

and the staff team was

given the most common planning time of any school.

Thus,

the team had a structure by which to grapple with a wide
range of school
and learning
Sixth,

issues, and

in particular,

upon teaching

issues.
the principal.

Staff Developer and School

Climate Coordinator played key facilitator roles

in

initiating the teaming process and in implementing
project activities.
Seventh,

staff have been willing to listen to

student needs and respond to them.

Many current

initiatives have evolved from discussion with students
(for example,
students

creating Community Meeting in order to give

increased decision making opportunities).

Eighth,

the activities that have been implemented

within the school were created out of the context of
discussions of the needs of early adolescents.
in the first project year,

In fact,

the staff reviewed the Middle

Grades Assessment Program out of the Center for Early
Adolescence in North Carolina.

Much of the initial

activities evolved out of this assessment process.
rather than add-on activities,

there was a deliberate

attempt to integrate all of the various components
the fabric of a middle grades program.
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Thus,

into

Ninth,

the school has formed partnerships with

numerous community institutions,

which have enhanced the

program and provided additional resources to the school.
3.

Obstacles to Project Success
The main obstacle obstacle to

implementing the

project has been a loss of staffing,
strain on staff this year,

which has placed a

and made it difficult to

sustain many of the newly initiated activities.
School Climate Coordinator,

The

Apprenticeship Coordinator

and Staff Developer all had their time significantly
reduced.

The science teacher

is now teaching all grades,

and thus cannot attend team meetings.
in staffing,

Despite these cuts

staff have felt committed to continue all of

the activities they had undertaken.
The result has been a tremendous sense of being
overburdened and a strong feeling of burnout.
staff support
example,
council.

Not enough

is being given to some activities,

mediation.

for

Community Meeting and student

Other activities were never adeguately

implemented,

for example,

the teacher advisory groups

which only meet once every two weeks,

thus negating many

benefits they might have.
The reduced staffing,

sense of overburdenment,

and

loss of team membership has created strains within team
meetings and between team members.

Team members feel

less supported and more isolated as a result of reduced
participation of the Staff Developer and School Climate
Coordinator.

Communication between the team,
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especially

with team members that cannot always be there,
sometimes lacking.

is

Personality conflicts have become

personified with a reduced team membership.

As a result,

some team members were withdrawing from the team (that
is,

missing team meetings to attend other meetings)

felt that there were too many team meetings.

or

This team

transition and dissension has also precluded the team
from examining more complex issues such as
interdisciplinary curriculum.

B.
1.

HARRINGTON SCHOOL

Background.
The Harrington School

Parks,

is larger than the Graham and

with an enrollment of about 650 students.

There

are approximately 100 seventh and eighth graders,
comprising 29% Black students,
and 29% Portuguese.
bilingual program.
operated

18% Hispanic,

24% White

The school houses the Portuguese
Prior to the project,

the school had

in self-contained classrooms from kindergarten

through grade six,

with a departmentalized grades seven

and eight.
The Harrington was a second tier school,
they entered the project
entering the project,
principals,
2.

in its second year.

that is,
Since

the school has had three different

one of them an acting principal.

Results and Findings
Ninety-six students,

or 96% of the students body;

teachers and administrators,
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or 69%; and 44 parents,

or

9

38%,

completed written surveys.

Ten students and 6

administrators and teachers were interviewed.
team,

Teacher

student council and Student Support Team meetings

were observed.
a.

Project Goals.

The Harrington School was picked

by the former Assistant Superintendent as a second tier
school

in the project.

Seventh and eighth grade staff

were informed of the school’s selection into the project,
rather than being
process.

involved

As a result,

in the decision making

four out of five staff

interviewed

stated they were unaware of the project goals at the
beginning of the first project year.

Staff also felt

they would be taking on extra activities without being
convinced of their positive impact.
However,
resistance.

there were two factors that reduced staff
First,

planning time was allotted to the

seventh and eighth grade team for the spring prior to the
1987-1988 school year,
year.

its first full

implementation

Staff were given ample time to discuss the project

activities, and to share their own fears and concerns
about the project.
Second,

the School Climate Coordinator at the Graham

and Parks School was also assigned to work with the three
planning schools.
staff meetings,

This person attended Harrington team

described the progress at Graham and

Parks, and assisted the team in planning for the
following year.

A visitation day was also conducted to
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the Graham and Parks School to observe the team meeting
and Community Meeting, and to meet with the principal and
teacher team.
Four out of five interviewed staff felt that,

while

staff were still unclear about the project goals going
into their

implementation year,

this planning time and

technical assistance had been invaluable in reducing
staff resistance and in better preparing the teacher team
for taking on the project.

At the time of research,

interviewed staff did have a clearer understanding of
project goals.

All staff

interviewed cited the project

goals as being in the following areas: a)
students'

improving

self-esteem and social and emotional growth and

development;

b)

c)

increased support to at-risk students.

providing

creating a positive school climate; and

is notable here is that,
Parks School staff,

What

in contrast with Graham and

there was virtually no mention of

building a developmentally appropriate middle grades
program nor of examining new ways of teaching and
learning.
As with other schools, a wide variety of activities
was perceived as being part of the project.
Career Day,
trips.

Teaming,

student monthly awards and recognition,

Community Meeting,

field

Student Support Team and

student council were all cited as being project
activities by at least four out of six staff
However,

unlike the Graham and Parks,

interviewed.

staff viewed

these activities as part of the menu of the district
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project,

rather than having adopted them in response to

identified needs of the school.
cases,

As a result,

in some

particularly Student Council and Community

Meeting,

staff were not able to articulate the purposes

of these activities and were less committed to their
success.
b.

School Governance and Student Empowerment.

Although the Cambridge grant proposals continually cite
the development of school-based management teams
of the project schools,
Harrington School.
team,

in each

no such body exists at the

Beyond the seventh and eighth grade

the school retains the traditional administrative

structure of a principal and assistant principal.
The former acting principal,

who had become the

assistant principal at the time of the research,
viewed by all staff
involved

interviewed as having been actively

in the project.

In fact,

felt the former principal's
factor

was

most staff

interviewed

involvement had been a major

in the team's progress.

In her current role,

she

still attended and chaired all team meetings.
The current principal had only attended parts of two
team meetings over the course of a semester.
staff

felt that,

Interviewed

while he seemed to be supportive of

teaming and other activities of the project,

his lack of

involvement made it difficult for the team to take on new
ideas.

While interviewed staff felt that the role of a

principal should be as a change agent and risk-taker,

the

current principal's lack of involvement precluded this.
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The lack of principal

involvement also created

differing perceptions between the principal and staff
regarding decision making powers.

The principal felt the

teacher team played an important role in giving him
recommendations around school policy issues.
team members

However,

interviewed expressed displeasure at being

told they have decision making input around a variety of
issues,

yet finding out that

example of this,

in fact they didn't.

As an

several teachers cited they had been

told they had full control over scheduling the seventh
and eighth grade for the coming school year, and then
received notice from the principal of

lunch schedules, a

beginning of day all-school reading time,
day closure time.

and an end-of-

Such incidents undermined teachers'

sense that they had a prominent decision making role.
This

lack of clarity around school governance is

also reflected in teacher surveys.

Only 1 of 6 responses

around school governance were rated as satisfactory.
While teachers felt that shared decision making improves
a school,

they also felt there was no school-wide shared

governance body, and that teachers did not have more
input

into decision making than two years ago.
Teachers also had ambivalent feelings about the

school's student empowerment activities.

Survey results

indicated that teachers questioned whether the Student
Council and Community Meeting were important decision
making bodies,

and whether students should be given a
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chance to participate in making important decisions.
only professional staff

The

interviewed who strongly

supported a strong student role in decision making were
administrators.
Students were aware of this ambivalence from
teachers.

While students rated 4 of 5 responses

in

governance very high, and felt the Student Council and
Community Meeting were important decision making bodies,
students did not feel they had input into making school
rules.

All students

interviewed confirmed this,

stating

that Student Council and Community Meeting are not
significant bodies as students are not allowed to make
significant decisions.

This sentiment was reflected in

Student Council meetings,

in which,

free to voice their opinions,
frustration over

while students felt

they expressed their

lack of decision making power.

All

students interviewed felt there would be less discipline
problems and a more positive school climate if students
were given a greater role in this area.
Interviewed students and staff were equally
frustrated with Community Meeting.
this forum had been ineffective,

Everyone felt that

chaotic and

disorganized;

largely because of its size

plus staff).

Yet,

issue.

(100 students

nothing has been done to address this

Consequently, all students interviewed felt that

there were no forums

in which student

discussed.
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issues could be

c.

School Climate and Discipline.

School climate

and discipline was also an area of deep concern for both
teachers and students.

While teachers rated 8 of 12

school climate responses as very high,

the other four

responses underscored concerns about school discipline
issues.

Students rated highly only 5 of 14 school

climate responses.
Both students and teachers felt that students are
welcome in the school and that teachers and the principal
treat students respectfully.

However,

there was

disagreement on positive responses to other statements.
While teachers felt that students were safe in the school
and that there were few weapons,

students did not.

While

teachers felt that students got treated equally
regardless of race and ethnicity,

students did not

necessarily think so.
There was a significant amount of agreement around
areas of concern.

Both groups felt there were

unacceptable levels of vandalism,

grafitti and fighting,

and that students did not treat each other or teachers
respectfully.

In their narrative answers to the surveys,

35% of students cited poor peer
thing about school

(e.g.,

"When kids put me down,"

"When kids make fun of me,"
background,"

interactions as the worst

"When kids tease me about my

"Fights,"), and 33% of students cited

improving the social climate as one thing they would
change about the school

(e.g.,

each other with more respect,"
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"Students should treat
"Students should stop

picking on each other,"
won't help,"

"Stop the fights; and detention

"Improve the bathroom scene").

The concerns around school climate were underscored
within student

interviews.

Students felt that teachers

in the school did not care about them,
unsupported by them.

schools,

in which 39% of

far surpassing percentage responses in other
cited uncaring teachers as the one thing that

was worst about the school
unfairly by teachers,"
things to me,"
me,").

felt

This was reinforced by the

narrative answers to student surveys,
students,

and

(e.g.,

"Treated or blamed

"When teachers don't explain

"When teachers don't pay attention to

Interviewed students cited as examples frequent

yelling at students

in and outside of class,

teachers not

listening to a student's side of the story, and lack of
teacher explanation of the material or individual help.
Teachers were more concerned about student
discipline issues than were students.

Only 5 of 22

discipline responses were rated high by teachers,

while 7

of 10 discipline responses for students were rated high.
Students

felt they knew the rules and what to expect

they were broken,

that discipline was fair,

were given for the rules,

if

that reasons

and that suspension was used

only as a last resort.
However,

students also felt that school rules were

not reasonable or

fair,

that detentions are given too

often, and that students and teachers don't always
discuss ways to solve problems together.
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As a result.

38% of students cited

improving the school rules as the

one thing they would change about the school.
Teachers felt that,

while the rules were fair,

other areas of discipline were unsatisfactory.
not fairly or consistently enforced,

most

Rules are

students don't

necessarily know the rules or what to expect when they
break them,

and positive attendance strategies are rarely

used to promote school attendance.

The result is that

teachers did not feel that discipline and attendance
policies had necessarily become more positive over the
past two years.
Whereas students blamed many of the school climate
and discipline problems on their

lack of

decision making within the school,

input into

teachers tended to

blame particular students whom they had within the
program.

Little correlation was made by teachers between

their own frustration around

lack of empowerment and

students’

While teachers were

similar feelings.

concerned about the school’s discipline problems,

there

had been little team discussion about identifying school
causal factors that contributed to the discipline
problem,

or about alternative conflict resolution

strategies.

In fact,

the majority of staff interviewed

felt there was a lack of consensus about how to approach
discipline within the school.
It is

interesting to note that all seven parent

school climate statements were rated high, and that only
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statements around treatment of students based upon race
and culture received significant percentages of

"Don’t

know."
d.

Teaminq and the Teachinq and Learninq Process.

The Harrington teacher team is the largest of the three
schools

in the study,

teachers,

and

includes all core academic

bilingual teachers,

special education teachers,

the school climate coordinator and the assistant
principal.

A representative from Lotus Corporation,

which is paired with the school,
meetings.

also attends some

At many meetings there are 14 to 16 people

attending.

While this number

coordination,

increases sharing and

it also creates a cumbersome group process.

Team agendas are developed and handed out, and
participation and attendance at the meetings is always
very high.

Team members were willing to discuss openly

any agenda item that was raised during the meeting.

Team

agendas are diverse and respond to many areas of concern
- community-building,

discipline, monitoring of students,

activities and business partnerships.
expectations for their students;
learning,

field trips,

Teachers have high

utilize cooperative

guest speakers and community

resources; and flexible scheduling is increasingly
utilized.

In general,

teachers felt teaming had helped

to improve the academic program.
Interviewed staff felt that,
Parks staff,
Teachers

similar to Graham and

teaming was the core project activity.

felt team time had been valuable to air
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concerns,

share ideas and get support.

reported feeling less

Team members

isolated as a result.

sentiments are confirmed

in teacher surveys,

These
in which

teachers responded positively to 11 of 13 staff teaming
statements.

Staff

felt that teaming was

members shared common goals,
other,

important,

team

that members trust each

and that consensual decision making is used.

Staff felt that teaming had
their teaching.

improved the program and

As an example,

staff cited the improved

coordination with the Portuguese bilingual program.
There are,

though,

teaming process.

One,

a number of concerns about the
the team meets only once per week,

and the amount of time they meet has been reduced from
last school year.
and

This was cited in both teacher surveys

interviews as a strong concern.

Many staff

felt that

the lack of team time prevented the group from adeguately
addressing and following through on many important
issues, and felt the reduced team time signalled a lesser
commitment
Two,

from the principal to the teaming process.
staff feel they do not have enough decision

making control over curriculum,
scheduling.
First,

instruction and

This feeling existed for three reasons.

the team is chaired and the agenda is formulated

by the School Climate Coordinator and the assistant
principal.

Whereas this might have been helpful

early stages of team development,

in the

staff now feel that

administrative control of the teaming process may in fact
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hinder the team's progress.

Second,

staff did not

feel

the principal has given the team full discretion to make
decisions about the program.

Third,

five of seven staff

interviewed felt there was a lack of focused,
study of an identified problem,

resulting in a team

decision and implementation of that decision.
product,

they felt,

in-depth

This was a

of the fact that they never received

any training in teaming.
A third concern is that all

interviewed teachers

felt the team did not always address

issues most

important to teachers - instruction and the curriculum.
As a result,

staff gave only 13 positive responses to 25

statements on teaching and learning.

While teachers felt

that students were often promoted without having made
satisfactory progress,
the learning pace of

they also felt that accelerating

low-achieving students had been

rarely discussed by the team,

and that few strategies for

doing so were currently utilized.
While teachers

felt that curriculum relevancy and

cultural diversity were integral to the curriculum,

they

did not necessarily feel the team had experimented with
interdisciplinary curriculum.

Whereas teachers felt that

students were grouped heterogeneously as much as
possible,

there was less consensus on whether this was a

good practice, and more consensus around the fact that
the team had rarely discussed the issue of student
grouping.

While teachers felt that understanding

learning styles

is

important to successfully teaching
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students,

they did not feel the team had spent time

discussing this

issue or that teachers had necessarily

explored new teaching strategies.

While teachers

they utilized cooperative learning,

felt

there was much less

consensus on whether students often learned

in small

groups - an essential component of cooperative learning.
Finally,

while staff

felt the team had discussed regular

monitoring and assessment of student progress,

they did

not feel that procedures for doing so were in place or
that the team had discussed giving students periodic
feedback on their progress.
These concerns reflect a lack of consensus about the
purpose,
a result,

scope and structure of the teaming process.
4 of

5 teachers

As

interviewed felt the team was

"in a rut," and that too much time was spent dealing with
individual students and their problems.
resulted

in a lessening of

This has

individual members’

commitment

to the team.
These concerns about the teaching and learning
environment are echoed

in part by students.

Students

gave only 14 positive responses to 24 teaching and
learning statements.

Generally,

getting a good education.
them with their work,

students felt they were

They felt that teachers helped

that teachers encouraged them to

ask questions and solve problems,

that students learn

about their community and cultural background, and that
teachers have high expectations for them.
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Students were most concerned about the type of
education they were receiving.

A significant number of

students did not feel their classes were interesting or
fun,

or that homework was worthwhile and

Significant numbers of students

felt there was a limited

variety of classroom activities,
field trips or guest speakers,
joint projects,

interesting.

there weren't enough

teachers rarely worked on

and they rarely worked

in small groups.

Students also did not feel that teachers asked them for
their opinions about improving the class.
e.

Integration Issues.

the most progress around
scored 5 of

The project has resulted in

integration issues.

Teachers

5 positive responses to statements around the

integration of special education and bilingual education
students

into the mainstream.

mainstreamed for arts,

Bilingual students are

physical education and electives.

The teacher team has parallelled the bilingual and
regular education schedules so that students who are to
be mainstreamed the following September are partially
mainstreamed during the preceding second semester.
An increased amount of special education
instructional support is provided within the regular
education classroom;

however,

this has not occurred as

systematically as with bilingual education students.
Special education staff felt a need for the team to place
increased focus upon this area;

however,

they felt

frustrated that teachers did not have more control over
the team agenda.
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There has been focus by the staff upon recognition
and celebration of diversity.

A Multicultural Committee

has been created to examine how to better
students’

cultural backgrounds

integrate all

into the curriculum.

Despite this and other activities,

little discussion has

taken place by the team about how to raise the
achievement levels of minority students.
There were some student differences by race to the
student survey;

however,

these differences were markedly

less so than at the Graham and Parks School.
students

felt there was

less vandalism,

grafitti and

fighting in the school than did other groups.
that students were treated equally,

Hispanic

They felt

and that students

treated teachers more respectfully than did other groups.
On the other hand,

Hispanic students felt that teachers

did not always encourage them to do their best work, and
that there were few adults within the school to whom they
could talk to about personal problems.
Portuguese students
school,

felt less safe within the

yet felt that the rules were fairer and that

teachers gave reasons for their rules.
White students felt that discipline by the principal
was less
less

fair than did other groups,

interesting and fun,

and that,

that classes were
like Hispanics,

there

were few adults within the school to whom they could talk
i

about personal problems.
Black students

felt there was less of a weapons

problem than did other students.
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In the end analysis,

the scope and consistency of

differences between race was slight.
through student interviews;

This was confirmed

while students discussed at

length their concerns over school climate and discipline,
issues of race were never broached.
f.

Student Support.

Student support

is another area

where a significant amount of progress has been made by
the project.

Staff gave 8 of 10 positive responses to

student support questions,

parents

3 of

3, and students 2

of 4.
The Student Support Team is the major vehicle by
which students are provided with additional support.
at the Graham and Parks School,

an impressive number of

people were in attendance - sixteen,
adjustment counselor.
Coordinator,

including the

Staff Developer,

principal,

As

School Climate

community agency caseworker,

psychologist and teachers.

Such an impressive array of

staff provides an optimal environment for providing
students with the best possible services.
The adjustment counselor

is the chair of the Team,

thus redefining the role of this position.
agendas are kept and distributed.

Minutes and

Case studies of

children are extensive, and questioning by the team helps
to gain a deeper understanding of the issues.

A variety

of options for services are explored for each case,
before a consensus strategy is decided upon.
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Follow-up

reviews of prior case study students ensures that
students continue to make progress.
The Student Support Team has also had a broader
impact.

Counseling groups are being organized within the

school and were to be
year.

implemented before the end of the

The Team has met with Cambridge's Haitian

community organization,

CHAMA,

to discuss the provision

of services to Haitian students.
setting up parent groups

As a result,

CHAMA is

for Haitian parents whose

students attend the school.
Staff

felt strongly that the Student Support Team

had provided valuable support to students,

that the Team

is responsive to teacher team referrals, and that the
Team has helped increase the number of community agencies
and

institutions that are providing resources to

students.
There were two expressed concerns about the SST.
Teachers

in both interview and survey responses cited the

poor communication between the teacher team and the
Student Support Team as a problem.

As well,

two staff

members felt that the length of the case studies brought
into question the efficiency of 16 people spending 45
minutes on one student,

thereby reducing the numbers of

students who can be served by the committee.
these concerns,

Despite

staff overwhelmingly felt that the SST

was an important body.
While teachers felt that students'
emotional development

is as
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social and

important as their academic

growth, and that a teacher-advisor program would be of
great benefit to the school,

staff expressed concern that

there were few school structures
to act as advocates,

in place to allow staff

advisors or mentors.

supported by students who felt that,

This was

although there is at

least one teacher to whom they can talk about personal
problems,

teachers were not necessarily personally

interested in students and there were not many
opportunities
Again,

as

in school to talk about personal
in other areas,

issues.

parents only expressed

positive feelings about student support.
g.

Parent Involvement.

The Harrington project has

made little progress around parent involvement within the
school.

No special parent activities have been

undertaken by the school during the course of the
project.

Parents are usually only involved with the

school during conference time and special school
activities.
As a result,

teachers gave only 3 of 8 positive

responses to parent
positive responses

involvement statements.

Two of the

indicate traditional parental

involvement activities - sending information home
regularly and scheduling parent conferences.

The third,

providing families with community agency support,

is the

result of the Student Support Team.
Teachers did not feel that parents are involved
the school in more meaningful ways.
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Teachers did not

in

feel parents were used as learning resources,
parents were involved

that

in making school decisions,

parent education was provided to parents,
are encouraged to act as advocates.

that

or that parents

As a result,

teachers felt that parent involvement activities had not
increased
teacher

in the past two years.

Both student and

interviews confirmed these opinions, as both

groups unanimously felt that parents could be more
involved in the school.
These sentiments are contrasted on the surface by
parent responses.

Parents felt children were safe and

welcome in the school,
sense of community,

and that staff treated students and

parents with respect.
policies,

that the school had built a strong

They felt informed about school

and felt school rules were fair.

Parents felt

their children could get help in academic and personal
issues

if they so desired,

and felt that staff informed

parents about what was going on in the school, and that
parents have received
However,

information about high school.

upon further analysis,

there were

indications that the positive responses were a result of
lack of parental

involvement in the school.

parents felt students were treated equally,
parents did not know;

similarly,

While most
23% of

28% of parents did not

know if all cultures were respected within the school,
and 14% disagreed.

Twenty-seven percent of parents did

not feel that staff

invited parents

help out

into the classroom to

(and 17% did not know), and 21% of parents did
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not know whether parents had decision making input into
the school.
whether

Twenty-four percent of parents did not know

improving the curriculum was a major focus of the

project,

and 10% disagreed that

it was.

Sixty-six percent of parents either felt they had
not been told of the goals of the project or did not know
whether they had been informed.
either

Likewise,

felt they had not been told,

they had been told,
Consequently,

47% of parents

or did not know if

about the Student Support Team.

52% of parents did not know whether the

project had helped to

improve the school.

In analyzing this data,

one could make a direct

inference that the positive parent response to many areas
are a result of their lack of

involvement within the

school rather than through active participation.
lack of knowledge of the project

is

The

in direct correlation

to the lack of program activities directed to involve
parents.
h.

Staff Development and Central Office Support.

There were some mixed feelings about the role of staff
development over the course of the project.

In both

staff interviews and surveys,

staff felt professional

development opportunities had

increased over the course

of the project,

primarily due to staff retreat days for

the teacher team.

Staff have been able to use these

days, away from school
Corporation),

(with space provided by the Lotus

to review progress and plan activities.
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Staff viewed these days as

invaluable in providing them

with time to grow as a team.
However,

staff

felt the planning days have been the

only staff development time afforded them over the
duration of the project.

Staff did not necessarily feel

they had greater control over staff development
opportunities,

topic,

and structure,

and did not feel

there were multiple opportunities for staff development.
In interviews,

three out of

five teachers felt the

lack of staff development time had severely hampered the
team's ability to tackle difficult
the area of curriculum and

issues,

instruction.

especially in

While some staff

have benefited from certain district workshops,
cited the lack of
teaching and

staff

"shared experience" around new ideas of

learning and a

lack of exposure to research

which gives credence to new ways of teaching.
At the same time,

primarily because the Citywide

Coordinate is also the Harrington School's School Climate
Coordinator,

staff

feel,

more so than other schools,

central office has played a supportive role.
his dual role,

that

Because of

the School Climate Coordinator brings

information from Management Team meetings and the
Assistant Superintendent to team meetings.

As well,

the

former Citywide Coordinator attended the original team
meetings and organized a visitation day to Graham and
Parks.
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2.

Faci1itatinq Factors
There were a number of factors which facilitated the

project's
First,

implementation at the Harrington School.

the teacher team was given significant planning

time during the spring prior to project
the school.

implementation at

Staff had time to discuss project philosophy

and teaming prior to operating as a team.

As well,

the

team was able to visit the Graham and Parks School to get
a first-hand look at a school that was already undergoing
changes.
Second,

a Citywide Coordinator provided the team

with guidance and technical assistance in planning and
team formation.

This enabled them to have a clearer

idea

of the project goals.
Third,

the school had an acting principal

(who

subsequently became the assistant principal before she
left for the principalship of another school)
keen grasp of the project goals,

who was

who had a

invested

in

making the project succeed, and who was directly involved
in the teaming process.
Fourth,

the annual retreat days help the team to

regenerate their energy and focus upon planning an agenda
for the coming school year.
Fifth,

the partnerships with community agencies and

institutions has provided some tangible benefits to the
—i

school

(e.g.,

Lotus providing meeting space for the team,

and CHAMA collaborating with the Student Support Team).
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3.

Obstacles to Project Success
There have also been a number of obstacles that have

prevented the Harrington School
the Graham and Parks School.

from advancing as much as

First,

planning time prior to the project's
were not

involved

school nor
with a

despite receiving
inception,

in accepting the project

the staff

into the

in shaping the scope of the project.

lack of history within the school

with new ways of teaching and learning,

Coupled

in experimenting
this lack of

groundwork contributed to a lack of clarity about the
project goals and an absence of focus upon curriculum and
instruction.
Second,

the team has never discussed or clearly

articulated the goals of teaming.
Third,

the team has not been given enough common

planning time.

This has retarded efforts to tackle in a

concerted and systematic way more complex issues.
Fourth,

the team has been chaired and the agenda set

by the assistant principal and the School Climate
Coordinator.

This has created some frustration for staff

about the lack of control over the teaming process.
Fifth,

the team has not been given complete decision

making control over all areas of the seventh and eighth
grade program,

including discipline,

instruction and scheduling.
new principal,
staff.

In fact,

curriculum,
especially with the

conflicting messages have been given to

For example,

while they were told they had

decision making control over scheduling,
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the staff found

that

in part the schedule had already been determined for

them.
Sixth,

this lack of decision making control

reflected even further

is

in schoolwide governance.

No

shared governance structure exists within the school,
further

limiting staff opportunity to participate

in

creative policymaking and programming.
Seventh,

there has been an absence of educational

vision and leadership by the new principal

in helping the

team to shape team goals and set a concrete team agenda.
Team contact with the principal has been limited
primarily to listening to decisions that have been made,
rather than engaging in dialogue about decisions that
have to be made.
Eighth,

the team has not engaged in sustained

discussion to reach consensus around basic
discipline.

issues such as

There is no staff consensus on how to deal

with discipline issues,

or even what the causes of the

discipline issues actually are.

Because of the inability

to address the basic causes of discipline issues,

many

students feel unsafe within the school.
Ninth,
staff,

there are conflicting opinions on the part of

that have never been thoroughly discussed,

value and

on the

importance of student empowerment and

involvement in decision making.

As a result,

the

Community Meeting has remained disorganized without any
staff discussion on how to improve it;
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the Student

Council

is a relatively unimportant body within the

school;

students do not feel the rules of the school are

fair; and students do not feel they have a say in what
goes on

in the school.

Tenth,

the central

issue of teaching and learning,

and raising the achievement
students,

low-achieving

has barely been addressed by the team.

teachers did
teaching,

levels of

feel that the project had

While

improved their

the team has not systematically discussed

curriculum and
curriculum,

instructional

issues.

Interdisciplinary

or even curriculum sharing,

recognized agenda
Eleventh,

are not

items.

the lack of structures to assist teachers

to play more supportive roles with students has enhanced
students’

view of teachers that they are generally

unsupportive and uncaring.
Twelfth,

the lack of parent involvement has

contributed to a school that

is beset by a number of

discipline problems.
Thirteenth,
opportunities
programs,

the lack of variety of staff development

(e.g.,

visitation to other schools and

study groups,

series seminars at the school),

and the lack of control over shaping school-based staff
development opportunities,

has limited the team's ability

to explore and be exposed to new ideas, and to grow and
experiment.
These results were confirmed with a year-end survey
distributed to teachers and returned by 14 staff.
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Nine

out of 14 staff either had no opinion or
Support Team was
school.

fair

felt the Student

in improving conditions within the

Eleven out of 14 staff either had no opinion or

felt the Student Council was fair or poor.
13

Seven out of

felt that school discipline was worse than last year.
Team meetings received the harshest criticism.

Eleven out of 14 staff
fair or poor.

felt the team meetings were either

Five of 13 staff felt team meetings were

"not so useful" or

"a waste," while only one staffperson

felt team meetings were very helpful.

Four staff felt

team meetings were "not as effective" as

last year,

6

staff felt they were "too long," while no staff felt they
were "better than last year" or "just right."
the same time,

Yet,

at

when asked to cite the most important

goals and ways to

improve the school

for next year,

7

staff stated improving teaming and 6 staff mentioned
experimenting with neww materials and teaching methods.
Several narrative comments by staff provide
supporting reasons
school

improvement,

for the perceived lack of progress

in

especially in the area of teaming,

and reinforce many of the findings of the initial survey,
observations and interviews.

Staff stated we need

"strong leadership with staff willing to communicate
openly at meetings and not having closed door sessions to
change decisions that were made at team meetings,"
direct involvement by [the principal]
floor,"

on the second

"uniform commitment and follow through from
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"more

administration,"

"focus on team work,

not

entities coming together once each week
meetings],"

isolated

[at team

"have academic goals be our top priority,"

"more school-wide,

K-8 communication," and "more stress

of

These comments confirm previous

fewer points."

findings:

staff feel the team has not been truly

empowered and given the majority of decision making
responsibilities;

the new administration has not been

fully supportive of,
teaming process;

nor necessarily committed to,

despite teaming,

placed upon the most

the

little focus has been

important area of schooling - the

teaching and learning process; and too much is being
attempted with too little depth in the most crucial areas
of schooling.

D.
1.

LONGFELLOW SCHOOL

Background
The Longfellow School serves approximately 500

students,

and houses the district’s Hispanic bilingual

program.

There are approximately 120 students

in the

seventh and eighth grades, and they are split into three
groups - the Hispanic bilingual program,

the Standard

program and the Intensive Studies Program (or ISP).
The Intensive Studies Program is a seventh and
eighth grade program to which all Cambridge students may
apply.

The program is supposed to be more academically

rigorous and challenging than regular seventh and eighth
grade programs,

and students are selected based upon
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grades,

test scores and writing samples.

Only in the

last year has the program been required to have a
racially balanced enrollment.
Standard students are the seventh and eighth grade
students within the school who are not viewed as capable
of performing the calibre and quality of work required

i
i
i

within the ISP,
curriculum.

and they receive a differentiated

While all three groups of students are
i

housed on the same floor,

and the ISP and Standard

students have the same academic teachers,
separate academic classes.
system is

in place

Essentially,

l
I
l

they take
then, a tracking

in this school that is not present in
i

the other schools.
The Longfellow School
is,

is a third tier school,

they entered the project

1990),

in its

fourth year

along with three additional schools,

that

(1989-

raising the

t
,
,
i

total number of project schools to eight.

Thus,

the

school did not participate in the design of the project,
i

nor

in the city-wide Management Team meetings during the

first three project years.
The school was

in the midst of a transition in

leadership during the time of this research.

The former

principal retired abruptly and without warning at the end
of the 1988-1989 school year.

The assistant principal

was appointed acting principal until a permanent
appointment could be made.

The acting principal clearly

stated he did not want the position,

and would only

manage the school until a principal was assigned.
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2.

Results and Findings
A total of 116 students were surveyed,

representing

97% of the seventh and eighth grade student body; and 7
teachers,

representing 60% of the staff and

administrators

involved.

Seventeen students,

15% of the total target group,
teachers and administrators,
interviewed.

Teacher team.

or about

were interviewed; and 10

or about 80%,

were

Student Support Team,

Student Council meetings were all observed.

and

Supporting

data such as team meeting minutes and agendas were
collected and reviewed.
a.

Project Goals.

The Student Support Team was

first offered to the Longfellow School
1988.

in the fall of

The principal embraced the idea and subsequently

informed the staff that the school would be taking on
this activity.
The decision to expand the project to an additional
four schools was made by the Management Team and the
Assistant Superintendent in the spring of 1989.
Longfellow School was

The

included because it already had a

Student Support Team and because it housed the Hispanic
bilingual program.
voluntary one.

The decision,

though,

was not a

The principal of the school was informed

by the Assistant Superintendent that,
the Student Support Team,

in order to keep

the school had to assume the

full scope of project activities.
The principal,

because of her commitment to the

Student Support Team, agreed to become a project school
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and subsequently informed the seventh and eighth grade
staff of the decision.

No central office presentation,

staff development or training,

or planning process

occurred during the spring of 1989 to assist school staff
to understand the fundamental project goals and
activities.

No training in team building occurred over

the summer.

However,

a Team Leader was appointed to

coordinate the teaming process,

and a School Climate

Coordinator was assigned part-time.
The staff,

then,

were told they were to take on a

project they did not fully understand or know the scope
of.

All staff

interviewed noted that the former

principal usually made decisions on her own and then
presented the decisions to the staff.

Staff clearly did

not feel they had much decision making power during this
principal’s tenure.
leaving a void

Then,

the former principal resigned,

in leadership and no base of support for

the project.
This process of entry had three consequences that
limited the project's success.

First,

staff had little

ownership over the project or commitment to ensure its
success.

The sentiments of all staff

summed up best by the one comment,
forced upon the school."

interviewed were

"The project was

This reflects not only their

lack of control over shaping the project,

but also their

resentment about even having to be involved in the
project.
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Second,

staff and administrators had the most

limited sense of project goals of the three schools.
but one staff

All

interviewed felt the project goals were to

provide increased support to students - through the
Student Support Team,

counseling groups and

monitoring of students.
goals of

increased

Only one teacher articulated

improving curriculum,

instruction,

scheduling or

creating an educational program to meet the unique
developmental needs of urban middle school students.
Ironically,
should be,

when questioned about what the project goals
interviewed teachers felt these latter goals

would be more beneficial to the school than the former.
Third,

staff had a limited understanding of project

activities.

A majority of activities occurring in other

schools were

in fact

staff teaming.
mini-courses,

in place at the Longfellow School -

Student Support Team,
counseling groups.

Student Council,

Apprenticeship Program,

Career Day and an advisor-advisee program;
governance,

shared

mediation and Community Meeting were the

major exceptions.

However,

interviewed staff were unable

to identify the majority of these aactivities.

They most

consistently cited the student support activities Student Support Team and counseling groups - as project
activities.

They did not see a broader scope of

activities as being interrelated under the umbrella of
broader school

improvement goals.

other schools,

interviewed staff

Thus,

more so than in

felt the school had

implemented many unrelated and disparate activities.
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b.

School Governance and Student Empowerment.

was a definite void
School that made
project.

There

in leadership at the Longfellow

it difficult to be implementing a new

A school with an acting principal was being

asked to take on a major school

improvement project.

The

acting principal stated he was "nervous about having
anything controversial take place" during his tenure
the position.
commitment

Thus,

there was virtually no support or

from the principal to put the project

motion and ensure its success.
process
school

in

in

As evidenced by the

in which this research took place within the
(see Methodology chapter),

there were clear

messages to the staff that he did not support the
project.
Interviewed staff confirmed these observations.
While all staff

interviewed felt the principal was

generally supportive of the student support activities,
they did not feel he was supportive of broader school
improvement issues such as shared decision making,
student empowerment and a focus upon improving teaching
and learning through teaming.

While staff felt strongly

that a principal should be "an educational
"facilitator"

in school

acknowledged that

leader" and a

improvement efforts,

they

it was difficult for the current

principal to fulfill this role while in acting status.
They noted that,
Team meetings,

beyond his attendance at Student Support

the principal was minimally involved in
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the project.

The principal never attended team meetings,

nor was he involved

in any other student support or

student empowerment activities.
This sense of

frustration around school governance

is reflected in teacher and student surveys.
teachers

While

felt that shared decision making school

governance improves a school

(3.6),

they did not

necessarily feel that such a structure was

in place

(2.5)

or that teachers have more input into decision making
than they did two years ago

(2.7).

All teachers

interviewed confirmed these sentiments,

noting the

authoritative nature of the former principal,

the lack of

choice in taking on the project, and frustration about
the lack of control around the teaming process and
seventh and eighth grade scheduling.
Student empowerment and giving students more
meaningful decision making opportunities was an even more
controversial area.

Some activities are underway to give

students increased opportunities for decision making.
Student Council has been formed,
provided to them,
created.

However,

A

leadership training was

and a peer tutoring program has been
while students felt that student

council was an important body (2.9),

they did not

necessarily feel that students are given a chance to
participate in making important decisions

(2.6) and did

not feel that students help develop the rules of the
school

(2.1).

Interviewed students also noted their lack

of participation in rules development during interviews.
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while arguing that student

inclusion would

improve the

school because f,the school would be a better place if
everyone agreed to the rules."
Two predominant factors hinder the empowerment of
students within the school.

First,

is hardly a functioning body.
elected;

the Student Council

The council

is not

students sign up for an eigth-week elective.

Therefore,

the body lacks legitimacy and credibility to

other students and staff.
The council,

which is advised by the Team Leader,

chaotic and unmanaged.

During observations,

wandered around the room,

order,

students

numerous conversations occurred

at the same time, and few students
other.

is

listened to each

When students did try to intervene and establish
they lacked the Team Leader's support and were

subsequently teased

into submission by other students.

There appeared to be no student council president or
officers who played any substantive role in the meetings.
The Student Council agenda was driven by the Team
Leader,

and thus there was little attempt to teach

students the leadership skills they need to have to
assume more responsible roles within the school.
example,

For

the Team Leader raised the issue of working on a

project on homelessness;

while she informed the teacher

team that students broached this topic,

she told the

student council that teachers had suggested it as a
project.

Because of the chaos
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in the room,

no coherent

discussion occurred on the pros and cons of such a
project,

or even of the activities that would be required

of the council;

yet,

a secret ballot was taken and

students voted on something they did not fully
understand.
The second reason for the lack of focus upon student
empowerment

is teacher ambivalence towards giving

students more decision making responsibilities.
staff

While

felt that students are given a chance to

participate in making important decisions

(3.0),

they did

not feel that the Student Council was an important
decision making body (2.2),

nor did they feel that

Community Meeting was a good way to make decisions

(2.3).

Little sustained discussion has occurred within the
teacher team about the importance of student empowerment
activities and whether they should be a primary goal
within a middle grades program.

As well,

the majority of

interviewed staff felt they do not have the proper
training to accomplish these activities,
Community Meeting.
teachers

such as

The result is that 6 out of 10

interviewed either

felt that student empowerment

activities were not important or that students should not
be given increased decision making responsibilities.

One

conjecture is that staff are reluctant to provide
increased decision making opportunities to students when
they do not feel they have these opportunities
themselves.
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c.

School Climate and Discipline.

Despite a lack of

clarity of goals and shared decision making,

both

teachers and students had an overall positive view of the
school's climate and discipline,
other two schools.

Teachers gave positive ratings

out of 31 statements

in these areas.

school rules are reasonable and
fairly,

more so than in the

They felt that

fair,

rules are enforced

teachers have the same classroom rules,

know the rules,

in 25

students

suspension is used only as a last resort,

and counseling and parent contact are often utilized to
encourage attendance.

As a result,

teachers

felt

students feel welcome and safe in the school;

there is

not much vandalism or grafitti;

staff and

and students,

the principal treat each other respectfully.
Likewise,

students gave favorable ratings to 16 out

of 24 statements

in these areas.

the rules and what to expect

Students felt they knew

if they break them;

discipline is fair and reasons are given for rules;
feel welcome and safe in the school;
vandalism or weapons;

they

there is little

teachers encourage students from

all racial groups to get along; and teachers and the
principal treat students respectfully.
However,

there were no comments from interviewed

staff or students
discipline had
activities.

indicating the school climate or

improved as a result of project

Given that the research was conducted near

the semester break of the project's first year at the
Longfellow School,

it is unlikely there would be any
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dramatic improvement based upon the beginning
implementation stage of a new project.
confirmed this,

Interviewed staff

noting that the school climate and

discipline had been positive prior to the project's
inception and had not been affected by the project.
There were some issues of school climate and
discipline that related to fundamental problems with the
project

implementation and the school structure.

Many

students did not feel that school rules were reasonable,
that teachers enforced rules

in a fair way,

or that

students and teachers discussed ways to solve problems
(2.7).

Students

felt that detentions were used too often

to deal with classroom problems
rules were not developed with
constituencies

(2.6),

(3.0).

Many staff felt

input from all school

nor that discipline and attendance

policies have been reviewed

in the past year

(2.6).

Such

sentiments reflect already stated concerns about the lack
of student and teacher decision making input into policy
making.
Students also felt there was a significant amount of
fighting within the school

(2.2), and that students did

not treat each other or teachers respectfully (2.4).
largest number of responses

(27%)

The

to the question of when

do you feel worst in school were poor peer interactions
(for example,

"When kids bother me,"

badly because of my background,"
of me").

"When I'm treated

"When someone makes fun

Interviewed students confirmed this,
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noting

that much of the friction occurs between Hispanic
students and White and Black students,
Standard and

ISP students.

and between

The fighting,

then,

could

reflect tension between the three identified groups of
students within the school,

and possibly speaks to a lack

of attention given to the areas of student integration,
multicultural curriculum,

and grouping of students.

This

issue will be discussed in more detail within the Teaming
and Integration sections.
d.

Teaching and Learning.

onset of the research period,

The teacher team,

at the

had been meeting weekly.

Team minutes and agendas are written down and circulated.
The team has discussed some significant issues
example,

monitoring student progress,

(for

grade retention).

Substantial time has been devoted to improving the
academic progress of Standard track students.

As well,

the team has tracked the graduating eighth grade class
from four years ago to determine how many in fact
graduated from high school

(they determined that only 4

out of 50 dropped out).
However,

whereas in the Graham and Parks School and

the Harrington School teacher teaming was viewed as the
central core component of school

improvement,

teaming was

credited with little importance and faced stiff
resistance at the Harrington School.
It should be noted that this was the only school

in

which there were significant variations within an area
between survey and

interview responses.
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Much if not all

of the discrepancy can be attributed to this school’s
particular process of teacher survey distribution and
collection

(see Methodology chapter).

For example,

the

acting principal required all teachers to hand in their
completed student and teacher surveys to him in a packet
by class,

thereby making it impossible for a teacher's

responses to be anonymous.
Thirty-one out of 40 responses to statements on
teaming and teaching and learning were given favorable
ratings.

Staff felt that they were given increased

decision making control,

teaming was

important,

team

members have clear goals and a sense of purpose, and the
team has regular communication with the principal.
result,

the majority of teachers

As a

interviewed felt teaming

had been of some limited benefit by increasing teachers'
opportunities to discuss

issues and exchange ideas.

Teacher surveys also revealed the team had made some
progress in the area of teaching and learning.

Staff

felt the team had experimented with interdisciplinary
curriculum (3.1),

the team had increased control over

scheduling

students were heterogeneously grouped

(3.4),

as much as possible

(3.0),

students often worked in small

groups, and field trips and guest speakers were often
employed

(3.6).

There were some indications,

though,

unspoken fundamental problems of project
at the school.

of some of the
implementation

Many teachers did not feel that
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consensual decision making was used by the group
that common planning time was used well

(2.6),

decisions are written down and circulated
team members participate in team meetings,
leader plays a constructive role

(2.7),

(2.5),

that team

(2.0),

that all

that the team

and consequently,

that their teaching had been influenced by the team

(2.6) .
These latter responses are strongly supported by
teacher

interviews,

responses.
issues,
First,

team observations and student survey

While the team had discussed some significant

there were many fundamental team problems.
the team is composed only of core seventh and

eighth grade academic staff.
bilingual education,
administrators,

No special education,

or specialist teachers,

sit on the team.

nor

This greatly reduced

collaboration and grade-wide impact,

and reinforced the

separatism between regular education students and their
special education and bilingual education couterparts.
Second,
Leader.
meeting.

the team is managed completely by the Team

She formulates and chairs the agenda of every
Consequently,

interviewed teachers felt teacher

team meetings is "time for the Team Leader to focus upon
her activities" and that "you have to spend an hour a
week listening to

[the Team Leader]

talk," and thus

not viewed by teachers as their time.

Teachers felt too

much time was spent discussing student support and
empowerment activities - such as counseling groups,
advisor-advisee program.

Student Council,
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is

Community

Meeting and monitoring student progress - and little if
any time was spent on the teaching and learning
environment.

As one teacher stated,

"we are increasingly

being asked to be social workers and guidance counselors,
yet we have never done anything about improving the way
we teach."

Another teacher claimed,

"There is no time to

talk about what would help students learn better."
Curriculum is seen as a secondary issue that rarely gets
its due.
had

As a result,

teachers did not feel the project

improved the way they taught
Third,

teaming.

(2.4).

teachers were not clear about the purpose of

Interviewed teachers

influencing the agenda,

and

felt disempowered from

in fact felt "the only issues

that are supposed to be brought up in team meetings are
ones of student support and

involvement" and that "we are

here for the sole purpose of supporting the Student
Support Team."
Fourth,

there was little communication between the

teacher team and other project activities occurring
within the building.

For example,

the Team Leader

decided unannounced to be the team representative to the
Student Support Team,

when other team members did not

even know they were supposed to have a representative on
that team.

As well,

community agency,

while Catholic Charities, a

had been conducting three counseling

groups within the school,
a team meeting.
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agency staff had never attended

Fifth,

the Team Leader

lacks

leadership skills and

is unable to bring resolution to many of the issues
raised during meeting time.
each meeting.

For example,

Too many issues are raised
in one 45-minute meeting,

team discussed Student Council,
Community Meeting,

the possibility of a

counseling group formation,

leadership training,

and electives.

student

Consequently,

any issues are ever thoroughly discussed,
consensus resolution reached.

the

few if

with a

At one meeting,

the Team

Leader raised the idea of beginning a Community Meeting,
and strongly lobbied for
other hand,

its

inception.

Teachers,

on the

felt ill-equipped to manage one, did not have

a clear understanding of

its purpose, and felt

it should

be structured to be a learning experience for students.
After some discussion,

no consensus was reached,

matter was dropped,

without closure,

item.

led all

Such process

and the

for the next agenda

interviewed teachers to feel

team time was unproductive and unnecessary.
Sixth,

the team nor the Team Leader every received

any training in teaming,
Consequently,

team process,

or team building.

a skills deficit exists.

And seventh,

many of the activities the Team Leader

has proposed are activities she has heard about through
Management Team meetings that are occurring at other
schools.

However,

she does not necessarily fully

understand their scope or purpose;

thus the activities

are presented to team members without rationale or a
thought-out implementation plan.
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As a result,

teachers

don't support the idea
activities get
example,

(as with Community Meeting)

implemented

or

in a fragmented manner.

For

while the purpose of the Apprenticeship Program

is to link the curriculum to the real world,
other schools there is some class

and thus

in

in which students

discuss their experiences, at the Longfellow School
students were merely sent out to apprenticeship sites
without the benefit of any preparation or support.
These problems have led teachers to be increasingly
resentful of team meetings,

to the point where at one

meeting teachers expressed anger at having to meet so
frequently (once a week), as
preparation.

After

it took time from teaching

little discussion,

meet only once every two weeks.

it was agreed to

The Team Leader agreed

to this compromise as a strategy of diffusing already
apparent teacher anger about teaming,

while not

addressing the underlying problems of the teaming
process.
These perceptions were supported by student survey
responses.

Students did rate favorably statements about

the overall education they were receiving - students felt
they were learning

(3.2),

getting a good education

and being prepared for high school

(3.2).

teachers helped them with their work
encouraged to ask questions
students to think
of students
learn

(3.0),

(3.1),

(3.2),

(3.2),

(3.1),

They also felt
they were

teachers encouraged

teachers have high expectations

the mini-courses are a fun way to

(3.4), and the grades they receive are fair
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(3.1).

However,

10 of 26 responses

indicated some concern,

specifically about the teaching and learning process.
Many students did not feel their classes or homework were
interesting

(2.7);

students learnt about their community

(2.3);

there were field trips,

groups

(2.5);

e.

(2.3);

or teachers worked together on

(2.7).

Integration Issues.

the least amount of
groupings,

or small

teachers asked their opinions about

improving the class
joint projects

guest speakers,

The Longfellow School has

integration among various student

and has spent the least amount of time

discussing the issue of any of the research schools.
Bilingual education and regular education students are
only integrated for arts,
education.

electives and physical

While a bilingual education teacher was paid

a stipend to attend the first seven teacher team
meetings,
team.

neither bilingual teacher currently sits on the

This has contributed to a sense of separatism

between the bilingual and regular education programs.
Despite this,

all regular education teachers

interviewed

expressed satisfaction at the current level of bilingual
integration.
A result of this separation from the bilingual
education program is that the majority of regular
education teachers felt the need for school improvement
was really the problem of the bilingual education
program.

In examining the eighth grade students from
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four years ago who eventually dropped out of school,
regular education teachers found that all four

identified

students had been bilingual education students.
many teachers

felt

bilingual program;

"it

Thus,

is really a problem of the

it's not ours."

There is little sense

on the part of regular education teachres that they are
responsible for all students within the building.
Special education students continue to be pulled out
of class

into the resource room to receive most of their

special education services.

Little if any discussion has

occurred within team meetings on the integration of
special education services
classes.

into regular education

The largest problem of

the separation of

ISP students

regular education students)

integration remains

(roughly two-thirds of

and Standard students

one-third of regular education students).
hand,

(about

On the one

teachers staunchly defended the program.

Teachers

stated the importance of having an academically rigorous
program "for those students who need it," and that in
fact the program should become more selective and not
enroll students just "to achieve a racial balance."
(Certainly,

the implication to this

last statement is an

underlying belief that many minority students are not
academically prepared or able to achieve at high levels.)
On the other hand,

teachers acknowledged that

"Standard students have a hard time gaining a high sense
of self-esteem.
dumb."

They get the message that they are

Six of seven teachers acknowledged there are
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different expectations of students based upon whether
they are a Standard or an ISP student.
These

interview comments were reinforced

teacher survey.

in the

Longfellow School staff were the only

staff within the study that had mixed feelings about
whether heterogeneous grouping of students created
greater

learning opportunities

for students

(2.7),

and

many teachers did not feel they had adequately discussed
the issue of heterogeneous versus homogeneous grouping
(2.4).

While all teachers felt strongly they had

discussed ways to raise the achievement levels of
achieving students
of

(3.4),

23% of students cited feelings

failure as when they feel worst

percentage of any school
"When I don’t do well,"

low-

in school,

the highest

in this category (for example,
"When I get a bad grade").

All

teachers interviewed acknowledged that no resolution to
having differentiated programs had been reached.
Clearly,

not enough focused discussion and

consensus-building has taken place in the critical areas
of ability grouping and creating a developmentally
appropriate middle grades program - both articulated
project areas.

This has created school climate and

discipline problems,

while contributing to disparate

educational opportunities and achievement levels.
There were also disparate feelings between students
of different racial groups.

Black students did not feel

as positive about most areas of schooling.
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Black

students

felt less proud of the school,

and felt there

was more vandalism and grafitti than did other students.
Black students

felt the principal and teachers treat

students less respectfully.
of consequences

School rules,

expectations

for breaking the rules, and discipline by

the principal were seen as unfair.

The student council

was not perceived as an important decision making body.
Classes and homework are not viewed as interesting or
fun,

and Black students

felt more than other students

that field trips and guest speakers are rarely part of
the curriculum.

Black students did not necessarily feel

that teachers asked students about their opinions in
improving classes,
work

if they need

or that teachers help them with their
it.

On the other hand,

Hispanic students felt more

positive than did other students
schooling.

in many areas of

Hispanic students felt that teachers treat

students with great respect,
important body,

homework

is

the Student Council
important,

about the commuity in which they live,

students learn
and there are

opportunities to talk about personal issues.
interviewing students,

is an

When

these sentiments were attributed

not to the overall school climate,

but to the strong

sense of support they feel from placement in the
bilingual program.
f.

Student Support.

project activities.

This area is the strength of

The Student Support Team, as with

the other project schools,
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meets weekly,

is well

attended,

and has written minutes and agendas.

from all grades are considered.
case study format,
members.

Students

Cases are presented in a

with indepth questioning from team

Considerable time is spent discussing possible

interventions,
assignments

service plans are agreed upon,

for service delivery made.

and

A spirit of

collaboration and trust exists within the group.
well-run manner of this structure is

The

in sharp contrast to

other aspects of the project at this school.
The only critical observation of the Student Support
Team meetings was that each case took approximately 30
minutes.

As a result,

by semester’s end,
500 students.

only 16 students had been covered

in a school enrolling approximately

This brings

into question the time- and

cost-effectiveness of this model,

especially with an

average meeting size of 10-12 people.

Certainly,

the

majority of students who are in need of services are not
getting addressed by this team.
Other student support activities

include three

counseling groups conducted by Catholic Charities, a
community agency; a mentoring program;
advisee program.
teacher team,

and an advisor-

Along with increased monitoring by the

students are clearly receiving additional

support to succeed.
The major concern about the counseling groups was
that students were pulled out of academic classes to
attend them.

Teachers felt this process led to low-
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achieving students having a lessened sense of the
importance of academics, and reinforced teachers’
sentiments that the project was solely one of student
support.

The administration has agreed,

address this

to

issue through scheduling next year.

The increased level of support
most part in teacher surveys.
favorable responses
statements.

though,

is supported for the

Teachers fave highly

in 9 of 10 student support

Teachers felt the counseling groups,

advisor-advisee program and Student Support Team all
provided valuable resources to students.

In fact,

teachers at the Longfellow School were the only staff

in

the study to express the feeling that structures were in
place to allow staff to act as advocates and mentors.
The only area in which most staff did not feel positive
was

in regular reporting from the Student Support Team to

the larger staff.
Students,

though,

felt less strongly about receiving

support from the school.

A significant amount of

students did not feel that there was at least one teacher
to whom they could talk to about a personal problem
(2.7),

and did not feel there were opportunities

school to talk about personal

issues

significant percentage of students

(2.6).

(17%)

yelling at me,"

(for example,

As well, a

cited

perceptions of uncaring or unfair behavior
as the worst part of school

in the

from teachers
"Teachers

"When teachers don't listen to me,"

I get blamed or treated unfairly by the teacher,"
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"When

"When

the teacher embarasses me in front of the class").
similar percentage
in this category,

(12%),

A

the only school that responded

cited more caring teacher attitudes as

what they would change in the school
"Teachers shouldn't yell so much,"

(for example,

"Teachers shouldn't

treat kids of different abilities differently,"
should pay equal attention to everyone").

"Teachers

No comments

about teacher support or caring were recorded as the most
positive thing about school - the only school
there were no positive student comments

in which

in this area.

While student surveys were not coded to distinguish
between ISP,

bilingual and Standard students,

hypothesize,

based upon other reported data,

one could
that the

majority of these comments came from Standard students.
g.

Parent Involvement.

This was another area

in

which there was direct contrast between teacher survey
responses and teacher

interviews.

Teachers gave

favorable responses to 8 out of 8 statements on parent
involvement

in the project.

Teachers

felt strongly that

parent information was regularly sent home,
conferences are regularly scheduled,
used as learning resources and
decisions about the school,

that parent

that parents are

involved

in making

that parent education is

provided on supporting children's education at home, and
that support to families

is coordinated with community

agencies.
However,

teacher

interviews directly contradicted

many of these responses.
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Teachers did not feel there was

an operating bilingual Parent Advisory Council at the
time of the study.

No teacher

parents were used as

interviewed stated that

learning resources,

that seminars

were held on educating parents to support their
children's education,

or that parents were encouraged to

act as advocates for their children's education.
reality,

In

few parent activities are taking place beyond

parent circulars and required parent conferences.
addition,

In

the majority of teachers noted friction between

ISP parents and Standard and bilingual parents,

stating

that ISP parents did not want to be involved with the
concerns of the Standard and bilingual parents.

This

tension merely reinforces the fragmentation of the
existing three programs within the school.
h.
This

Staff Development and Centra 1 Office Support.

is an area

occurred.

in which very little if anything had

Staff gave very low ratings on 3 out of 3

statements on staff development

(2.3).

The only staff development project support provided
to the school was that an expanded teacher team (that
included grades 6-8 academic special education,
education and specialist teachers)
attend an early morning

bilingual

were paid stipends to

(7:00 - 8:00 a.m.) meeting for

the first seven weeks of the school year to discuss the
project.

However,

no central office support or

direction,

nor any training,

meetings.

Consequently, all teachers
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was provided at these
interviewed felt

little had been accomplished at these meetings.
after this series of meetings were completed,
grade,

bilingual,

As well,

the sixth

special education and specialist

teachers were not scheduled to meet with the grades 7-8
regular education teachers,
continue as team members.

and thus were unable to
Thus,

what

little cohesion

that was built within the first seven weeks quickly
disintegrated.
No other staff development or training has been
provided to Longfellow School staff,
desiring these opportunities.
Leader,

despite staff

Other than the Team

staff felt they had received virtually no central

office support during the planning and implementation
phase of the project.

The Team Leader does attend

Management Team meetings and meets regularly with the
city-wide Project Coordinator;
felt little of this
of use to them.

however,

interviewed staff

information ever reached them or was

Interviewed staff noted that no one from

central office ever came to present the project to the
staff,

no planning or training time was ever constructed

or scheduled for staff,

and no ongoing visits from

central office or staff development opportunities have
taken place.
This lack of staff development opportunities and
central office support has only furthered the lack of
clarity of project goals,
poor

increased the fragmentation and

implementation of project activities, and heightened
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teachers’

sense of

frustration and resentment of the

project.
2.

Faci1itatating Factors
There were few factors that helped to facilitate the

project’s
However,

implementation at the Longfellow School.
there were two.

First, an expanded teacher team

was paid to participate in seven planning meetings at the
beginning of the school year.

This allowed staff to

orient themselves to the project and to begin planning.
Second,
project.

the Team Leader was very committed to the

She devoted considerable time to setting up

counseling groups,

convening teacher team meetings,

organizing the Student Council,
project activities.

and conducting other

Little would have been accomplished

without a Team Leader.
The lack of facilitating factors,

however is

in

direct correlation to the ineffectiveness of the first
project year.
3.

Obstacles to Project Success
While there were few facilitators to project

implementation,
First,

there were many obstacles.

no discussion occurred amongst the Longfellow

School staff about adopting the project;

the decision to

become a project school was that of the former principal.
Staff were merely informed that they would be adopting a
new project.
the project,

This created a sense of resentment towards
rather than staff viewing it as an

opportunity for growth and school
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improvement.

Second,

there was virtually no orientation or

planning period given to school staff,

nor was there any

written materials distributed to them about project
goals.

This resulted

in a total lack of understanding

about the project's goals and scope,
teachers'

and contributed to

misperceptions about the project centering upon

the Student Support Team and other student support
activities.
Third,

except for the seven paid planning periods,

virtually no staff development or training opportunities
were provided to staff and administrators.

Staff were

provided no training in teaming and team-building.
the second tier schools,

Unlike

no arrangements were made for

staff to go visit more established project schools or to
visit other restructured K-8 elementary schools.
Consequently,

there was a vaccum of knowledge and skills

necessary to implement the project.
Fourth,
principal.

there was a void

in leadership from the

An acting principal was

in place who was most

concerned about maintaining the school until a permanent
replacement was appointed.

The acting principal had

little understanding of the project,
uncomfortable with many aspects of

and was

it.

He never attended

team meetings or other project activities.
an educational leader

The lack of

in the building hindered the

teacher team's development.
Fifth,
staff.

the purpose of teaming was never explained to

Consequently,

staff
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felt that,

"team meetings are

unnecessary and we just meet for meetings sake.

In fact,

I’m not really clear about the purpose of teaming.”
resulted
resent

This

in staff sentiments of having "less time and I

it.

The project takes up more of my time with

little apparent benefit.

The priorities are screwed up."

Sixth, after the initial seven team meetings,
bilingual,

the

special education and specialist teachers were

not scheduled into subsequent team meetings.

This

greatly reduced the team's ability to collaborate, and
effectively shut out the bilingual program from the
project.
Seventh,
the project,
team.

the Team Leader,

despite her commitment to

played a destructive role on the teacher

She lacked an understanding of the project goals,

thereby impeding the teacher team from gaining a broader
understanding of the project;
of team meetings,

she controlled the agenda

contributing to teachers’

sense that

the teacher team was created to increase student support
rather than improve teaching and learning;

she broached

too many ideas within team meetings without having the
skills to facilitate resolution to any of them; and she
lacked the organizational and managerial skills to
facilitate various activities effectively,

such as the

Student Council and the Apprenticeship Program.
Eighth,

the teacher team was given little control

over such issues as curriculum,
scheduling,

instruction, and

and were not even informed that these areas
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were project goals.

Consequently,

teachers felt the

teaming process posed little benefit to them in an area
that they felt was of greatest
Ninth,

importance.

counseling groups were scheduled during

academic times,

necessitating students to be pulled out

of academic classes,

thus reinforcing notions that the

project was one of student support rather than
instructional
Tenth,

improvement.

staff consensus was never reached on the

importance of student empowerment activities.

Staff had

mixed feelings about providing students with increased
decision making responsibilities.

As a result,

little

importance was placed upon activities such as Student
Council,

mediation and Community Meeting.

Eleventh,

no school-wide governance structure of

shared decision making is

in place to provide teachers

with an opportunity to make decisions around all areas of
school

improvement.

Thus,

teachers do not feel they have

a say in most areas of the school.

This

lack of

empowerment also contributes to their ambivalent
attitudes towards student empowerment activities.
Twelfth,
critical

little attention has been paid to the

issues of

integration and grouping.

Traditional

notions of maintaining three separate programs - the
bilingual.

Standard and ISP programs - have been

maintained with little discussion devoted to the benefits
of the current structure.

This has resulted

and separation between student groups,
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in friction

low achievement

levels of Standard students,

and a tiered structure which

undermines the self-esteem of Standard students.
Thirteenth,

virtually no parent involvement

activities have been initiated,

thus excluding a

potential base of support for school improvement.
When reviewing the list of facilitators and
obstacles,

it becomes quite clear why the project has had

such poor success
teachers

in its first year.

As a result,

all

interviewed felt the project had had little

impact on the school
their workload

in the first year,

yet had

increased

(3.4).

E.

The Role of Central Office

School department support and coordination of a
project can be crucial when implementing a change
initiative across a district.
reporting of

What follows is a

interviews and observations of the Cambridge

School Department support of the Hooking Kids On School
project.
A considerable amount of school department support
has been devoted to the project of redefining the middle
grades

in the Cambridge Public Schools.

respects,

In many

the successes and failures of the project

schools are reflected

in the successes and failures at

the school department central office level.
1,

Project Administration
The Assistant Superintendent and Project Coordinator

are the central office people responsible for
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coordinating the reorganization of
Cambridge’s

elementary schools.

Superintendent
budget,

oversees

and supervises

the middle grades

The Assistant

the project,

creates

a.

in each of

Project Goals.

deep commitment

However,

the need

the need

can't be business as

students

than we did

differences

in what

The Assistant
goals should

to

"...rethink

our

students."

years ago,"

to their

instructional
group

felt creating

lives,

strategies

learning,

felt

the project's
teach

interdisciplinary
to think and that

combined with

is

interactive

such as cooperative and peer

should be the major

project activities.

felt there was an

that the current school

the way that education
fundamental

there were basic

students

The Assistant Superintendent
intrinsic denial

we have different

"changing the way teachers

curriculum that challenges
relevant

that

this meant.

upon

She

how we

students," and

usual;

Superintendent

focus

program for

the project goals.

provide education to middle grades
"Schools

to create

there were some fundamental

in the expression of

While both expressed

the project's

Both administrators exhibited a

a developmentally appropriate middle grades

differences

The

the eight project schools.

to the project and to

Cambridge students.

the project

the Project Coordinator.

Project Coordinator manages and administers
daily operation

in

structure and

is delivered to students are the

problems why many Cambridge students aren't
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more successful.

"People want to identify the family and

individual students as the problem."
she felt that,

in many ways,

student support -

For this reason,

the predominant focus upon

through the Student Support Teams,

the

t'

Human Services Collaborative and counseling groups - was
an obstacle to achieving the project goals of
restructuring the middle grades.

While acknowledging

that these services provide additional support to
students and their

families,

and that they increase the

school department’s collaboration with other community
institutions,
the services

the Assistant Superintendent also felt that
"allow staff the opportunity to focus upon

individual students

instead of the fundamental mission of

the project - improving teaching."
activities

In addition,

like the Student Support Team,

she felt, are

the more costly components and thus the most likely to be
cut over the long run.
At the root of the resistance to consider changes in
the way schools are run,
and class.

she felt,

were issues of race

The learning styles and deficits of poor and

minority students are not acknowledged or considered when
delivering curriculum and instruction.

As well,

"teacher

expectations of minority students are too often too
low....Little in the system is done to challenge basic
assumptions of teachers around race and class
This enables staff,

she claimed,

low achievement and misbehavior,

issues."

to blame the student for
and thus to turn to

services such as the Student Support Teams as a solution.
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rather than to consider teachers’

own behavior and how

they teach as the solution.
On the other hand,

the Project Coordinator expressed

the restructuring of the middle grades more in terms of
"providing social and emotional support to students” and
"making schools places where students want to be."

He

expressed many of the traditional middle school goals of
encouraging "belonging or

interdependence,

competence and self-esteem,

positive peer

empowerment,
interaction,

physical activities, and having a positive role in the
community."
students'

Little mention was made,

of

improving

achievement levels or academic success.

Again,

when discussing project activities to

accomplish the project goals,

the Coordinator

focused

more upon student support and student empowerment
activties - Community Meeting,
mediation.

student council,

Career Day and Student Support Team - than

upon improving the instructional program.

While stating

that teacher teaming was a core activity of the project,
team activities he described centered more around
discipline issues and student support and empowerment
issues,

and less upon the academic program.

This difference in perceptions of goals is comounded
by the fact that,
applications,

except in federal and state grant

there are no written project goals or

mission statement.

Thus,

there has never been a clear

articulation of the purpose of the project and its
essential components.
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The differing perceptions about goals,

which has led

to differing statements to project school staff about
goals,

and the lack of a written statement of goals or

mission,

has contributed to the differing perceptions of

project goals at

individual project schools.

This has

been exacerbated by traditional resistance to any form of
change that many veteran school staff feel.

"Staff feel

they are being forced to change without having yet seen
the benefits."
As a result,

schools have taken the liberty to shape

the goals to fit their wishes,

in many cases choosing

activities that are add-on support services,

rather than

activities which lead to changing the fundamental
structure of their middle grades program.
b.

Role of Project Coordinator.

Coordinator

is responsible for providing technical

assistance to each project school;
Climate Coordinators,
Team;

The Project

fundraising;

coordinating School

Team Leaders and the Management

preparing the budget;

coordinating

city-wide staff development and other activities; and
organizing Career Days.

Clearly,

there is a need for

this role in the beginning stages of a district-wide
initiative.
All staff

interviewed felt the Project Coordinator

was extremely supportive and helpful to both the
Management Team and to individual schools.

However,

the

Coordinator has been hampered by the fact that he is only
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employed half-time in this position;

the other half of

his position is as the School Climate Coordinator at one
of the project schools - the Harrington School.
staff

All

interviewed felt this was unrealistic and had

severely limited his effectiveness.
While clearly the Coordinator cannot adequately
coordinate the project half-time,

there were some

differences about the role of this position.
Coordinator

felt a significant portion of his job was to

organize Career Days within each school
employed

The

(in which people

in various occupations come to a school and

speak to students),
activities

counseling groups, and other student

for schools.

He felt that staff

in each

school are overburdened and don't "necessarily have the
time to organize many of these activities."

He also felt

that consistent interaction with students was

important

to him personally.
On the other hand,

other central office staff

interviewed felt that more of his time should be spent
with "essential coordination activities."

These staff

felt that activities such as Career Day are timeconsuming and peripheral to the central goals of the
project.
Rather,

these staff felt,

the Coordinator should be

providing more direct technical assistance to project
schools to assist them in planning,

staff development,

and implementing the fundamental project components.

His

role should be to "enable and empower school-based staff
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to plan,
do

organize and carry out these activities;

not to

it himself."
While acknowledging the tremendous support the

Coordinator provides,

they pointed to the lack of

planning or orientation activities to new schools,

the

absence of regular meetings with teacher teams and
principals,

and the dearth of staff development

opportunities as examples of gaps
noted that,

in coordination.

They

while during the first year of the project

second-tier schools visited the Graham and Parks School
and received technical assistance and time to plan,
third-tier schools did not receive any of this.

The

absence of a more prominent on-site technical assistance
role has contributed,

they felt,

to the lack of

understanding of project goals in many schools.
c.

Resources.

Considerable resources have been

provided to the project by central office.

The project

was originated by a state education department grant, and
further supported by a two-year federal education
department grant.

Both grants set requirements around

the adoption of a school restructuring approach to
dropout prevention,

which assisted the district

in the

formulation of their project vision.
Both the Coordinator and the Assistant
Superintendent felt that outside resources assisted the
district "to look at new ideas of schooling which we
wouldn't have been able to do without additional funds."
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These funds became the catalyst for beginning the project
and sustaining it until the school committee and
superintendent became convinced that the initiative was
worth supporting.
In addition,

political support has been sought and

received from the school committee and mayor.

Several

presentations of the project have been presented to the
school committee.

As a result,

the mayor then sponsored

a Mayor’s Forum on Dropout Prevention,
an annual event.

which has become

These activities have brought a sense

of legitimacy and credibility to the project.
As a result,

the school committee has

increased its

budgetary support of the project each year,

which has

helped to offset declining state and federal
contributions to the project.
the beginning stages of

This process has fueled

institutionalizing fundamental

change in the middle grades.
d.

Staff Development.

All central office staff

acknowledged the lack of a coordinated and
staff development plan.

They noted the dearth of

planning and training opportunities
schools.

intensive

In particular,

for the third-tier

the Assistant Superintendent

felt the lack of a systematic staff development focus
upon curriculum and instruction was an impeding factor in
leveraging individual schools to make this a forefront
goal.

This becomes more important,

district

she noted,

in a

in which the majority of teachers have 15+ years

in teaching,

and are not as ’’open to seeking out new
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ideas” as are younger teachers.

She noted that not

enough time is spent examining "current educational
research and what

it says about educating urban middle

grades students."
The Project Coordinator has organized and conducted
one or two city-wide seminars for project schools each of
the past two years - on dropout prevention,
discipline and school climate.

However,

school

interviewed

staff noted that too much time was spent in organizing
"one-shot sessions," with no on-site,

follow-up staff

development or consultation planned for project schools.
e.

School C1imate Coordinators Meeting.

The Project

Coordinator meets monthly with the three School Climate
Coordinators,

although not with the Team Leaders.

Interviewed SC Coordinators

felt the Project Coordinator

provided them with support,

encouragement and advice.

Observation of the meetings

indicated there is an easy

rapport between the staff,

and a high degree of

collaboration and sharing during the meetings.
The Project Coordinator viewed his role with the
School Climate Coordinators and Team Leaders as providing
"support,

focus, advocacy and education," but felt he did

not have enough time to conduct research or provide the
on-site technical assistance they needed.

He

acknowledged that virtually no training or skills
development had been provided to the School Climate
Coordinators or Team Leaders to prepare them for their
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roles.

These staff,

then,

have been expected to assume a

school change agent role without necessarily having the
skills or background knowledge to do so.
The agenda of these meetings
the Project Coordinator.

is set and conducted by

Agendas usually include an

update on what is happening within each school,
planning of city-wide activities
in-service day.
Prevention).
revealing.

Career Day,

What

(for example,

Little if any focus

is the most

is spent upon crucial

areas of coordination - staff development

facilitating change,

Again,

in school

technical assistance in

district and school-based long-term

planning and goal-setting,
solving.

city-wide

Mayor's Forum on Dropout

is not on the agenda

change and leadership,

and some

school-specific problem¬

the agenda

organizing activities,

is more one of support and

and less of coordination and

technical assistance.
2.

Management Team
The Management Team meets monthly and consists of

School Climate Coordinators,
from project schools;

Team Leaders and principals

representatives from collaborating

Cambridge institutions;

the Project Coordinator,

Assistant Superintendent and Assistant Director of Health
and Physical Education.

The Management Team was created

as a body which would oversee the development and
direction of the project.
chaired the meetings.

The Project Coordinator

There was

impressive attendance at

each meeting - usually fifteen or more people -
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indicating a strong commitment to the project.

Of

importance was the consistent attendance of the Assistant
Superintendent,

reflecting a strong central office

commitment.
The Management Team has benefited the project in
many ways.

One,

the creation of the body reflects a

commitment to shared decision making,

thus modeling a

prominent goal of school-site activities.

This concept

is reinforced by the style of the Project Coordinator,
who consistently asks the group for process feedback.
Many project documents - for example,
Student Support Teams,
presented

a handbook on

grant applications - have been

in draft form to the Management Team prior to

their being finalized.
Two,

the Management Team,

dissemination of materials,

through discussions and

has fostered a broader and

deeper understanding of the project goals,
in project schools.

more so than

The following statements by

Management Team members reflect this:
middle school program."

"Middle school

"This is a total
is a critical

time for students, and we have to create a program that
meets their needs."

"We need to break down the divisions

between the social-emotional development of students and
their academic development."
more meaningful;

"We need to make learning

have more project-based learning."

need to rethink the roles of staff,
involved,

"We

how parents are

and redefine a vision of what schools are for."
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Despite these comments,

the level of understanding varied

widely of what these broad goals meant

in terms of change

in the middle grades program within each elementary
school.
Third,

the Management Team has actively sought to

institutionalize the project.

They have pressured the

school department to increase their budgetary commitment
to the project each year.

They have sought to create

consistency and a sense of permanence to various project
components through drafting guidelines

(for example,

the

development of a Student Support Team handbook and an
Apprenticeship Program brochure).

And they have spent

significant time discussing long-range planning and
funding strategies.

"It is

important to get the

Cambridge community to see that this
initiative,

that

it

initiative,

that it

initiative,

but that

is not an add-on

is not just a dropout prevention
is not just a school district
it

is a school district initiative

to coordinate a host of institutions to help change the
whole business of schooling for middle grades students."
Fourth,

the Team has helped to increase

collaboration,

both within the school department and with

community institutions.

For example, discussions are

underway with the Bureau of Pupil Services to redefine
the role of the adjustment counselor to become the
Student Support Team Leader

in each school.

This would

facilitate the transition to a school-wide process of
dealing with at-risk students,
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instead of adjustment

counselors assuming individual caseloads.

As well,

the

Team has facilitated the active support of the Cambridge
Partnership,

which provides

Apprenticeship Program;
Collaborative,

funding support for the

the Cambridge Human Services

which coordinates agency involvement with

Student Support Teams; and the Cambridge School
Volunteers,

which provides tutoring support at

afterschool Homework Centers.
Fifth,

the Team has greatly enhanced the transition

from eighth to ninth grade by involving high school staff
and administration
result,

in planning around this

issue.

As a

there are now meetings with every elementary

school eighth grade class;

eighth grade teacher,

and student days at the high school;

parent

elementary school

principal visitations and meetings at the high school;
one application to apply for the various high school
programs; a second visit by eighth grade classes to the
high school to meet with guidance counselors about
program assignments and schedules; and communication with
eighth grade staff about ninth grade at-risk students to
receive advice and assistance.
There are,

however,

several ways

in which the

Management Team has not addressed crucial areas of the
project's development.

First,

as stated earlier,

the

Management Team has failed to create a written goals and
mission statement for the project,
the lack of consensus

in this area.
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partially reflecting
Some principals and

school-based staff have defended the need to allow each
school to shape the project to fit staff interest and
student need.

Other

interviewed staff

felt the

Management Team should define the vision and objectives
for the project,

and schools should develop school-based

objectives under the umbrella of district objectives.
This underlying friction between principals
supported

(also

in part by the Project Coordinator)

and the

Assistant Superintendent has resulted in an almost
smorgasbord approach to restructuring middle grades
education in the three project schools studied, and a
lack of common experiences that Cambridge middle grades
students receive.
Two,

the Management Team supported project expansion

from four to eight schools

in a year when state and

federal contributions to the project were severely cut
without a similar
contributions.
schools was cut,

increase in school district

Staffing in each of the four veteran
and each of the four new schools

received minimal staffing resources

(stipends for a Team

Leader and a part-time School Climate Coordinator).
School Climate Coordinators were cut from full-time to
one-fifth to one-half time in each school;

the city-wide

Apprenticeship Coordinator was cut to half-time; and the
Project Coordinator was cut to half-time.

This created a

situation in which fewer people were being asked to do
more; a demoralizing situation for many staff.

It also

compounded the ineffectiveness of the four new project
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schools,

and was a potential for undermining the future

success of the project.
Third,

a disproportionate amount of Management Team

time is spent on Student Support Teams,
the notion to many people that this
activity.

which reinforces

is the core project

Proposed budgets have reinforced this notion,

with disproportionate amounts supporting Student Support
Teams

(for example,

42% of a draft FY 1991 program budget

was devoted to Student Support Teams,
Project Coordinator and Evaluator).

excluding the
While this

most accepted and understood project activity,

is the
it

is also

one of the least challenging activities to rethinking how
middle grades should be restructured.
Fourth,

and perhaps most

important,

there is

virtually no outcome documentation of the project's
success.

No school-site or city-wide database exists to

track such indicators as grade retention,
achievement,

attendance,

to special education,

truancy,

academic

suspensions,

referrals

dropouts and student attitudes.

The district did employ a Project Evaluator during the
1988-1989 school year,

however,

he did not fulfill his

obligations and the position was eliminated.
Consequently,

the district has no hard data in which to

determine whether the project has had an impact.
Fifth,

the Management Team has not taken a lead role

in designing a staff development plan for each project
school.

In addition to training for staff,
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there is a

"definite need for some training for principals on their
role as a change agent."
many principals

Several staff

interviewed felt

"resist this role and are content with

maintaining the status quo within their school."
Certainly,

variations

leadership was evident

in principal

involvement and

in the three schools studied.

CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
Discussion of the results

is framed by responding to

the four central questions that guided the research.
A.

Question 1: What Impact Does a Middle Grades Systemic
School Change Approach to Dropout Prevention
Have upon Improving Schools?
The intent of the Hooking Kids On School project has

been to provide a more developmentally appropriate

education to middle grades students in eight k-8
elementary schools,

by including the following

components:

shared decision making through school-based

management;

student empowerment through Student Councils

and Community Meetings;

improved school climate and

discipline through mediation,

community-building

activities and school policy review;

teacher teaming that

included interdisciplinary curriculum,

flexible

scheduling,

and

instruction;

increased decision making,

interactive

increased integration of special and

bilingual education populations;

increased student

support through Student Support Teams,

counseling groups

and advisor-advisee programs; and increased parent
involvement.
To this end,

progress has been made over a

relatively short period of time.

A wide range of

activities are taking place within schools:
Apprenticeship Program,
Community Meeting,

Career Days,

Student Support Teams,

mediation.

teacher teaming, and Student Council

are among the most prominent activities.
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Activities vary

among schools,

and have been implemented with varying

degrees of success.
In general,

students surveyed felt they were getting

a good education and that they were learning.
teachers surveyed
their students.

Most

felt they had high expectations of
And most parents surveyed had positive

feelings about the respective scdhool and staff.
1.

School Governance and Student Empowerment
Progress

in this area varied widely between schools.

The Graham and Parks School entered the project with a
commitment to shared decision making and a school-wide
Steering Committee already intact.

They strengthened

their commitment to student empowerment through the
project with the formation of a Student Council and
Community Meeting,

and extended

increased decision making

control to the newly formed 7-8 grade team.
On the other hand,
the other two schools.

much less progress was made in
At the Harrington,

while a

Student Council and Community Meeting have been created,
both are relatively ineffective bodies,

largely resulting

from teacher ambivalence toward giving students

increased

decision making responsibilities and the lack of teacher
training in this area.

As well,

no school-wide

governance body exists,

and the teacher team has

relatively little decision making control.
Longfellow School,

At the

the only body that has been created is

the Student Council,

and that
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is wholly ineffective.

2.

School Climate and Discipline
The project,

through increased community-building

experiences and student support,

has for the most part

improved the school climate for students
three schools.
increased

in two of the

Beginning- and end-of-year experiences,

field trips,

Community Meeting,

advisor-advisee programs.

Student Council and counseling groups

all contributed to a more positive school climate for
students,

although this perception varied by school,

largely according to the degree of

implementation of

activities.
The project also benefited teachers'
growth,

personal

thereby improving the school climate for them.

Common planning time,

additional resources,

decision making control,

increased

and a more holistic approach to

education all contributed to teachers feeling more
positive about the school climate.

Again,

this varied

within each school according to the extent to which
teachers felt they had gained these factors.
3.

Teaching and Learning
Each school had at least an elemental team structure

in place, and each team is given some common planning
time.

Written agendas and minutes occur within each team

as well.

Almost all teachers surveyed felt that teaming

had improved the education their students received
(although interviews

in the Longfellow School provided

contradictory feelings).
of

student progress,

Teachers

increased monitoring

the planning of cluster activities
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and experiences,

discussing discipline issues,

coordination between teachers and specialists,

and the

sharing of new ideas.
Once again,
by school.

the use of the teaming structure varied

The Graham and Parks School used the teacher

team to delve into more substantive issues,
flexible scheduling,

grouping of students,

such as
grade

retention,

advisor-advisee groups and cooperative

learning.

As a result,

the instructional and support

programs have improved through creation of double block
periods,

increased use of cooperative learning,

and a

pairing between a bilingual and regular education
classroom.
The Harrington and Longfellow Schools have used
teacher teaming almost exclusively to discuss such issues
as student council.
progress,

Community Meeting,

and student support.

monitoring student

However,

the Harrington

School team did spend a signficant amount of time
discussing increased coordination between the bilingual
and regular education programs,

resulting in the

parallelling of schedules to facilitate a better
mainstreaming process.
Common planning time and teacher control over team
agendas and decision making were perceived to be the two
key factors

in the success of teams.

It should be noted

that the amount of common planning time and decision
making control varied by school as well,
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with the Graham

and Parks School team getting the most meeting time
1/2 meetings times per week)

(2

and the other two schools

getting one meeting time per week.

The Graham and Parks

team also received the most decision making control over
the program;

whereas Harrington and Longfellow staff did

not feel they controlled their team agendas or major
decisions.

It

is significant that the Longfellow team

subsequently voted to reduce their meeting time to only
once every other week,

which illustrated their

frustrations that the teaming process was not meeting
their desire to focus more upon the instructional
program.
4.

Integration Issues
In two schools,

given,

significant attention had been

and strategies employed,

to increase integration

of special education and bilingual education students
into mainstream classes.

Examples of this

included

transitioning from providing special education students
with resource room instruction to providing the
instruction within regular education classrooms;
providing translations
Community Meetings,
Council meetings;

for bilingual students at

mediation sessions and Student

creating parallel schedules between

bilingual and regular education classes so that bilingual
students can be partially mainstreamed in some classes as
a transition prior to full mainstreaming;

increased

school climate activities that require interaction
between bilingual and regular education students; and
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pairing individual classes of regular and bilingual
education students around an interdisciplinary,
multicultural curriculum.
Once again,

the commitment and activities around

this

integration process varies by school;

this

issue was accomplished at the Longfellow School.

This was supported by student

interviews,

little around

which revealed

concern about antagonisms between bilingual and regular
education students

in this school.

The community-building activities - Community
Meeting,

Student Council,

field trips and outward bound

experiences - have fostered

increased

integration of

students by racial groups.
5.

Student Support
Student support activities - Student Support Team,

counseling groups,

advisor-advisee programs.

Career Day

and community service experiences - have been the most
consistently successful activities across the three
schools.

Students receive increased support and esteem¬

building activities as a result of the project.

This

is

partly due to the fact that student support activities,
and in particular the Student Support Team,
the most attention and resources,

have received

and conseguently are

the activities that are most consistently in place among
the three schools.
As well,

the project,

which also spurred parallel

efforts on the part of the high school,
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has resulted in

dramatic

improvements

in the transition of eighth grade

students to the high school.

For example,

there are now

meetings with every elementary school eighth grade class;
eighth grade teacher,
school;

parent and student days at the high

elementary school principal visitations and

meetings at the high school;
school

a reorganization of the high

into program-defined houses with core curricula

for ninth and tenth graders;

one application to apply for

the various high school programs;

a proposed second visit

by eighth graders to the high school to meet with
guidance counselors about house assignments and
schedules;

and communication with eighth grade staff,

seek advice and assistance,

to

about ninth grade at-risk

students.
6 .

Parent Invo1vement
Across the board,

weakest area of

focus.

parent

involvement has been the

Significant activites have taken

place in only one school,

the Graham and Parks School.

They have initiated parent seminars on adolescence and a
parent newsletter created by parents,

and have parent

representation on the school-wide Steering Committee.
However,

the parent seminars have not been well attended,

and staff are still

frustrated at the lack of parent

involvement,

especially among minority parents.

acknowledge,

though,

Staff

they have devoted the least amount

of their team time to this area.
Almost no parent involvement activities have taken
place in the other two schools,
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and few opportunities

exist for meaningful decision making by parents.

This

is

buttressed by parent surveys - which indicated that
parents did not feel

informed about the project goals,

decision making opportunities,
or whether the project had
student

the Student Support Team,

improved the school;

by

interviews which indicated that their parents are

rarely involved in their education; and by teacher
interviews and surveys,

which

indicated that few

opportunities exist for parents to be resources
school,

act as advocates

in

for their child's education,

or

participate in activities to better support their child's
education at home.
While staff acknowledged that parental
can be critical to the success of students,

involvement
there was

widespread discouragement about finding strategies that
would be successful.

B. Question 2: What Factors Enhanced the Adoption and
Institutionalization of a Systemic School Change Approach
to Dropout Prevention?
1.

A firm commitment by the central office

administration to project implementation and
institutionalization.

There was a strong district

commitment to the project,

as evidenced by the

accomplishments of the Management Team,

the

institutionalization of the project into the school
district budget,

the consistent support of central office

administrators, and the effort around long-range planning
and fundraising.
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2. Actively seeking support of the school committee
to ensure its long-term viability.

Political support for

the project has been sought and received through School
Committee presentations,
superintendent,

meetings with the

publicity and other avenues.

lended legitimacy to the project,
general school
resulted

resulted

This has

in increased

funds being committed to the project, and

in such public displays of support as the

Mayor’s Forum on Dropout Prevention.

3.

Raising the awareness of school personnel and

community members about the need for systemic change,
rather than more programs.
success

The project has had limited

in raising awareness about the need for middle

grades reform.

There is a general awareness within

Management Team meetings that the project
another add-on program,

is more than

and that the project is

to change how education in the middle grades
of and delivered.

intended

is conceived

Although there are widely varying

perceptions of what this means,

and although this

awareness was not as consistently held within individual
schools,

building this awareness contributed to the long¬

term viability of the project and increased broader
commitment and support to ensuring its success.

4.

The creation of a district-wide governance body

for the project, that is based upon a principle of shared
decision making.

The Management Team has been an

important structure to the project.
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A spirit of sharing

and shared decision making sets a tone and model for
activities within

individual schools.

The Team has

increased staff ownership of the project and helped to
build credibility and legitimacy of the initiative both
within the School Department and within the community at
large.

It has provided valuable direction to central

office,

increased sharing and networking between project

schools,
and

ensured school committee support for funding,

increased the sense that this was a project of a

different dimension - one that was

intended to change the

status quo of middle grades education.
5.

Increased collaboration with community

institutions.

Significant collaboration between the

schools and other agencies has taken place.

For example,

community agencies work closely with each school around
the Student Support Teams and counseling groups;
Cambridge Partnership,

and the

businesses and agencies support

the Apprenticeship Program.

This has resulted in

increased support for the public schools and an enhanced
instructional program and support services for students.
Several of these institutions also serve as members of
the Management Team,

which further

increased their

commitment to the project.
6.

Picking a school that had the most chance to

succeed to be the pilot project school, with the
understanding that being a lighthouse school also carried
a responsibility to assist other schools in their
restructuring.

The Graham and Parks School was the pilot
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school

for this project.

They were chosen because of

their history of being a school that experimented with
alternative approaches to education,

because they already

had a shared governance structure in place,

and because

the seventh and eighth grade staff was already exploring
strategies to improve their educational program.
it was

Thus,

felt the Graham and Parks School would be most

committed to taking on such an initiative,

as well as

having a clearer understanding of the project's scope.
The result of this selection was the project was
implemented successfully at the Graham and Parks School
the first year,
credibility.
tier schools

and thus gave the project increased

Graham and Parks'

staff assisted second

in their planning phase through scheduling

visitations and attending their planning meetings.
Unfortunately,

this did not occur with third tier

schools.

7.
project.

Hiring a Project Coordinator to oversee the
A project of such magnitude cannot possibly be

successful without a district-wide coordinator to provide
technical assistance,

organize and conduct Management

Team meetings and other district-wide activities,
fundraise, and provide general support and coordination
to the initiative.

A Project Coordinator also assists in

the development of a more unified and common vision and
understanding of the scope of a project.

8. Obtaining outside resources to serve as seed
funds.

State and federal grant funds were crucial
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in

providing the initial staffing and planning funds to
ensure the project got off the ground.
necessary for two reasons.

First,

These funds were

additional staffing and

planning funds were necessary at the beginning of the
project because it was a new initiative.

Second,

initial grant funds carried the project until

its

viability had been demonstrated to the school committee
and superintendent,

at which time an increasing portion

of the program was assumed

in the general district

budget.

9. Teacher teams were given weekly common planning
time, as well as other full planning retreat days.

These

common planning times allowed staff to build a true
teacher team and plan jointly.

It

is no surprise that

the effectiveness of each team varied with the amount of
common planning time they had.

10.

In some schools, key people such as the

principal. School Climate Coordinator or Team Leader
acted as change agents.

These people facilitated the

teacher team development,
risks,
ideas

encouraged the teams to take

and provided the resources and assistance to put
into action.

Once again,

it

is no surprise that

the schools that accomplished the most had staff who
assumed a strong change agent role.

11.

Collaboration with the high school created a

positive eighth to ninth grade transition; and the high
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school embarked on its own restructuring initiative to
ensure a grade 7-12 continuum.
12.

The district has sought to institutionalize the

project. Each year, the district has increased funds
devoted to the project.

At the same time,

the district

has sought to have already existing school staff assume
many of the project functions through the restructuring
of their roles;

for example,

the adjustment counselors

assuming the Student Support Team Leader roles,

and the

assistant principals assuming the School Climate
Coordinator roles.

C.

Question 3: What Factors Impeded the Adoption and
Institutionalization of a Systemic School Change
Approach to Dropout Prevention?
There were many factors which impeded the successful

implementation of the Hooking Kids on School project

in

the three schools.

1. The lack of a written mission or goals statement
for the project, and the lack of agreement over the role
of central office in setting these goals.

There was no

common consensus between schools or central office staff
about the fundamental project goals.
project goals varied widely,

and

Perceptions of the

included such goals as

increased support to at-risk students;
students'

self-esteem;

improving

enhancing the social and emotional

growth and development of students;

building a sense of

community; and changing the way middle grades education
is structured and delivered.
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The lack of common goals was due in part to the lack
of agreement around the role of central office in setting
overarching project goals and components.

There was an

underlying conflict between staff who felt each school
should be able to choose those activities with which they
felt most comfortable,

and other staff who felt that a

common vision and objectives should be established for
all schools,

and that variance of school-based goals and

activities should fall within the realm of common
district-based goals and activities.
As a result,

tremendous variance in activities

existed between the schools

(although common activities

did include the Student Support Team,
and teacher team).

Student Council,

There was no consensus on which

activities were of primary importance.
common goals and activities resulted

This lack of

in a smorgasbord

approach to improving the middle grades across the
district.

2.

The lack of adequate orientation and planning

time for third tier schools, and the lack of ongoing
technical assistance provision to all schools.

Schools

were clearly at different stages of development in
understanding the project goals and in implementing core
project activities.

While this for the most part

corresponded to the date they entered the project,

it was

also attributable to disparate amounts of orientation,
planning time and technical assistance each school
received.

The Graham and Parks School was
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involved

in

conceiving of and planning the project,

and the staff

received at least five full days of planning each
calendar year.
years,

In addition,

for the first two project

the Project Coordinator was also the School

Climate Coordinator for the school.
The Harrington School received a significant amount
of orientation and technical assistance from the Graham
and Parks School

in preparation for adopting the project

(although teachers noted they still did not have a good
understanding of the project before it began), and
received several planning days before project
implementation.

They also had one to two full planning

days each school year,

and the Project Coordinator was

housed in the school the past two years.

Despite this,

the Harrington School did not receive as thorough a
grounding in the project,

nor as much planning time, as

did Graham and Parks School staff.
The Longfellow School staff,

on the other hand, did

not receive any orientation or planning time prior to
project implementation.

They did receive stipends to

attend seven early morning planning meetings at the
beginning of the school year,

but they received virtually

no technical assistance throughout the school year,

thus

severely inhibiting their understanding of project goals.
The results of these disparities

in orientation,

planning and technical assistance is graphically noted in
the Progress Charts

for each school on subsequent pages.
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The key for the chart categories

is as follows:

N/A:
Info.:

Not in use, nor has it been introduced
Information has been presented to staff in
this area
Int.:
Staff have expressed interest in pursuing
this area
Prep.:
Preparation has occurred to put this area in
practice
Early:
This practice is in the stage of early use
Routine: This area has been institutionalized

As one can see,

the Graham and Parks School clusters

around Early Use and Routine Use;

the Harrington School

clusters around Preparation and Early Use; and the
Longfellow School clusters around Information,

Interest

and Preparation.

3. Teacher teams were not provided with training in
the teaming process, nor were two of them granted
significant decision making control or adequate common
planning time.

Teachers

in two schools did not feel they

had control over the team process - including agenda¬
setting,

conducting meetings,

these schools,

and decision making.

In

teaming has for the most part served

administrator-identified issues and student support
activities rather than teacher-identified issues.
well,

teacher teams

in all three schools were not given

any training in team-building,
agendas.

Further,

As

team process,

or team

common planning time has been limited

to a maximum of one meeting per week

in two schools,

severely curtailing their ability to tackle substantive
issues.

In two schools,

these factors have resulted

in a lessening of commitment to the teaming process, as
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Table 1 - Graham and Parks School: Progress Chart
Category

School Governance
Shared decision making body
Meaningful student council
Community Meeting
Principal as change agent

II. Climate and Discipline
a. Mediation
b. Community-bldg, activities
c. School policy review
d. New ways to up attendance
e. Reducing suspensions

X

III. Teaming and teaching

X

Teacher teaming
Cross-discipline curriculum
Flexible scheduling
Interactive instruction
Raising minority achievement
Heterogeneous grouping
Increased decision making
Apprenticeship program
Electives
Exploratory occ. ed. class

X

X
X
X

X
X

X

IV. Integration issues
a. Special ed. integration
b. Bilingual integration
c. Meeting racial group needs

X
X
X
X
XXX

V.
a.
b.
c.
d.

XXX

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.

XXXXXXXXXX

I .
a.
b.
c.
d.

N/A

Early
Info.Int. Prep.Use Rout

Student Support
Student Support Team
Counseling Groups
Advisor-advisee
Career Day

X

XXX

VI. Parent Involvement
a. Parent conferences
b. Parents in decision making
c. Parent seminars
d. Parents as teachers
e. Parent newsletters

X
X
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Table 2 - Harrington School:

Progress Chart

Category
I. School Governance
a. Shared decision making body
b. Meaningful student council
c. Community Meeting
d. Principal as change agent

N/A

Early
Info.Int. Prep.Use
Rout
X

X
X
X
X

II. Climate and Discipline
a. Mediation
b. Community-bldg, activities
c. School policy review
d. New ways to up attendance
e. Reducing suspensions

X
X
X
X
X
X

III. Teaming and teaching
a. Teacher teaming
b. Cross-discipline curriculum X
c. Flexible scheduling
d. Interactive instruction
e. Raising minority achievement
£. Heterogeneous grouping
g. Increased decision making
h. Apprenticeship program
i. Electives
j. Exploratory occ. ed. class

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

IV. Integration issues
a. Special ed. integration
b. Bilingual integration
c. Meeting racial group needs

X
X
X
X

V. Student Support
a. Student Support Team
b. Counseling Groups
c. Advisor-advisee
d. Career Day
VI. Parent Involvement
a. Parent conferences
b. Parents in decision making
c. Parent seminars
d. Parents as teachers
e. Parent newsletters

X

X
X
X
X
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Table

3

-

Longfellow School:

Progress

Category
I.
a.
b.
c.
d.

N/A

School Governance
Shared decision making body
Meaningful student council
Community Meeting
Principal as change agent

II. Climate and
a. Mediation
b.
c.
d.
e.

i.
j.

X
X
X
X
X
X

Community-bldg, activities
School policy review
New ways to up attendance
Reducing suspensions

Electives
Exploratory occ.

ed.

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

class

IV. Integration issues
a. Special ed. integration
b. Bilingual integration
c. Meeting racial group needs
Support
Support

Info.Int.

Early
Prep.Use
Rout

X

Discipline

III. Teaming and teaching
a. Teacher teaming
b. Cross-discipline curriculum
c. Flexible scheduling
d. Interactive instruction
e. Raising minority achievement
f. Heterogeneous grouping
g. Increased decision making
h. Apprenticeship program

Chart

X
X
X
X
X

V.
a.

Student
Student

b.
c.
d.

Counseling Groups
Advisor-advisee
Career Day

VI.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Parent Involvement
Parent conferences
Parents in decision making
Parent seminars
Parents as teachers
Parent newsletters

X

Team
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
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well as conflicting feelings about the role of Team
Leaders.
4.

There has been no focused staff development plan

to support a project which seeks to fundamentally change
middle grades education.

Teachers and administrators

from all three schools pointed to this factor as being a
major obstacle to the project progress.

There has been

no significant staff development provided to staff as a
result of the project,

and teachers do not have control

over staff development opportunities.

Few visitations of

other school restructuring initiatives

in other districts

have taken place.

This will become an even greater

concern if an increased priority is placed upon teaching
and learning,

as research and the experience of other

school restructuring efforts have found a direct
correlation between staff development and the ability to
change how teaching is delivered and how the classroom is
structured.
5.

Similarly,

Team Leaders,

School Climate

Coordinators and principals have received almost no
training, guidance or technical assistance to assist them
in fulfilling their roles as change agents within a
school.

Yet,

these are vital roles

term school change.

Consequently,

in facilitating long¬
in one school,

Team Leader and principal played blocker roles;
another school,
Coordinator

in

the principal and School Climate

inhibited the teacher team development

through dominating team meetings and agendas.
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the

6. The lack of a full-time Project Coordinator and
the lack of role definition of this position inhibited
project progress.

Clearly,

there is a need for a full¬

time Project Coordinator to help define goals,
a staff development plan,
assistance,

implement

provide on-site school

and coordinate the Management Team during

these early years of the project.

Having a half-time

Coordinator who has also had to work half-time as a
School Climate Coordinator was a major obstacle to
implementing the project in third tier schools.
More importantly,

there is no common understanding

of the role of this position;

specifically,

should be spent conducting activities
groups.

Career Days)

or whether

project articulation,

whether time

(e.g.,

counseling

it should be spent on

provision of resources and staff

development opportunities,

and assisting school staff to

articulate goals and plans and to carry out these
activities themselves.

The current Project Coordinator

has devoted much of his time to the former
activities),

thus

(conducting

inhibiting third tier schools'

project

development.

7. The lack of clear goals, significant orientation
and planning time, ongoing technical assistance, staff
development opportunities, and training in teaming
created an environment in which some of the more complex
and crucial issues of middle grades restructuring were
left relatively untouched in at least two schools.
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This

phenomenon has severely limited the impact of the project
in many crucial areas of schooling.
One,
area

virtually no progress had been made in this

in two schools

curriculum,

(for example,

interdisciplinary

innovative instructional strategies,

upon learning styles,

new ways of assessment,

flexible and block scheduling,

a focus

use of

grouping of students),

except for the adoption of less threatening activities
such as the Apprenticeship Program,

electives and the

high school vocational exploratory program.

Even these

activities have been managed more as add-on activities
rather than integrating them into the curriculum.
third school,

the Graham and Parks School,

In the

while the

teacher team has discussed such issues as ability
grouping and cooperative learning,
been made around

little progress has

interdisciplinary curriculum or working

collaboratively to experiment with new instructional
approaches.
As a result,
that,

in all three schools,

teachers felt

while the project has benefitted the school climate

and their professional growth,
teaching.

Most teachers,

it had not benefited their

however,

felt the project

should have an increased focus upon teaching and
learning.
students

This becomes more salient when noting that
in two schools,

third school,

and certain racial groups in the

felt instruction was limited - for example,

classes were often not interesting or fun;
enough small group work,

field trips,
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there wasn't

guest speakers or

joint teacher projects;

homework wasn't always

worthwhile; and coursework was often easy.
Two,

little progress has been made around

issues of

school connectedness and achievement levels of minority
students.

Black students continued to feel less

connected to school,

that school rules were less fair,

that teachers asked them fewer questions, and that
teaching was less varied than did students of other
groups.

In addition,

minority students continued to

achieve at low levels.
Schools spent varying levels of time addressing this
issue.

However,

while various strategies have been

employed to address the issue

(for example,

a Black

Student Union,

outreach to ethnic community

organizations,

distribution of reports and articles on

minority achievement),

no staff were satisfied that the

issue had been adequately addressed.
Three,

school-wide shared decision-making governance

structures were nonexistant in two schools.
school,

the Graham and Parks School,

Only one

had a school-wide

governing structure of shared decision making that
included teacher,
representation.

administrator,

While this goal was articulated within

various grant applications,

it was unclear how much

priority had been placed upon it,
it was given.

and parent

This

and how much attention

is even more disturbing when noting

that all teachers surveyed and interviewed felt increased
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decision making opportunities and a shared decision
making process

improved a school,

and a significant

percentage of parents surveyed did not know or did not
feel they had significant
in the school.

involvement

In particular,

in decision making

all constituencies felt

there should be a more inclusive process of developing
school rules and policies.
Four,
schools.

school discipline was not a focus
In these schools,

in two

alternative approaches to

discipline and attendance problems - such as mediation,
contracts,

conflict resolution,

not been discussed or explored
school,

community service - have
in any depth.

In one

this resulted in significant concerns about

safety and general discipline.

In another school,

suspended students clearly felt less positive about most
areas of school than did other students.
these issues,

As a result of

most teachers surveyed in all three schools

did not feel that discipline and attendance policies had
improved over the past two years.

8.

In general, a disproportionate amount of time in

Management Team meetings, and a disproportionate amount
of funds, are spent upon student support activities Student Support Teams and counseling groups.
important services,

While

these activities allowed staff to

divert their attention and energies from other core
issues of

improving teaching and learning within the

seventh and eighth grade programs,

or even in improving

the overall level of support for all students.

making process

improved a school,

and a significant

percentage of parents surveyed did not know or did not
feel they had significant involvement in decision making
in the school.

In particular,

all constituencies

felt

there should be a more inclusive process of developing
school rules and policies.
Four,
schools.

school discipline was not a focus in two
In these schools, alternative approaches to

discipline and attendance problems - such as mediation,
contracts,

conflict resolution,

community service - have

not been discussed or explored in any depth.
school,

this resulted

In one

in significant concerns about

safety and general discipline.

In another school,

suspended students clearly felt

less positive about most

areas of school than did other students.
these issues,

most teachers surveyed

As a result of

in all three schools

did not feel that discipline and attendance policies had
improved over the past two years.

8.

In general, a disproportionate amount of time in

Management Team meetings, and a disproportionate amount
of funds, are spent upon student support activities Student Support Teams and counseling groups.
important services,

these activities allowed staff to

divert their attention and energies
issues of

While

from other core

improving teaching and learning within the

seventh and eighth grade programs,

or even in improving

the overall level of support for all students.
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felt that,

while an important body.

currently structured

Community Meeting as

(with such large numbers of students

meeting all together)

did not necessarily work.

As well,

in two schools the Student Councils were not completely
functional and were clearly struggling with basic
of behavior management.

issues

While students acknowledged

there were more attempts to give them decision making
opportunities

(primarily through Student Council),

also felt they should be involved
more.

In particular,

they

in decision making even

students felt they should have more

say in rules-making.
In some cases,
student empowerment
climate.

failure to place importance upon
issues led to a poorer school

Students and teachers were consistently

concerned about poor peer
put-downs and teasing).

interactions
Peer

interactions were cited

first or second as the thing students
school,

(from fighting to

liked best about

the thing that was worst about school, and the

thing they would most want to change about school.
Fighting was a concern to both students and teachers in
all three schools.

Many students stated these concerns

could be better addressed if students and teachers worked
more openly to solve problems,

if mediation and Community

Meeting were more effective bodies, and if students had
greater

input into rules-making.

11. No database has been created to track the impact
of this project; thus, no data exists to support its
effectiveness.

Currently,
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there is a lack of outcome

data to measure the project's

impact.

No schools,

nor

the central office,

have tracked such indicators as

student attendance,

truancy,

retentions,

attitudes,

to special education;
and morale.

suspensions,

grade

achievement scores, and referrals
or teacher attendance,

performance

Nor has any tracking process followed

project students

into the high school to document their

progress,

comparing it to their peers in non-project

schools.

Consequently,

the project's
Such data

is

one cannot definitively determine

impact upon students or teaching staff.
imperative in justifying the project,

building support for the project,

in

in fundraising, and in

project evaluation and adjustment.

D. Question 4: What Steps Can Schools and Districts
Take to Increase the Chances of Successful Implementation
of a Systemic School Change Approach to
Dropout Prevention in the Middle Grades?
The Hooking Kids On School project has demonstrated
that a district-wide,

systemic school change approach to

dropout prevention can significantly improve middle
grades education by engaging staff and students
process of school
interview,

improvement and restructuring.

in a
Survey,

observation, and material review data all

indicated that substantial activities have been
implemented

in all three researched schools, although to

a varying degreee of implementation and integration in
each.

Data also revealed that,

schooling,

in most areas of

these activities have resulted in signficiant
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improvements - student support,

integration issues,

and

school climate saw the greatest changes.
The level of

implementation and understanding of the

fundamental project goals varied by school,
diminish with each added tier of schools.

and tended to
The project

clearly had more impact with the pilot school than with
the third tier school.

As well,

the project had lesser

impact in addressing the more complex areas of
fundamental reform of middle grades education - that of
changing how,

what and where we teach;

of exploring

strategies to raise the achievement and self-esteem
levels of minority students;

of transitioning to shared

governance structures; and of
involvement.

increasing parental

Staff resistance,

lack of planning time,

and a failure to create a structured plan of staff
development that engaged staff

in discussing these

complex issues severely hindered the project's
development.
Yet,
project

it

is also important to remember that this

is only four years old.

Research tells us that

fundamental curriculum restructuring does not occur until
the fourth or fifth year of the teaming process;
similarly,

reform movements focus first on those areas

that are less controversial, and over which consensus can
be easily built - more complex issues come later
restructuring process.

V/hat

in the

is heartening is that the

district has an overarching mamangement structure in
place that is committed to examining these issues.
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The

key becomes whether the district can acknowledge that
they are at a turning point of reform,

and whether they

can create a plan to shift project focus to these more
fundamental

issues.

What this research does confirm,

though,

is that

creating a learning environment for middle grades
students

in which they feel valued,

are made in self-esteem,
academic achievement,

and in which gains

social and emotional growth, and

takes more than adding on one

programmatic component.

Solely a Student Support Team,

for example is not going to prevent the majority of atrisk students from feeling more alienated,
below their potential,

from achieving

from experiencing a low self¬

esteem, and from eventually dropping out of school
later years.

in

Clearly, all areas of schooling -

governance and student empowerment, discipline and school
climate,

teaching and learning,

support, and parent

integration,

student

invovlement - have a significant

impact on a student's schooling experience.

Merely

impacting upon one area does not significantly change a
student's perception of school.

Systemic school change,

that eventually encompasses all areas of schooling,

is

the most sensible solution to preventing dropouts in
later years.
With this in mind,
offered,

the following suggestions are

as a result of the findings

in this research, as

strategies to employ when embarking upon a systemic
school change initiative in the middle grades.
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1.

Develop a district mission or goals statement

that is clearly and concisely stated,
early adolescent developmental theory,

that is rooted in
and that

integrates the fundamental precepts of middle grades
education.

A mission or goals statement creates the

framework for school
students,

school

improvement.

For middle grades

improvement can only occur

if the

restructuring meets the developmental needs of the
student population it serves.

Implicit in creating a

common mission or vision statement,

then,

is the notion

that all middle grades students should have a set of
common experiences.
2.

This mission or goals statement should become

the guiding principles by which each school should
develop a school

improvement plan to better serve middle

grades students.

Desired long-term and annual measurable

outcomes and activities are developed to achieve the
vision or mission.
3.

Make a firm central office commitment to the

project’s

implementation and institutionalization.

Central office involvement should focus upon mission
articulation,

securing resources,

technical assistance,

providing school-site

staff development and overall

coordination.
4.

Actively seek the support of the school committee

to ensure the project's long-term viability.
5.

Raise the awareness of school personnel and
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community members about the need for systemic school
change,
6.

rather than more programs.
Create a district-wide governance body for the

project that

is based upon a principle of shared decision

making.
7.

Develop active partnerships with community

institutions,
8.

and

involve them in decision making.

Pick a school that has the most chance to succeed

to be the pilot school.

Give it the responsibility and

resources as a lighthouse school to provide technical
assistance to other schools.
9.

Obtain outside resources as seed funds to begin

the project, and hire a project coordinator to oversee
initial planning and implementation.

The coordinator’s

primary role should be the provision of ongoing,

on-site

technical assistance and support to individual project
schools

in achieving outcomes,

stages of development

(e.g.,

to utilize a teaming process,

in moving through various

planning,

team-building, how

piloting new ideas,

evaluation of implemented ideas), and in identifying and
securing resources.
10.

Ensure that each new school has adequate

orientation,

planning and staff development time prior to

project implementation.
11.

Develop and implement a focused and long-term

plan of staff development,

that supports the achievement

of annual desired outcomes in each school and that
increases understanding of middle grades educational
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theory.

For example,

if an annual desired outcome is to

integrate interactive instructional practices into the
classroom,

school-based and city-wide staff development

might focus on a seminar series on cooperative learning
and project-based learning,

with follow-up consultation

to school teams and individual teachers to ensure its
implementation.
Staff development activities should be staff-driven
and include staff retreat time

(in which staff have the

opportunity at least once a year to have an extended
planning day or days together,
school),

preferably away from the

structured sharing of learnings and programs

between project schools,

peer observations,

study groups,

and visitations to other schools that have undertaken
restructuring efforts.
12.

Similarly,

a plan should be developed for

providing ongoing guidance,
development to staff

training and staff

in key roles - such as the principal

and Team Leaders - to assist them in fulfilling their
roles as change agents within each school.
13.

One of the first activities of restructuring

within a school should be the creation of a formal
school-wide governance structure of shared decision
making, with staff,

parent,

student representation.

administrator, and even

Such structures support and

enhance change initiatives.
14.

Create teacher teams which are given increased

control over all areas of teaming, and which are provided
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with daily common planning time.
the the team decision making,
(e.g.,

setting agendas,

curriculum and

Teams should control

the team process

running meetings),

instruction.

itself

scheduling,

Administrators should be a

resource and support in this process.

Teams should

receive training in team-building and the teaming
process.
15.

A core goal of any restructuring initiative

should be the eventual restructuring of the teaching and
learning environment.
thematic and
instruction

This

includes developmental,

interdisciplinary curriculum;
(such as cooperative,

based learning);

interactive

peer group and project-

use of flexible and block scheduling;

new methods of assessing student learning;

teaming with

adequate common planning time; advisory groups and other
student support structures;
programs;

exploratory and electives

and community service experiences - with

attention to the needs of the whole child.
16.

In any urban district,

the raising of

achievement levels and self-esteem of minority students
should be considered a priority,

particularly when

examining new ways of teaching and learning, and in
developing a more focused staff development plan.
this area,

teacher expectations,

Within

learning styles,

understanding the culture of power and its

impact upon

teacher perceptions of minority student behavior and
achievement,

increasing positive interactions between
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with daily common planning time.
the the team decision making,
(e.g.,

setting agendas,

curriculum and

the team process

running meetings),

instruction.

resource and support

Teams should control
itself

scheduling,

Administrators should be a

in this process.

Teams should

receive training in team-building and the teaming
process.
15.

A core goal of any restructuring initiative

should be the eventual restructuring of the teaching and
learning environment.
thematic and
instruction

This

includes developmental,

interdisciplinary curriculum;
(such as cooperative,

based learning);

interactive

peer group and project-

use of flexible and block scheduling;

new methods of assessing student learning;

teaming with

adequate common planning time; advisory groups and other
student support structures;
programs;

exploratory and electives

and community service experiences - with

attention to the needs of the whole child.
16.

In any urban district,

the raising of

achievement levels and self-esteem of minority students
should be considered a priority,

particularly when

examining new ways of teaching and learning, and in
developing a more focused staff development plan.
this area,

teacher expectations,

Within

learning styles,

understanding the culture of power and its

impact upon

teacher perceptions of minority student behavior and
achievement,

increasing positive interactions between

students of different cultures,
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teaching strategies that

seminars on early adolescence;

parent-school contracts

in

better supporting your child’s education at home;
participation in annual or semi-annual goal-setting for
each student;

and involvement in classroom learning.

Parents need to be clearly informed about the specific
goals and activities of the program.
Community-building activities help bring diverse
student groups together,

improve the school climate, and

raise student self-esteem,
Meeting,

mediation.

and can include Community

Apprenticeship Programs, and outward

bound-type experiences.
Conflict resolution strategies can include mediation
programs and conflict resolution classes.
Student support activities should support students*
social and emotional growth and development, and can
include advisor,

mentor or life issues programs.

need extensive staff development
implementing such a program.
Support Teams can be helpful

Staff

in these areas prior to

In addition.

Student

in addressing the needs of

specific at-risk students.
18.

Include all students within a restructuring

initiative.

This means increased integration of

bilingual and special education students and specialized
services

into mainstream classes,

rather than maintaining

pull-out situations.
19.

Examine the impact upon grade levels above and

below a restructuring initiative.
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Often,

there is a need

to address transition issues
grade levels,
staff

into and out of the target

as well as build awareness with school

in other grade levels about the goals of the

initiative.
20.

A district should set a realistic timetable for

replication to other schools or grade levels.
timetable should ensure adequate orientation,

The
planning,

staff development and staffing resources for new schools
or grade levels.
21.

A data collection system should be set up

centrally and within each school to track key outcome
indicators such as grade retention,
attendance,

truancy,

academic achievement,

referrals to special education,

suspension and student attitudes.

This ensures that a

district will be able to determine the impact of an
initiative.
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CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY OF THE STUDY
A.

Introduction

While our nation's dropout rate has remained
relatively stable at about 25% over the last twenty-five
years,

several

factors have increased educators'

about this problem.

One,

concern

the dropout rates for minority

and poor students are considerably higher than national
averages,

raising questions of equity of schooling

opportunities for all.

Two,

there are graver social and

economic consequences to dropping out of school dropouts experience lower lifetime earnings; higher
unemployment,

crime and drug use rates; and lower voting

rates than their graduating peers.

Third,

the student population is becoming poor,
immigrant,

increasingly

minority and

while increasing numbers of families are

becoming one-parent households,

bringing into question

whether the current school structure adequately serves
this changing student population.

Fourth,

75% of new

jobs will require advanced education beyond a diploma.
When discussing the dropout dilemma,

educators have

most often focused upon background characteristics of the
dropout,

for example,

linguistic minority,
parent family,
frequently,

that the student is poor or a
that the student comes from a one-

that the student is absent or tardy

or that the student has older peers who are

dropouts themselves.

However,

this often leads to a

blaming-the-victim attitude on the part of schools that

prevents them from examining school causal

factors of

dropping out of school.
In considering where to place the blame for our
society’s high dropout rates,
taken into consideration.

several

One,

factors should be

the majority of reasons

that students give for dropping out of school are schoolrelated;

other reasons such as working or getting

pregnant usually mask academic failure and other schoolrelated factors that have caused the student to look
towards more attractive life options other than
schooling.

Two,

most students leave school only after an

extended period of concious deliberation, and usually
after trying unsuccessfully to get help.

Third, most

dropouts understand the importance of education, and thus
do not make the decision to drop out lightly.
fourth,

And

the self-esteem of most dropouts rises in the

first three to six months after dropping out of school.
This suggests that,

instead of attributing background

characteristics as the reason for students dropping out
of school,

we must closely examine the role of the school

institution in contributing to these decisions.
A growing body of reasearch suggests that schools,
as they are currently structured, are archaic
institutions of the past that do not address the needs of
today's society and students.
structures,

An endless list of school

policies and practices contribute to the

sense of an insensitive institution that is unresponsive
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to the students it serves.

Large school buildings

preclude creating a close-knit community of learners;
autocratic school governance prevents students,
and teachers

parents

from taking increased ownership over

creating more responsive and challenging schools;
students who misbehave are suspended without attempting
to address the causes of the misbehavior;

students who

are doing poorly academically are retained in grade,
despite overwhelming evidence that this practice hinders
rather than enhances achievement;

schools regularly group

students homogeneously, despite evidence demonstrating
that this practice retards achievement,

undermines self¬

esteem and increases dropout rates of low-ability-grouped
students; a fragmented school day and curriculum produces
fragmented learning;

low teacher expectations create

self-fulfilling prophecies of failure for poor and
minority students; a predominance of the lecture-andworksheet approach to teaching retards the academic
progress of students who learn best by more interactive
means; and a lack of attention to students’

social and

emotional needs prevents many students from having full
attention devoted to learning.
These are merely a few of the factors of today's
schools that inhibit student learning,

especially for

students who are poor, minority and/or immigrant.
no wonder,

then,

It is

that "the behavior and choices of

problem youth, which may seem irrational and selfdefeating to others, are too often seen by the youth
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themselves as reasonable responses to the incentives and
signals that they experience from [schools]"
the Study of Social Policy,
youth,

dropping out

1987,

p.

23).

(Center for

For many

is a rational response of leaving an

institution in which they saw few perceived benefits and
yet had many negative associations.
The traditional strategy employed by school
districts

in response to the dropout problem has been to

create small alternative programs within which to
transfer

"problem" or

"troubled" students.

these programs are homogeneous,
risk students,

serving predominantly at-

and are characterized by their smallness,

commitment to democratic school governance,
curriculum,
(Paulu,

Typically,

and experiential

relevant

instructional strategies

19 87 ) .

While these programs provide a supportive setting to
some students,

they have had little impact in changing

the institution that caused the student it served to
become at risk of dropping out of school
Dorman,

1988.)

(Wheelock and

Educators now question the effectiveness

of alternative programs

in lowering dropout rates unless

the larger school environs is also engaged in a similar
school change and

improvement effort.

In fact,

some

educators have suggested that alternative programs may
support the existence of a larger recalcitrant system by
quelling potential discontent of many at-risk students.
In this way,

education in the larger system remains a
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static concept,

while siphoning off those malcontents

into alternative programs

(Wright,

1988).

Given the magnitude of the problem,

many educators

are now urging that schools need to rethink traditional
notions of dropout prevention.

Creating alternative

programs does not get to the root causes of high dropout,
suspension,

absence and grade retention rates.

In many

cases,

systemic,

foster

learning environments that meet the emotional,

social,

school-based changes are required to

physical and intellectual needs of all students

(Massachusetts Department of Education,

1988).

Such an

approach acknowledges that there are institutional
practices that may cause a student to drop out of school,
and that by changing the system,

one can improve a

school’s ability to serve the unique student population
that it enrolls.
A systemic change approach to dropout prevention is
based on the assumption that all students can achieve.
For schools serving middle grades students, this means a
structure that responds to early adolescents'
structure and clear limits;

needs for

competence; diversity; self¬

exploration and self-definition;

positive social

interaction with adults and peers; meaningful
participation in the school and community; and physical
activity.

Such a responsive school structure would

include clustering and staff teaming,
curriculum,

interdisciplinary

interactive instruction, advisory programs,

exploratory vocational programs, and community service.
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Yet, most schools serving middle grades students are
departmentalized;
9C3din9/

place increasing importance upon

exhibit less trust between teacher and student;

have less connection between disciplines; and place more
emphasis upon teacher-centered instruction - all
practices which are in direct conflict with the
developmental needs of this age group.
Systemic change approaches to dropout prevention
seek to create a dynamic and responsive learning
environment:

school-based management and shared decision

making governance increases all school constituencies'
involvement and commitment to learning and teaching;
mediation,

conflict resolution and positive recognition

help solve problems rather than punish actions;
accelerated learning is employed to increase the learning
pace of low achievers; all classes are grouped
heterogeneously to promote high achievement for all
students;

students are clustered and staff are teamed to

create smaller learning communities within large school
buildings;

block and flexible scheduling provides

extended and expanded learning opportunities;
interdisciplinary curriculum and cooperative,

peer group

and project-based learning create dynamic classrooms;
student support is provided to meet all students'

needs;

parents are involved in multiple and meaningful ways
building a better school;

in

staff are provided with

increased opportunities for self-exploration and growth;

and community institutions are involved to increase a
school’s resources.
Focus of Study: Documenting The Impact of
Systemic Change in the Middle Grades
of the Cambridge Public Schools
An underlying assumption of this study,

then,

was

that dropout and achievement rates are not going to
significantly change until schools transition away from
the creation of small alternative programs

for at-risk

students and towards the adoption of systemic approaches
to addressing institutional causal

factors that

contribute to high dropout rates.

The purpose of this

study was to document the impact,
district,

upon a school and

of a systemic school change approach to dropout

prevention.

The study encompassed the evaluation of a

systemic change approach to dropout prevention in the
middle grades of three Cambridge,
schools,

Mass.

K-8 elementary

with the intent of determining impact, and

enhancing and

impeding factors of change.

Systemic

school change was defined as:
fundamental changes in traditional school
organization, governance, policies, programs and
practices, for the purpose of improving student
learning and development, enhancing the school
climate, expanding the roles of staff, and providing
additional support to those students who need it.
The Cambridge Public Schools is an urban district
serving approximately 7,800 students.

Approximately 15%

of the total number of students reside in families who
receive Aid For Dependent Children.

The minority

population of the district is 47% of the total.

representing Hispanic

(11%),

Black

(30%) and Asian.

The

linguisitic minority population represents 33% of the
total,

while the special education population is 16%.

Cambridge has 11 K-8 elementary schools, and one
comprehensive high school.
K-8 schools,

Traditionally, as with most

grades 7-8 have little definition, and have

lacked a structure which recognized that students of this
age group are entering a uniquely different developmental
stage in their social,

emotional,

physical and

intellectual growth.
Beginning in the 1986-1987 school year,

the

Cambridge Public Schools sought and received state and
federal dropout prevention grants to undertake a systemic
change approach to redefining its seventh and eighth
grades.

The project was based upon the rationale that

the transition years

into and out of the middle grades

are critical years in adolescents' development; a
systemic approach better meets the diverse needs of a
multicultural, multiclass population;

isolated approaches

are not effective; and a systemic approach is more costeffective in that it seeks

insitutional change of current

resources.
The project sought to restructure the seventh and
eighth grades

in the district's elementary schools by

implementing shared decision making school governance;
teaming staff and giving them common planning time;
instituting mediation.

Community Meeting, and

Apprenticeship programs;

utilizing interdisciplinary
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curriculum,

innovative instructional strategies and

flexible scheduling;

increasing transition activities

from eighth grade to the high school;

revising attendance

and discipline policies; and providing increased support
to students through counseling groups, after-school
Homework Centers and Student Support Teams.
Team was created - with school,

A Management

central office, and

community representation - to oversee the initiative.
Community partnerships were formed with the Cambridge
Human Services Collaborative,

representing Cambridge

human services agencies, and the Cambridge Partnership,
representing Cambridge businesses,

to increase the

resources devoted to the project.
The Graham and Parks Alternative School was chosen
to be the pilot school

for the first year,

other schools began a planning process.

while three

These three

schools began an implementation phase in the second year
of the project
project schools

(1987-1988).

Four other schools became

in the 1989-1990 school year without

benefit of a planning stage.
Cambridge's Hooked On School project,

then,

offered

a rich environment within which to research the impact of
a systemic school change approach to dropout prevention.
The initiative spanned the scope of systemic school
change literature, and the district was committed to
insitutionalizing its initiative.
studied at any one of three stages:
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Schools could be
the first pilot

school

in its fourth year,

second tier schools

in their

third year, and third tier schools entering their first
year.
C.

Design and Procedures of the Study

Four central questions framed the research that was
conducted:
1)

What impact does a middle grades systemic change
approach to dropout prevention have upon a school and
district?

2)

What factors enhanced the adoption and
institutionalization of a systemic change approach to
dropout prevention?

3)

What factors impeded the adoption and
institutionalization of a systemic change approach to
dropout prevention?

4)

What steps can schools and districts take to increase
the chances of successful implementation of a
systemic change approach to dropout prevention in the
middle grades?

School policies and practices that would demonstrate a
school and district adoption of systemic school change
were identified as the following:
a)

A shared decision making form of school governance;

b)

Student empowerment activities such as Student
Councils and Community Meeting;

c)

Improvements in school climate and discipline through
mediation, policy revision, and alternative
approaches;

d)

Improvements in the teaching and learning
environment; including staff teaming; provision of
common staff planning time; heterogeneous grouping of
students; use of cooperative, peer group and projectbased instruction; use of flexible and block
scheduling; and development of interdisciplinary
curriculum;

e)

The integration of special education and bilingual
education students into the regular education
classroom;
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f)

Provision of student support services through Student
Support Teams, counseling groups, and increased
linkages with community human service agencies;

g)

Creation of meaningful parent involvement activities,
including representation on governance bodies;
seminars on educating children at home; and use of
parents as curriculum resources; and

h)

Expanded staff development opportunities that are
staff-driven and school-based.
The study focused upon three schools - the Graham

and Parks Alternative School,

the pilot school,

which

houses the district's elementary Haitian bilingual
program;

the Harrington School, a second tier school,

which houses the district's elementary Portuguese
bilingual program; and the Longfellow School, a third
tier school, which houses the district's elementary
Spanish bilingual program.
Data included five sources.

First,

student and

staff surveys were completed in each school, and parent
surveys were completed in the Graham and Parks and
Harrington Schools.

Second,

interviews were conducted

with a random sampling of students and staff in all three
schools, and of the Assistant Superintendent and Project
Coordinator who administered the initiative.

Third,

observations were conducted of teacher team.

Student

Support Team, and Student Council meetings in each
school, and of the Management Team.
documents,

Fourth,

written

including grant applications, meeting minutes

and communications,

were analyzed.

And fifth, an attempt

was made to collect data on attendance,
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suspension, grade

retention,

referrals to special education, and course

failure rates.

Data sources were analyzed and cross-

referenced to ensure validity.
Limitations of the study included inconsistencies in
data collection at the Longfellow School due to
administrator reluctance to participate in the study,

a

lack of available outcome data,

and a failure to control

for other

However,

influencing factors.

the quantity of

data collected and the number of data sources should
provide some valid conclusions

in answering the research

questions.
D.

Findings and Analysis

Discussion of the results is framed by responding to
the four central questions that guided the research.
1. What Impact Does a Middle Grades Systemic School
Change Approach to Dropout Prevention Have upon Improving
Schools?
The intent of the Hooking Kids On School project has
been to provide a more developmentally appropriate
education to middle grades students in eight K-8
elementary schools.

To this end,

progress has been made

over a relatively short period of time.

A wide range of

activities are taking place within schools: Career Days,
Apprenticeship Program,
Community Meeting,

Student Support Teams, mediation.

teacher teaming, and Student Council

are among the most prominent activities.

Activities vary

among schools, and have been implemented with varying
degrees of success.
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In general,

students surveyed felt they were getting

a good education and that they were learning.

Most

teachers surveyed felt they had high expectations of
their students.

And most parents surveyed had positive

feelings about the respective scdhool and staff.
a.
Progress

School Governance and Student Empowerment.
in this area varied widely between schools.

The

Graham and Parks School entered the project with a
commitment to shared decision making and a school-wide
Steering Committee already intact.

They strengthened

their commitment to student empowerment through the
project with the formation of a Student Council and
Community Meeting, and extended

increased decision making

control to the newly formed 7-8 grade team.
On the other hand,
the other two schools.

much less progress was made in
At the Harrington, while a

Student Council and Community Meeting have been created,
both are relatively ineffective bodies,

largely resulting

from teacher ambivalence toward giving students

increased

decision making responsibilities and the lack of teacher
training in this area.

As well,

no school-wide

governance body exists, and the teacher team has
relatively little decision making control.
Longfellow School,

At the

the only body that has been created is

the Student Council, and that is wholly ineffective.
b.

School Climate and Discipline.

The project,

through increased community-building experiences and
student support,

has

for the most part improved the
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school climate for students

in two of the three schools.

Beginning- and end-of-year experiences,
trips, advisor-advisee programs.

increased field

Community Meeting,

Student Council and counseling groups all contributed to
a more positive school climate for students, although
this perception varied by school,
the degree of

largely according to

implementation of activities.

The project also benefited teachers'
growth,

personal

thereby improving the school climate for them.

Common planning time, additional resources,

increased

decision making control, and a more holistic approach to
education all contributed to teachers feeling more
positive about the school climate.

Again,

this varied

within each school according to the extent to which
teachers
c.

felt they had gained these factors.
Teaching and Learning.

Each school had at least

an elemental team structure in place, and each team is
given some common planning time.

Written agendas and

minutes occur within each team as well.

Almost all

teachers surveyed felt that teaming had improved the
education their students received

(although interviews in

the Longfellow School provided contradictory feelings).
Teachers increased monitoring of student progress,

the

planning of cluster activities and experiences,
discussing discipline issues,

coordination between

teachers and specialists, and the sharing of new ideas.
Once again,
by school.

the use of the teaming structure varied

The Graham and Parks School used the teacher
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team to delve into more substantive issues,
flexible scheduling,

grouping of students,

such as
grade

retention, advisor-advisee groups and cooperative
learning.

As a result,

the instructional and support

programs have improved through creation of double block
periods,

increased use of cooperative learning, and a

pairing between a bilingual and regular education
classroom.
The Harrington and Longfellow Schools have used
teacher teaming almost exclusively to discuss such issues
as student council.
progress,

Community Meeting,

and student support.

monitoring student

However,

the Harrington

School team did spend a signficant amount of time
discussing increased coordination between the bilingual
and regular education programs, resulting in the
parallelling of schedules to facilitate a better
mainstreaming process.
Common planning time and teacher control over team
agendas and decision making were perceived to be the two
key factors in the success of teams.

It should be noted

that the amount of common planning time and decision
making control varied by school as well, with the Graham
and Parks School team getting the most meeting time (2
1/2 meetings times per week) and the other two schools
getting one meeting time per week.

The Graham and Parks

team also received the most decision making control over
the program;

whereas Harrington and Longfellow staff did
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not feel they controlled their team agendas or major
decisions.

It is significant that the Longfellow team

subsequently voted to reduce their meeting time to only
once every other week,

which illustrated their

frustrations that the teaming process was not meeting
their desire to focus more upon the instructional
program.
d.

Integration Issues.

In two schools, significant

attention had been given, and strategies employed,

to

increase integration of special education and bilingual
education students into mainstream classes.
this

Examples of

included transitioning from providing special

education students with resource room instruction to
providing the instruction within regular education
classrooms;

providing translations for bilingual students

at Community Meetings,
Council meetings;

mediation sessions and Student

creating parallel schedules between

bilingual and regular education classes so that bilingual
students can be partially mainstreamed in some classes as
a transition prior to full mainstreaming;

increased

school climate activities that require interaction
between bilingual and regular education students; and
pairing individual classes of regular and bilingual
education students around an interdisciplinary,
multicultural curriculum.
Once again,

the commitment and activities around

this integration process varies by school;
this

little around

issue was accomplished at the Longfellow School.
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Student

interviews also revealed concern about

antagonisms between bilingual and regular education
students

in this school.

The community-building activities - Community
Meeting,

Student Council,

field trips and outward bound

experiences - have fostered

increased integration of

students by racial groups.
e.

Student Support.

Student Support Team,
programs.

Student support activities -

counseling groups, advisor-advisee

Career Day and community service experiences -

have been the most consistently successful activities
across the three schools.

Students receive increased

support and esteem-building activities as a result of the
project.

This

is partly due to the fact that student

support activities,
Team,

and in particular the Student Support

have received the most attention and resources, and

consequently are the activities that are most
consistently in place among the three schools.
As well,

the project,

which also spurred parallel

efforts on the part of the high school,

has resulted in

dramatic improvements in the transition of eighth grade
students to the high school.

For example,

there are now

meetings with every elementary school eighth grade class;
eighth grade teacher,
school;

parent and student days at the high

elementary school principal visitations and

meetings at the high school; a reorganization of the high
school into program-defined houses with core curricula
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for ninth and tenth graders;

one application to apply for

the various high school programs; a proposed second visit
by eighth graders to the high school to meet with
guidance counselors about house assignments and
schedules; and communication with eighth grade staff,

to

seek advice and assistance, about ninth grade at-risk
students.
f. Parent Involvement.

Across the board,

parent

involvement has been the weakest area of focus.
Significant activites have taken place in only one
school,

the Graham and Parks School.

They have initiated

parent seminars on adolescence and a parent newsletter
created by parents, and have parent representation on the
school-wide Steering Committee.

However,

the parent

seminars have not been well attended, and staff are still
frustrated at the lack of parent
among minority parents.

involvement,

Staff acknowledge,

especially

though, they

have devoted the least amount of their team time to this
area.
Almost no parent involvement activities have taken
place in the other two schools, and few opportunities
exist for meaningful decision making by parents.

This is

buttressed by parent surveys - which indicated that
parents did not feel informed about the project goals,
decision making opportunities,

the Student Support Team,

or whether the project had improved the school; by
student interviews which indicated that their parents are
rarely involved in their education; and by teacher
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interviews and surveys,

which indicated that few

opportunities exist for parents to be resources in
school,

act as advocates

for their child's education,

or

participate in activities to better support their child's
education at home.
While staff acknowledged that parental
can be critical to the success of students,

involvement
there was

widespread discouragement about finding strategies that
would be successful.

2. What Factors Enhanced the Adoption and
Institutionalization of a Systemic School Change Approach
to Dropout Prevention?
1.

A firm commitment by the central office

administration to project

implementation and

institutionalization.
2.

Actively seeking support of the school committee

to ensure its long-term viability.
3.

Raising the awareness of school personnel and

community members about the need for systemic change,
rather than more programs.
4.

The creation of a district-wide governance body

for the project,

that is based upon a principle of shared

decision making.

A spirit of sharing and shared decision

making sets a tone and model for activities within
individual schools.

The Team has

increased staff

ownership of the project and helped to build credibility
and legitimacy of the initiative both within the School
Department and within the community at large.
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5.

Increased collaboration with community

institutions.

Significant collaboration between the

schools and other agencies has taken place.

For example,

community agencies work closely with each school around
the Student Support Teams and counseling groups; and the
Cambridge Partnership,

businesses and agencies support

the Apprenticeship Program.

This has resulted in

increased support for the public schools and an enhanced
instructional program and support services for students.
6.

Picking a school that had the most chance to

succeed to be the pilot project school, with the
understanding that being a lighthouse school also carried
a responsibility to assist other schools in their
restructuring.

The Graham and Parks School was chosen to

be the pilot school because of their history of being a
school that experimented with alternative approaches to
education,

because they already had a shared governance

structure in place, and because the seventh and eighth
grade staff was already exploring strategies to improve
their educational program.
7.

Hiring a Project Coordinator to oversee the

project.
8.

Obtaining outside resources to serve as seed

funds.
9.

Teacher teams were given weekly common planning

time, as well as other full planning retreat days.

It is

no surprise that the effectiveness of each team varied
with the amount of common planning time they had.
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10.

In some schools,

principal.

key people such as the

School Climate Coordinator or Team Leader

acted as change agents.

Once again,

it

is no surprise

that the schools that accomplished the most had staff who
assumed a strong change agent role.
11.

Collaboration with the high school created a

positive eighth to ninth grade transition; and the high
school embarked on its own restructuring initiative to
ensure a grade 7-12 continuum.
12.

A transitional process was begun to

institutionalize the project.

Each year,

the district

has increased funds devoted to the project.
time,

At the same

the district has sought to have already existing

school staff assume many of the project functions through
the restructuring of their roles.

3. What Factors Impeded the Adoption and
Institutionalization of a Systemic School Change Approach
to Dropout Prevention?
There were many factors which impeded the successful
implementation of the Hooking Kids on School project in
the three schools.
1.

The lack of a written mission or goals statement

for the project, and the lack of agreement over the role
of central office in setting these goals.

There was no

common consensus between schools or central office staff
about the fundamental project goals.

There was an

underlying conflict between staff who felt each school
should be able to choose those activities with which they
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felt most comfortable, and other staff who felt that a
common vision and objectives should be established for
all schools.
resulted

This lack of common goals and activities

in a smorgasbord approach to improving the

middle grades across the district.
2.

The lack of adequate orientation and planning

time for third tier schools, and the lack of ongoing
technical assistance provision to all schools.

Whereas

the pilot school received 3-5 full planning days each
year,

the third-tier school received no orientation or

planning time prior to project implementation, and
virtually no technical assistance throughout the school
year,

thus severely inhibiting their understanding of

project goals.
These disparities in orientation,

planning and

technical assistance have resulted in schools being at
different stages of school change impementation.

The

Graham and Parks School clusters around early use and
routine use;

the Harrington School clusters around

preparation and early use; and the Longfellow School
clusters around information,
3.

interest and preparation.

Teacher teams were not provided with training in

the teaming process,

nor were two of them granted

significant decision making control or adequate common
planning time.
resulted

In two schools, these factors have

in a lessening of commitment to the teaming

process, as well as conflicting feelings about the role
of Team Leaders.
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4.

There has been no focused staff development plan

to support a project which seeks to fundamentally change
middle grades education.

Teachers and administrators

from all three schools pointed to this factor as being
the major obstaclee to project progress.
5.

Similarly,

Team Leaders,

School Climate

Coordinators and principals have received almost no
training,

guidance or technical assistance to assist them

in fulfilling their roles as change agents within a
school.
6.

The lack of a full-time Project Coordinator and

the lack of role definition of this position inhibited
project progress.

There is no common understanding of

the role of this position;

specifically,

should be spent conducting activities
groups.

Career Days)

or whether

project articulation,

whether time

(e.g., counseling

it should be spent on

provision of resources and staff

development opportunities, and assisting school staff to
articulate goals and plans and to carry out these
activities themselves.
7.

The lack of clear goals,

and planning time,

significant orientation

ongoing technical assistance,

staff

development opportunities, and training in teaming
created an environment

in which some of the more complex

and crucial issues of middle grades restructuring were
left relatively untouched in at least two schools.

This

phenomenon has severely limited the impact of the project
in many crucial areas of schooling.
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a.

Improving teaching and learning.

Virtually no

progress had been made in this area in two schools
example,

interdisciplinary curriculum,

(for

innovative

instructional strategies, a focus upon learning styles,
new ways of assessment,
scheduling,

use of

flexible and block

grouping of students),

except for the

adoption of less threatening activities such as the
Apprenticeship Program,

electives and the high school

vocational exploratory program.
b.

Issues of school connectedness and achievement

levels of minority students.

Black students continued to

feel less connected to school, that school rules were
less fair,

that teachers asked them fewer questions, and

that teaching was less varied than did students of other
groups.

In addition,

minority students continued to

achieve at low levels.
c.

School-wide shared decision-making governance

structures.

Only one school,

the Graham and Parks School,

had a school-wide governing structure of shared decision
making that

included teacher, administrator, and parent

representation.
d.

School discipline.

In two schools, alternative

approaches to discipline and attendance problems - such
as mediation,

contracts, conflict resolution, community

service — have not been discussed or explored in any
depth.

In one school,

this resulted in significant

concerns about safety and general discipline.
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In another

school,

suspended students clearly felt less positive

about most areas of school than did other students.
8. In general, a disproportionate amount of time in
Management Team meetings,
of

funds,

and a disproportionate amount

are spent upon student support activities -

Student Support Teams and counseling groups.
important services,

While

these activities allowed staff to

divert their attention and energies from other core
issues of

improving teaching and learning within the

seventh and eighth grade programs,

or even in improving

the overall level of support for all students.
9. While significant strides were made in providing
increased support to students through Student Support
Teams and counseling groups,

less attention was provided

to increasing support for the social and emotional growth
and development of all students.

Mentor and advocate

structures for all students were not adequately in place
in all three schools.
exist in two schools,
this area,

While advisor-advisee programs
neither staff received training in

and neither program is given enough staff

planning time or meeting time with students.
10.

There was a lack of consensus among staff in two

schools over the value and importance of student
empowerment activities,

leading to an ineffective

implementation of these activities.
led to a poorer school climate.

In some cases,

this

Students and teachers

were consistently concerned about poor peer interactions
(from fighting to put-downs and teasing).
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11.

No database has been created to track the impact

of this project;
effectiveness.

thus,

no data exists to support its

No schools,

nor the central office,

tracked such

indicators as student attendance,

suspensions,

grade retentions,

process

performance and morale.

followed project students

document their progress,
non-project schools.

truancy,

attitudes, achievement

scores, and referrals to special education;
attendance,

have

or teacher

Nor has any tracking

into the high school to

comparing it to their peers in

Consequently,

one cannot

definitively determine the project's impact upon students
or teaching staff.
the project,

Such data

is

imperative in justifying

in building support for the project,

fundraising, and

in

in project evaluation and adjustment.

4. What Steps Can Schools and Districts Take to Increase
the Chances of Successful Implementation of a Systemic
School Change Approach to Dropout Prevention in the
Middle Grades?
The Hooked On School project has demonstrated that a
district-wide,

systemic school change approach to dropout

prevention can signficantly improve middle grades
education by engaging staff and students
school improvement and restructuring.

in a process of

Survey,

observation, and material review data all

interview,

indicated that

substantial activities have been implemented in all three
researched schools, although to a varying degree of
implementation and integration in each.
revealed that,

Data also

in most areas of schooling,
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these

activities have resulted
student support,

in significant

improvements -

integration issues, and school climate

saw the greatest changes.
The level of

implementation and understanding of the

fundamental project goals varied by school, and tended to
diminish with each added tier of schools.

The project

clearly had more impact with the pilot school than with
the third tier school.

As well,

the project had lesser

impact in addressing the more complex areas of
fundamental reform of middle grades education - that of
changing how,

what and where we teach;

of exploring

strategies to raise the achievement and self-esteem
levels of minority students;

of transitioning to shared

governance structures; and of
involvement.

increasing parental

Staff resistance,

lack of planning time,

and a failure to create a structured plan of staff
development that engaged staff

in discussing these

complex issues severely hindered the project's
development.
Yet,
project

it is also important to remember that this

is only four years old.

Research tells us that

fundamental curriculum restructuring does not occur until
the fourth or
similarly,

fifth year of the teaming process;

reform movements focus first on those areas

that are less controversial, and over which consensus can
be easily built — more complex issues come later in the
restructuring process.

What

is heartening is that the

district has an overarching management structure in place
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that is committed to examining these issues.

The key

becomes whether the district can acknowledge that they
are at a turning point of reform, and whether they can
create a plan to shift project focus to these more
fundamental issues.
What this research does confirm,

though,

is that

creating a learning environment for middle grades
students in which they feel valued, and in which gains
are made in self-esteem,
academic achievement,

takes more than adding on one

programmatic component.
for example,

social and emotional growth, and

Solely a Student Support Team,

is not going to prevent the majority of at-

risk students from feeling more alienated,
below their potential,

from achieving

from experiencing a low self¬

esteem, and from eventually dropping out of school
later years.

in

Clearly, all areas of schooling -

governance and student empowerment, discipline and school
climate,

teaching and learning,

integration, student

support, and parent involvement - have a signficant
impact on a student’s schooling experience.

Merely

impacting upon one area does not significantly change a
student’s perception of school.

Systemic school change,

that eventually encompasses all areas of schooling,

is

the most sensible solution to preventing dropouts in
later years.
With this in mind,

the following suggestions are

offered, as a result of the findings in this research, as
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strategies to employ when embarking upon a systemic
school change initative in the middle grades.
1.

Develop a district mission or goals statement

that is clearly and concisely stated,
early adolescent developmental theory,

that is rooted in
and that

integrates the fundamental precepts of middle grades
education.

A mission or goals statement creates the

framework for school
2.

improvement.

This mission or goals statement should become

the guiding principles by which each school should
develop a school restructuring plan to better serve
middle grades students.

Long-term and annual measurable

outcomes and activities are developed to achieve the
vision or mission.
3.

Make a firm central office commitment to the

project's

implementation and institutionalization.

Central office involvement should focus upon mission
articulation,

securing resources,

technical assistance,

providing school-site

staff development and overall

coordination.
4.

Actively seek the support of the school committee

to ensure the project's long-term viability.
5.

Raise the awareness of school personnel and

community members about the need for systemic school
change,
6.

rather than more programs.
Create a district-wide governance body for the

project that is based upon a principle of shared decision
making.
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7.

Develop active partnerships with community

institutions, and involve them in decision making.
8.

Pick a school that has the most chance to succeed

to be the pilot school.

Give it the responsibility and

resources as a lighthouse school to provide technical
assistance to other schools.
9.

Obtain outside resources as seed funds to begin

the project,

and hire a project coordinator to oversee

initial planning and implementation.

The coordinator’s

primary role should be the provision of ongoing,

on-site

technical assistance and support to individual project
schools in achieving outcomes,
stages of development

(e.g.,

to utilize a teaming process,
evaluation of

in moving through various

planning,

team-building,

how

piloting new ideas,

implemented ideas), and in identifying and

securing resources.
10.

Ensure that each new school has adequate

orientation,

planning and staff development time prior to

project implementation.
11.

Develop and implement a focused and long-term

plan of staff development,

that supports the achievement

of annual desired outcomes in each school and that
increases understanding of middle grades educational
theory.
Staff development activities should be staff-driven
and include staff retreat time (in which staff have the
opportunity at least once a year to have an extended

planning day or days together,
school),

preferably away from the

structured sharing of learnings and programs

between project schools, peer observations, study groups,
and visitations to other schools that have undertaken
restructuring efforts.
12.

Similarly,

a plan should be developed for

providing ongoing guidance,
development to staff

training and staff

in key roles - such as the principal

and Team Leaders - to assist them in fulfilling their
roles as change agents within each school.
13.

One of the first activities of restructuring

within a school should be the creation of a formal
school-wide governance structure of shared decision
making, with staff,

parent, administrator, and even

student representation.
14.

Create teacher teams which are given increased

control over all areas of teaming, and which are provided
with daily common planning time.
the team decision making,
setting agendas,

Teams should control

the team process itself

running meetings),

(e.g.,

scheduling,

curriculum and instruction.
15. A core goal of any restructuring initiative
should be the eventual restructuring of the teaching and
learning environment.
thematic and
instruction

This includes developmental,

interdisciplinary curriculum;

interactive

(such as cooperative, peer group and project-

based learning);

use of flexible and block scheduling;

new methods of assessing student learning; teaming with
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ade^uats common planning time; advisory groups and other
student support structures;
programs;

exploratory and electives

and community service experiences - with

attention to the needs of the whole child.
16.

In any urban district,

the raising of

achievement levels and self-esteem of minority students
should be considered a priority,

particularly when

examining new ways of teaching and learning, and in
developing a more focused staff development plan.
this area,

teacher expectations,

Within

learning styles,

understanding the culture of power and its impact upon
teacher perceptions of minority student behavior and
achievement,

increasing positive interactions between

students of different cultures,

teaching strategies that

promote minority student achievement, and the teaching of
metacognitive skills are all

important areas to explore

in depth.
17.

Other areas that middle grades restructuring

efforts should include are student empowerment
activities, multiple opportunities for parent
involvement,

community-building activities, conflict

resolution strategies, and student support activities.
18.

Include all students within a restructuring

initiative.

This means increased integration of

bilingual and special education students and specialized
services into mainstream classes, rather than maintaining
pull-out situations.
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19.
below a

Examine

the

impact

restructuring

to address

levels,

staff

in

as

other

issues

well

grade

grade

initiative.

transition

grade
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as
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Often,

into and

build

levels

about

there

out

awareness

above and

of

the

with

the goals

is

a

need

target

school

of

the

initiative.
20.

A district

replication
timetable
staff
or

to

other

should

21.

set a

schools

or

realistic
grade

ensure adequate

development

grade

should

and

staffing

timetable

levels.

orientation,

resources

for

The
planning,
new schools

levels.
A data

centrally and
indicators
attendance,

collection

within

such as

each

grade

truancy,

suspension and

system should
school

retention,

referrals

student

to

to

attitudes.

be set

track

up

key outcome

academic achievement,

special
This

education,

ensures

that a
j

district

for

will

be able

to determine

initiative.
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the

impact

of

an

APPENDICES

APPENDIX A
STUDENT OPINION SURVEY
interested in knowing more about how you feel
about your education and school experience.
Please let
us know how you rate your school.
Your answers will help
us think about ways to improve the school.
ALL ANSWERS WILL BE KEPT CONFIDENTIAL.
PLEASE DO NOT
SIGN THIS.
BE HONEST AND FAIR IN YOUR ANSWERS.
Background Information
A.

Grade:

7

B.

Sex:

Hale

C.

Race and Ethnicity:
Black

(Circle one for each number)

8

Hispanic

Female

White

Asian

Native American

Portuguese
D.

E.

F.

Parents’ Level of Education
knowledge):

(to the best of your

a.

Did not graduate from high school

b.

High School graduate

c.

College graduate

Have you been suspended from school in the last year?
Yes

No

Age:

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

Opinion Survey
Here are some statements about your school.
Rate your
school by circling the number that best shows your
opinion.
1 = Disagree Strongly
4 = Agree Strongly

2 = Disagree

8chool Climate
1.

I

feel welcome in this school.

2.

I am proud of my school.

3.

I

feel safe in this school.
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3 = Agree

4.

There is not much vandalism or grafitti
school.

in this

5.

Students rarely come into this school with weapons.

6.

Students rarely fight each other

7.

Students treat each other respectfully
in this school.

8.

Teachers treat students respectfully
in this school.

9.

Students treat teachers respectfully
in this school.

10.

The principal treats students respectfully
in this school.

11.

It is easy to make new friends at this school.

12.

Students get treated equally,
race, sex, and language.

13.

Teachers
encourage
students from all
ethnic groups to get along.

14.

I
feel as safe with kids from other groups as I do
with kids of my own group.

in this school.

regardless of

racial

and

School Discipline
15.

School rules are reasonable and fair.

16.

In our school,

17.

Students know what to expect if they break
school rules.

18.

Teachers
enforce school rules in a fair and
way with all students.

19.

Discipline by the principal is fair here.

20.

Teachers
give me reasons for rules
that affect me.

21.

All teachers basically have the same classroom rales.

22.

Suspension is used often in this school as a way re
deal with problems.

23.

Students and teachers discuss together ways to so:ve

students know the rules.
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and

equal

decisions

problems.
24.

Detentions
are often given to students as a way to
solve classroom problems.

25.

Mediation
school.

26.

Mediation is a better way of dealing with students'
problems than going before the principal.

has

helped resolve

conflicts

in

this

School Governence

27.

Students are given a chance to participate in making
important decisions.

28.

The student council is an important decision making
body in this school.

29.

Students help develop the rules of the school.

30.

Community
Meeting is a good way for our school
make decisions together.

31.

Community
Meeting has helped me learn about
people's opinions and attitudes.

to

other

Learning Environment

32.

My classes are interesting and fun.

33.

I

34.

Students are getting a good education in this
school.

35.

I can count on teachers to help me with my
schoolwork when I need it.

36.

Teachers encourage students to ask questions.

37.

My teachers encourage me to think and solve
problems.

38.

What I am learning will help me in my life.

39.

The coursework

40.

Usually my homework is worthwhile and interesting.

41.

In my classes,
live in.

feel I am learning in this school.

in my classes is easy.

we learn a lot about the community we
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42.

In my classes,

we do a variety of activities.

43.

In my classes, we learn about things by going
on field trips and having guest speakers.

44.

Students often work
classes.

45.

In my classes, we often study about people of
different cultures and backgrounds.

46.

The Apprenticeship Program is an important learning
experience for me.

47.

The mini-courses are a fun way to learn new things.

48.

Teachers encourage me to do the best work that I am
capable of doing.

49.

The grades

50.

My teachers let me know how I am doing in class.

51.

My teachers ask for my opinions about improving the
class.

52.

Sometimes, my teachers work together on a joint
project between two classes.

53.

My school subjects help me prepare for high
school.

54.

My teachers have high expectations of me.

55.

Teachers have different expectations for
different
students, based upon how much ability they think the
student has.

in small groups

in their

I receive are usually fair.

Support Services

56. Teachers in our school take a personal interest in
the students.
57.

If I have a personal problem, there is at least one
teacher with whom I feel I can talk to about it.

58.

Students are often publicly recognized for different
school achievements.

59.

There are opportunities in this school to talk about
personal issues that concern me.
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60. When do you feel best

in this school?

61. When do you feel worst in this school?

62. What is one thing about this school you would
change?

APPENDIX B
TEACHER OPINION SURVEY
This is
school,
dropout
provide

an opinion survey which asks you to assess the
and in particular, activities related to the
prevention project.
Your answers will help
feedback on the effectiveness of the project.

ALL ANSWERS WILL BE KEPT CONFIDENTIAL.
PLEASE DO NOT
SIGN THIS.
BE HONEST AND FAIR IN YOUR ANSWERS.
PASS
OVER THOSE QUESTIONS WHICH DO NOT APPLY TO YOUR SCHOOL
(FOR EXAMPLE, SOME SCHOOLS DON'T HAVE COMMUNITY MEETING,
MEDIATION PROGRAMS OR ELECTIVES).
Background Information
A.

Your role within the school:

Administrator

Teacher

Specialist

Opinion Survey
Following are statements about your school.
Rate the
school by circling the number that best demonstrates your
opinion.
1 = Disagree Strongly
4 = Agree Strongly

2 = Disagree

3 = Agree

School Governance
1.

A school-wide steering committee exists that
includes teacher and parent representation, and which
decides or advises upon a range of school decisions.

2.

Shared decision making structures of school
governance improve the school.

3.

Teachers have more input into making decisions on how
the school operates than they did two years ago.

4.

The principal encourages experimentation by the
dropout prevention team.

5.

Students are given a chance to participate in making
important decisions.

6.

Students should be given a chance to give feedback
about the classes they take.

7.

The student council
body in the school.

is an important decision making
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Community Meeting is a good way for the school to
make decisions.

School Discipline and other Student Policies
9.

School rules here are reasonable and fair.

10.

School rules are enforced fairly and evenly with all
students.

11•

All teachers basically have the same classroom
rules.

12.

In our school,

13.

Students know what to expect if they break the
rules.

14.

The school rules are developed with input from
students, staff and parents.

15.

Students are often promoted to the next grade,
without having made satisfactory academic progress.

16.

Strategies for supporting and accelerating the
learning pace of students who are doing poorly
academically are often used.

17.

In the past year, our grade 7-8 team has spent
increased time discussing strategies to increase academic
achievement.

18.

When a student is doing poorly, parents are often
contacted to inform them of the lack of progress.

19.

Suspension is used only as a last resort to deal
with discipline problems.

20.

Detention is an effective means of resolving student
misbehavior.

21.

Students and teachers openly discuss with each other
how to solve problems.

22.

Mediation has helped resolve and reduce conflicts in
this school.

23.

Mediation is a better way of dealing with students
who have broken rules than going before the principal.

24.

Incentives and rewards are commonly used in
promoting attendance.

students know the rules.

25.

Counseling is often provided to students who are
non-attenders.

26.

Parents are often utilized to create a home-school
partnership to encourage attendance.

27.

Attendance contracts are often used to encourage
attendance.

28.

Students are often given detentions or suspensions
for being truant.

29.

Students are often given detentions or suspensions
for being tardy.

30.

Discipline and attendance policies have been
reviewed in the past year.

31.

Discipline and attendance policies have become more
positive rather than punitive in the past two years.

School Climate
32.

Students feel welcome in this school.

33.

Students

34.

There is not much vandalism or grafitti
school.

35.

Students rarely come into this school with weapons.

36.

Students rarely fight with each other in this
school.

37.

Students treat each other respectfully.

38.

Teachers treat students respectfully.

39.

Students treat teachers respectfully.

40.

The principal treats students respectfully.

41.

The principal treats teachers respectfully.

42.

Cultural diversity is acknowledged,
celebrated within the school.

43.

Students get treated equally,
sex, and language.

feel safe in this school.
in this

respected, and

regardless of race,

44.

The Grade 7-8 teacher team has increased decision
making control over such issues as curriculum,
instruction, and scheduling.

45.

The grade 7—8 teacher team has adequate common
planning time.

46.

Team members have a shared commitment to common
goals.

47.

The concept of a teacher team is important to the
success of the grade 7-8 program.

48.

Team members have a clear sense of the purpose of
meeting together as a team.

49.

My teaching has been influenced by the team.

50.

Consensual decision making is how our group makes
decisions.

51.

Team members have a high degree of trust with each
other.

52.

In general, we use our common planning time well.

53.

Team decisions are written down and circulated.

54.

The team has regular communication with the
principal.

55.

Our team leader plays a constructive role in our
meetings.

56.

All team members participate in team meetings.

Teaching and Learning Environment

57.

The teacher team has helped to improve the academic
program for students.

58.

The team has experimented with interdisciplinary
curriculum.

59.

A transition toward a focus upon interdisciplinary
curriculum is a team goal.

60.

Curriculum relevancy to students'
to a successful curriculum.

61.

Cultural diversity is an important part of the
curriculum.
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lives is crucial

62.

The team has control over scheduling for
students.

63.

Flexible scheduling has been increasingly used by
the team.

64.

Students are heterogeneously grouped as much as
possible.

65.

Heterogeneous grouping creates greater learning
opportunities for most students.

66.

In the past year, our team has discussed
heterogeneous versus homogeneous grouping of
students.

67.

I have high expectations for all of my students,
regardless of ability.

68.

Students often work in small groups in class.

69.

I often use cooperative learning as a teaching
strategy.

70.

Field trips and guest speakers are an important part
of our curriculum.

71.

The school’s learning program extends to settings
beyond the school building.

72.

The Apprenticeship Program provides students with
valuable learning experiences.

73.

Mini-courses are an important part of the
curriculum.

74.

The team has spent time discussing the learning
styles of students in the school.

75.

Understanding learning styles is important to
successfully teaching students.

76.

Teachers often experiment with new teaching
strategies.

77.

The team has discussed regular monitoring and
assessment of student progress.

78.

Procedures for regular monitoring and assessment of
student progress are in place.

79.

The team regularly discusses giving students
periodic feedback on their progress.
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80.

Bi1ingual and regular education students have ample
in-class and out-of-class opportunities to work and
socialize together.

81.

The team has spent time looking at ways to support
bilingual students in mainstreamed classes.

82.

Special and regular education students have ample
in-class and out-of-class opportunities to work and
socialize together.

83.

The team has spent time looking at ways to support
special education students in mainstreamed classes.

84.

Effective integration of bilingual and special
education students into the mainstream is an important
program goal.

Support to Students

85.

The social and emotional issues of our students are
as important as students* academic growth.

86.

School structures are in place to allow staff to act
as advocates, advisors or mentors to students.

87.

The student support groups provide students with an
important source of support.

88.

A teacher-advisor or life issues program would be of
great benefit to students.

89.

Teachers should stick to the curriculum, and not
have to play a mentor role with students.

90.

The Student Support Team has provided valuable
support and resources to students.

91.

Community agencies play a valuable role on the
Student Support Teams.

92.

The Student Support Team reports regularly to the
larger staff.

93.

The Student Support Team is responsive to referrals
made to the team.

94.

In the past year, the number of agencies,
businesses, and higher education institutions
involved in my school has increased.

Hoae-8chool Contact

95.

Information about the school and the student is
regularly sent home.
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96.

Parent conferences are regularly scheduled with
parents at accessable times.

97.

Parents are used as learning resources,
school and at home.

98.

Parents are involved in making decisions about the
school in a meaningful way.

99.

Support to families
agencies.

both at

is coordinated with community

100. Parent education is provided to parents to assist
them is supporting their child's education.
101. Parents are encouraged to act as advocates for their
children.
102.

Parent involvement activities have increased in the
past two years.

Staff Development
103.

Staff development opportunities have increased over
the past two years.

104.

Staff have greater control over staff development
opportunities, topic, and structure.

105.

Staff have multiple opportunities for staff
development (e.g., peer observation, support groups,
program visitation).

Project Assessment
106. The dropout prevention project has benefited me in
my professional growth.
107.

The dropout prevention project has increased my
workload.

108.

The dropout prevention project has improved the
quality of education and services delivered to students.

109.

The dropout prevention project has improved the way
I teach my students.

110. The dropout prevention project has helped build a
stronger school community.
111. The administration supports the dropout prevention
project wholeheartedly.
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APPENDIX C
PARENT OPINION SURVEY
This is a survey which asks you to give your opinions
about the seventh and eighth grade program in your
child’s school, and in particular, activities related to
the dropout prevention project.
ALL ANSWERS WILL BE KEPT CONFIDENTIAL.
PLEASE DO NOT
SIGN THIS.
BE HONEST AND FAIR IN YOUR ANSWERS.
ALL
QUESTIONS ARE OPTIONAL.

Opinion Survey
Following are statements about the seventh and eighth
grade program in your child's school.
Rate the school by
circling the numbers that best demonstrates your opinion.
1 = Disagree Strongly
4 = Agree Strongly

2 = Disagree
5 = Don't Know

3 = Agree

v

1.

My child feels welcome in this school.

2.

My child feels safe in this school.

3.

The staff at the school treat my child respectfully.

4.

The staff at the school treat me respectfully.

5.

Students in this school get treated equally,
regardless of race, sex, and language.

6.

My child's culture is respected and celebrated within
the school.

7.

This school is a community where students, parents,
and teachers care about each other.

8.

School staff tell me about positive things my child
has done.

9.

School staff listen to me when I have concerns about
my child.

10.

School staff regularly tell me about my child’s
progress in school.

11.

School staff always
classroom.

12.

Parents have a say in how this school is run.

invite parents to help out in the
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13.

I am regularly informed about the school’s
discipline, grading, attendance, and other policies.

14.

In general,

15.

Seventh and eight grade staff have told me about the
goals of the dropout prevention project.

16.

Improving the curriculum is a major focus of the
seventh and eighth grade program.

17.

School staff have told me about the Student Support
Team and the services it provides to students and
their families.

18.

If my child has academic difficulties, he/she can
always get the necessary help that he/she needs.

19.

If my child has personal or family problems, there is
someone in the school that he/she can talk to and get
help.

20.

I have received all the information I need to help my
child make decisions about which high school program
to enroll in.

the school rules and policies are fair.

21. The seventh and eighth grade program does a good job
with helping my child in the move to the high school.
22. The dropout prevention project has improved the
seventh and eighth grade program.
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APPENDIX D
GRAHAM AND PARKS SCHOOL: STUDENT OPINION SURVEY
(Sample = 85 students)
Here are some statements about your school.
Rate your
school by circling the number that shows your opinion.
1 = Disagree Strongly
4 = Agree Strongly

.

1

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34 .
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.

2
6
1
4
6
9
14
4
10
6
10
0
6
5
4
2
4
12
5
10
11
4
15
8
4
5
3
6
4
5
8
0
3
2
0
3
3
1
7
1
3
3
1
5

10
19
11
16
5
32
37
18
14
11
28
3
10
13
15
13
20
17
23
11
32
17
18
13
2
15
16
14
14
11
24
3
1
12
10
5
6
30
26
29
12
13
9
10

34
31
34
40
29
26
24
28
25
36
26
33
45
47
42
37
28
29
23
40
25
30
27
34
36
35
29
40
24
32
29
39
46
27
30
45
37
31
22
31
41
32
39
37

38
26
36
24
44
17
9
34
35
31
20
48
23
19
22
32
31
25
32
23
16
33
23
24
41
29
35
23
41
36
23
42
34
43
44
31
38
20
28
23
28
32
35
32

2 = Disagree

3.3
2.9
3.3
3.0
3.3
2.6
2.3
3.1
3.0
3.1
2.7
3.5
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.2
3.0
2.8
3.0
2.9
2.5
3.1
2.7
2.9
3.4
3.0
3.2
3.0
3.2
3.2
2.8
3.5
3.3
3.3
3.4
3.2
3.3
2.9
2.9
2.9
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.1
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3 = Agree

46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54 .
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.

3
3
2
4
7
8
7
0
3
4
3
13
7
6

60.

7
13
8
15
13
22
30
5
8
4
16
19
9
11

19
34
34
28
35
33
17
36
34
38
39
19
39
41

24
31
40
37
28
21
27
40
39
38
28
33
26
23

3.2
3.1
3.3
3.1
3.0
2.8
2.8
3.4
3.3
3.3
3.1
2.9
3.0
3.0

When do you feel best in this school?

(33)
(39%)

Positive peer interactions
Being with friends
Lunch, recess, and homeroom

(18)
Physical activity
(21%)
Gym and recess
(11)
(13%)

(

Doing well academically
When I get good grades
When I do something good
When I know the answers
Doing work
Specific classes

9)

Teacher support and caring; feelings of personal
worth
(11%)
When the teacher includes me
Winning awards
When teachers are proud of me or compliment me
or like me
When teachers respect me

(13)
(15%)

Interactive curriculum
Field trips
Interesting and fun classes and materials
Going to the high school

(4)
(5%)

Decision Making and Independence
Student Council (I feel like I rule everything)
Community Meeting (getting to voice my opinion)

61.

When do you feel worst in this school?

(24)
(29%)

Poor peer interactions
When separated from my friends
When I'm treated badly
Fights
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When I have a problem with someone
When people make fun of me
When friends are mad at me
Pressure to conform
Race issues
When 8th graders go to the high school
(14)
(17%)

Unresponsive curriculum
Boring classes, not interactive enough
Not enough materials

(11)
Feelings of failure
(13%)
When I haven't done my homework
When I get bad grades
When I get in trouble
(7)
(8%)

62.

Perceptions of uncaring or unfair behavior of
teachers
When treated badly by my teachers
When my teacher doesn't like me
When my teacher gets mad at me for asking
questions
When a teacher puts me on the spot and I don't
know the answer

What is one thing about this school you would
change?
(23)
(27%)

Improve the social climate
Longer lunch and recess
Get new students
Students should get along
Stop the grafitti
Stop name calling and racist remarks
Improve the girl's bathroom scene

(20)
(24%)

Improve the academic program
More field trips
More projects

(9)
(11%)

Improve school rules
More time to go to lockers
Change the rules
Let 8th graders be more independent
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APPENDIX E
GRAHAM AND PARKS SCHOOL: STUDENT SURVEYS BY CATEGORY
7

8

M

F

B

W

H Susp

1

3.3

3.4

3.2

3.3

3.3

3.3

3.1

3.5

3.0

2

2.9

3.2

2.7

3.0

2.8

2.6

2.7

3.4

2.7

3

3.3

3.4

3.2

3.1

3.4

3.4

3.0

3.5

2.8

4

3.0

3.1

2.9

3.1

2.9

2.7

2.8

3.4

2.5

5

3.3

3.4

3.2

3.4

3.2

3.1

3.3

3.5

3.0

6

2.6

2.6

2.6

2.9

2.3

2.4

2.4

2.8

2.3

7

2.3

2.3

2.3

2.5

2.1

2.3

2.2

2.5

2.7

8

3.1

3.1

3.1

2.9

2.3

2.9

2.7

3.6

2.8

9

2.8

2.9

2.7

2.7

2.9

3.0

2.4

3.3

3.0

10

3.0

3.1

2.9

2.8

3.2

2.6

2.6

3.4

2.2

11

3.1

3.2

3.0

3.2

3.0

2.8

3.0

3.3

3.3

12

2.7

2.9

2.5

2.6

2.8

2.4

2.2

3.4

3.3

13

3.5

3.7

3.4

3.6

3.4

3.5

3.3

3.7

3.7

14

3.0

3.2

2.8

2.9

3.1

3.1

2.9

3.3

2.8

15

3.0

3.1

2.9

2.9

3.1

2.8

2.6

3.4

3.0

16

3.0

3.1

2.9

2.9

3.1

2.9

2.9

3.2

2.7

17

3.2

3.0

3.3

3.0

3.4

3.2

2.7

3.6

2.5

18

3.0

3.2

2.9

3.0

3.0

2.7

2.6

3.6

3.0

19

2.8

2.9

2.7

2.5

3.0

2.6

2.5

3.3

2.0

20

3.0

3.2

oo

Total

PO
•

No.

2.9

3.1

2.7

2.5

3.7

3.0

21

2.9

2.9

2.9

2.7

3.1

3.1

2.4

3.2

3.0

22

2.5

2.6

2.5

2.4

2.6

2.9

2.2

2.8

2.5

23

3.1

3.4

2.8

2.8

3.3

3.2

2.6

3.7

3.2

24

2.7

2.7

2.7

2.4

3.0

3.1

2.6

2.7

2.3

25

2.9

3.0

2.8

2.8

3.0

2.8

2.7

3.3

2.3

No.

Total

7

8

M

F

B

W

H Susp

26

3.4

3.4

3.4

3.2

3.5

3.4

3.2

3.7

2.8

27

3.0

3.2

2.9

2.9

3.1

3.2

2.8

3.3

2.8

28

3.2

3.4

2.9

3.1

3.3

3.3

2.6

3.6

2.7

29

3.0

3.1

2.8

3.0

3.0

3.1

2.5

3.3

3.0

30

3.2

3.4

3.1

3.1

3.3

3.2

2.6

3.9

2.8

31

3.2

3.3

3.1

3.1

3.3

3.2

3.8

3.6

3.1

32

2.8

2.8

2.8

2.7

2.8

2.5

2.5

3.4

2.7

33

3.5

3.6

3.4

3.4

3.6

3.2

3.2

3.9

3.0

34

3.3

3.4

3.3

3.3

3.4

3.2

3.1

3.6

2.9

35

3.3

3.3

3.3

3.1

3.5

3.1

3.0

3.8

3.5

36

3.4

3.6

3.3

3.3

3.5

3.3

3.1

3.9

3.0

37

3.2

3.4

3.1

3.2

3.2

2.9

3.2

3.6

2.9

38

3.3

3.5

3.1

3.2

3.4

3.2

2.7

3.9

2.7

39

2.9

2.9

2.9

2.8

2.9

2.4

2.5

3.5

2.8

40

2.9

3.0

2.8

2.8

3.0

2.5

2.3

3.6

2.8

41

2.9

3.0

2.8

2.9

2.9

2.6

2.4

3.5

2.8

42

3.1

3.3

3.0

3.0

3.2

2.8

2.9

3.6

2.7

43

3.2

3.3

3.1

3.0

3.3

2.9

2.7

3.9

3.0

44

3.3

3.4

3.2

3.2

3.3

2.9

3.1

3.7

3.0

45

3.1

3.3

3.0

3.0

3.2

3.1

2.9

3.4

2.9

46

3.2

3.3

3.1

3.3

3.3

3.1

2.6

3.5

3.0

47

3.1

3.4

2.9

3.2

3.1

3.0

2.7

3.6

3.2

48

3.3

3.5

3.1

3.2

3.5

3.4

2.9

3.8

2.7

49

3.1

3.4

2.9

3.0

3.3

3.1

2.9

3.5

3.0

50

3.0

3.1

3.9

2.8

3.2

2.9

2.5

3.6

2.7

51

2.8

3.0

2.6

2.7

2.9

2.7

2.4

3.3

2.8
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7

8

M

F

B

W

H Susp

2.3

3.5

2.6

52

2.8

3.1

2.5

2.8

ro
00

Total

•

No.

2.6

53

3.4

3.5

3.3

3.4

3.4

3.4

2.9

3.9

3.2

54

3.3

3.3

3.3

3.2

3.4

2.8

3.1

3.7

2.7

55

3.3

3.3

3.3

3.3

3.3

3.5

3.3

3.2

3.3

56

3.1

3.1

3.1

3.0

3.2

2.8

2.9

3.4

2.8

57

2.9

3.0

2.7

2.8

3.0

2.6

2.6

3.5

2.5

58

3.0

3.1

3.0

2.9

3.1

3.0

2.9

3.3

2.3

59

3.0

3.0

3.0

2.8

3.2

2.9

2.7

3.3

3.4

APPENDIX F
GRAHAM AND PARKS SCHOOL: TEACHER OPINION SURVEY
(Sample = 9;
specialists)

2 administrators,

Opinion Survey
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

0
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
0
1
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

0
0
3
0
2
2
3
1
0
5
2
2
5
5
3
1
2
1
2
3

6
5
4
2
4
1
5
7
5
2
5
6
4
4
6
6
2
6
4
5

21

0

1

6

0
0
4
2
1
4
5
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
1
4
1
2
4
2
0
2
3
0
1
0
0
4
4
0
1
3
0
2
3
1
2

8
6
0
4
3
0
2
4
3
3
6
6
8
3
4
5
9
8
4
5
4
3
2
2

.

.

.

.

22
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.

3
4
1
4
2
6
1
0
4
1
0
1
0
0
0
2
4
2
3
0
2
1
2
0
0
1
0
0
5
2
0
3
2
1
6
1
0
0
0
2
4
2
2
5
4

3.3
3.4
2.8
3.3
2.8
3.4
2.8
2.7
3.4
2.3
2.3
2.9
2.4
2.4
2.7
3.1
3.3
3.1
3.1
2.4
3.1
3.1
3.1
1.5
2.3
2.6
1.5
1.7
3.6
3.0
2.3
3.3
3.1
3.1
3.7
2.7
2.6
3.0
3.0
2.9
3.4
3.0
2.9
3.5
3.3
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4 core teachers,

3

46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.
98.
99.
100.

1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
1
0
0
3
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
6
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0

1
0

1
3

1
2
2
0
4
3

2
1
2
3
0
1
2
2
0
0
0

1
1
1
3

2
0
3

2
0
0

2
2
5
3

1
1
1
0
0
3
0
0
2
0

2
1
0

1
1
2
4
3
3
7

1
2
2
2
5
4
4
5
2
1
1
2
4
4
3
6
5
5
4
4
2
2
5
5
3
4
5
4
2
2
7
3
5
2
3
4
4
3
1
3
3
5
3
0
5
3
2
3
3
4
5
3
3

2
5
4
1
1
1
1
2
1
3
4
4
1
1
4
1
1
1
3
4
5
4
2
1
3
3
4
2
3
6
2
3
2
1
0
2
2
4
8
5
1
2
5
0
3
2
5
5
3
3
1
0
1

2.8
3.4
3.1
2.7
3.0
2.9
2.9
3.3
2.6
3.0
3.3
3.4
2.9
2.8
3.3
3.0
2.9
2.9
3.1
3.5
3.4
3.4
3.3
3.0
3.0
3.1
3.4
2.9
2.9
3.4
3.2
2.9
3.0
2.5
2.0
2.9
3.1
3.4
3.9
3.6
2.5
3.3
3.6
1.3
3.3
3.0
3.5
3.5
3.5
3.0
2.7
2.3
2.5

5

0

2.6

1

0

2.1
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101.
102.
103.
104.
105.
106.
107.
108.
109.
110.

0
1
1
0
2
0
0
0
0
0

4
2
2
1
3
2
2
0
3
0

111.

0

0

3
3
4
7
4
1
1
3
1
3
3

0
0
0
1
0
5
5
4
1
4
4

2.4
2.3
2.4
3.0
2.2
3.4
3.4
3.6
2.6
3.6
3.6
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APPENDIX G
GRAHAM AND PARKS SCHOOL: PARENT OPINION SURVEY
(Sample = 19 parents; approx.

23%)

Opinion Survey
1 = Disagree Strongly
4 = Agree Strongly

.

2 = Disagree
5 = Don't Know

1

0
0

0
0

1
6

16
94

0
0

3.9

2.

0
0

1
5

8
42

10
53

0
0

3.5

3.

0
0

1
5

6
32

12
63

0
0

3.7

4.

0
0

0
0

3
16

16
84

0
0

3.8

5.

0
0

2
10

6
32

8
42

3
16

3.4

6.

0
0

3
16

1
5

13
68

2
11

3.6

7.

0
0

0
0

6
32

12
63

1
5

3.7

8.

0
0

0
0

6
32

13
68

0
0

3.7

9.

0
0

0
0

6
32

13
68

0
0

3.7

10.

0
0

1
5

8
42

10
53

0
0

3.5

11.

0
0

1
5

7
37

10
53

1
5

3.5

12.

0
0

1
6

11
65

5
29

0
0

3.2

13.

0
0

1
5

13
69

5
26

0
0

3.2

14.

0
0

1
6

11
61

6
33

0
0

3.3
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3 = Agree

7
41

2
12

3
18

2.8

16.

0
0

0
0

10
53

5
26

4
21

3.3

17.

2
12

5
29

18.

0
0

1
5

8
43

9
47

1
5

3.4

19.

0
0

1
5

8
43

5
26

5
26

3.3

2
13

1
7

8
54

2
13

2
13

2.8

21.

0
0

0
0

9
47

6
32

4
21

3.4

22.

0
0

0
0

3
18

1
6

13
76

3.3

•

5
29

o

0
0

CM

15.

5
29

3
18

2
2.6
12
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APPENDIX H
HARRINGTON SCHOOL: STUDENT OPINION SURVEY
(Sample = 96 students)

Opinion Survey
1 = Disagree Strongly
4 = Agree Strongly

.

1
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.

2
13
11
33
11
25
39
5
13
6
6
13
3
10
23
3
2
11
8
6
7
13
8
12

12
27
27
34
26
40
43
11
53
12
17
27
7
20
33
14
7
21
12
18
14
41
29
6

65
50
49
22
43
21
12
51
27
52
52
36
48
48
27
62
53
46
55
52
56
33
37
45

16
5
7
5
15
11
1
27
2
26
18
17
35
16
11
16
30
15
17
18
17
6
19
30

3.0
2.5
2.6
2.0
2.7
2.2
1.7
3.1
2.2
3.0
2.9
2.6
3.2
2.7
2.3
3.0
3.2
2.8
2.9
2.9
2.9
2.3
2.7
3.0

3
2
15
1
3
10
0
0
3
5
2
0
9
13
4
7
15
10

10
13
32
10
17
26
6
13
6
8
8
3
31
39
30
25
23
39

55
59
37
56
54
44
59
62
53
56
58
50
44
35
49
52
48
40

27
20
11
28
20
13
31
20
33
27
26
43
10
8
14
12
8
5

3.1
3.0
2.5
3.1
3.0
2.6
3.2
3.1
3.2
3.1
3.2
3.4
2.6
2.4
2.8
2.7
2.5
2.

2 = Disagree
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= Agree

45.
46.
47.
48.
49 .
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.

4

16

48

26

3.0

0
2
1
13
11
0
2
4
11
10
1
9

5
12
13
32
41
7
9
7
16
21
8
24

49
51
54
38
35
48
51
56
54
36
67
48

39
30
26
13
7
40
33
27
11
27
17
12

3.4
3.1
3.1
2.5
2.4
3.3
3.3
3.2
2.7
2.9
3.1
2.7

When do you feel best in this school?
(35)

Doing well academically - feelings of personal
worth
(36%)
Getting good scores or grades
When I'm learning
When I know how to do my work
When I have done something well
Specific classes that I do well in

(37)
Positive peer interactions
(39%)
Free time, lunch, recess, homeroom, and gym
When other students treat me well
When everyone is friendly
When there's no fighting
(11)
Teacher support, caring, and recognition
(11%)
When teachers pay attention to me
Getting recognition
Being on the honor roll and winning awards
(11)
Physical activity
(11%)
Gym and recess
( 4)
( 4%)

61.

Interactive curriculum
Career day and field trips
Student Council
Going to the high school

When do you feel worst in this school?
(34)
Poor peer interactions
(35%)
When kids put me down
When kids make fun of me
When kids tease me about my background
When I'm separated from my friends
Fights
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(37)

Perceptions of uncaring or unfair behavior
from teachers
(39%)
Detention
Treated or blamed unfairly
When I don’t understand what the teacher is
talking about
When teachers don’t explain things to me
When teachers don’t pay attention to me
Specific subjects in which the teacher is
perceived as unfair or uncaring
(14)
(15%)

62.

Feelings of personal failure
When I have done something wrong
When I'm failing or not doing well
When I have to read to the class

What is one thing about this school you would
change?
(35)
(36%)

Lunch room climate and the food

(36)
(38%)

Improve school rules; independence and respect
Improve school rules
Enforce rules better
Allow gum chewing
Give students a chance to decide rules
Allow students to go to the store at recess
Allow students to use lockers when they want
Eliminate detention
Have teachers trust students more

(32)

Improve the social climate; issues of safety
and order
(33%)
Students should treat each other with more
res pect
Students should stop picking on each other
Stop the fights (and detention won't help)
Stop the vandalism
Improve the bathroom scene
Increase time to interact with each other
Keep classes clean
(15)
(16%)

Improve the academic program
More special activities and field trips
Get better desks
Change the Group I 8th grade schedule
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APPENDIX I
STUDENT SURVEYS BY CATEGORY

HARRINGTON SCHOOL:
Total

7

8

M

F

B

H

W

P Drop Susp

3.0

3.0

3.0

3.0

3.0

2.9

3.1

2.9

3.1

3.1

3.1

2

2.5

2.4

2.6

2.5

2.5

2.4

2.5

2.5

2.7

2.7

2.7

3

2.6

2.4

2.8

2.5

2.7

2.7

2.8

2.4

2.5

2.6

2.2

4

2.0

1.9

2.1

1.9

2.1

2.0

2.3

1.9

1.8

2.0

2.0

5

2.7

2.7

2.7

2.6

2.7

3.0

2.9

2.6

2.3

2.6

2.8

6

2.2

1.9

2.6

2.1

2.3

2.3

2.7

2.0

2.1

2.3

2.3

7

1.7

1.6

1.9

1.7

1.7

1.8

1.8

1.9

1.6

1.6

1.8

8

3.1

3.1

3.1

3.0

3.1

3.0

2.9

3.0

3.3

3.1

3.1

9

2.2

2.2

2.2

2.2

2.2

2.0

2.5

2.1

2.1

2.1

2.2

10

3.0

3.0

3.0

3.0

3.0

3.0

3.2

2.7

3.2

3.0

2.9

11

2.9

2.9

2.9

2.9

2.9 -3.0

3.1

2.7

2.7

2.8

3.3

12

2.6

2.5

2.7

2.7

2.5

2.6

3.1

2.4

2.5

2.6

2.8

13

3.2

3.2

3.2

3.2

3.2

3.3

3.1

3.1

3.4

3.1

3.0

14

2.7

2.6

2.9

2.6

2.8

2.7

2.9

2.8

2.4

2.6

2.8

15

2.3

2.4

2.1

2.3

2.3

2.0

2.2

2.0

2.8

2.3

2.0

16

3.0

2.9

3.0

3.0

3.0

2.8

3.1

2.8

3.1

2.8

2.9

17

3.2

3.2

3.2

3.2

3.2

3.1

3.2

3.0

3.4

3.1

2.8

18

2.8

2.8

2.8

2.8

2.8

2.6

2.7

2.6

2.8

2.7

2.7

19

2.9

2.9

2.9

2.9

2.9

3.0

2.9

2.5

3.1

2.8

2.9

20

2.9

3.0

2.9

3.0

2.9

2.7

2.9

2.6

3.3

2.9

3.1

2.9

2.8

3.1

2.9

2.9

2.6

3.0

2.8

3.1

3.0

3.0

21

2.3

2.2

2.4

2.5

2.1

2.4

2.6 21.1

2.2

2.2

2.7

22

2.7

2.8

2.7

2.8

2.6

2.6

2.7

2.9

2.8

3.4

23

3.0

2.9

3.1

3.2

2.8

2.9

3.1

2.8

3.4

2.8

2.7

24
25
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»

to
•

1

-j

No .

No

Total

7

8

M

F

B

H

W

P Drop Susp

26
27

3.1

3.3

2.8

3.2

3.1

3.1

3.1

2.9

3.3

3.2

3.2

28

3.0

3.2

2.9

3.0

3.0

3.0

3.2

3.1

2.9

3.1

3.3

29

2.5

2.8

2.1

2.6

2.4

2.5

2.4

2.4

2.4

2.5

2.6

30

3.1

3.3

3.0

3.3

3.0

3.3

3.2

3.2

3.1

3.3

3.2

31

2.9

3.1

2.8

2.9

2.9

2.9

2.9

2.9

2.9

3.2

3.2

32

2.6

2.7

2.5

2.6

2.6

2.6

2.6

2.2

2.9

2.8

3.3

33

3.2

3.2

3.3

3.3

3.2

3.2

3.2

3.2

3.4

3.3

3.6

34

3.1

3.0

3.2

3.1

3.1

3.0

3.1

3.0

3.3

3.2

2.8

35

3.2

3.4

2.9

3.3

3.2

3.2

3.1

3.1

3.4

3.3

3.0

36

3.1

3.3

2.9

3.1

3.1

3.1

3.0

2.9

3.2

3.1

3.0

37

3.2

3.3

3.0

3.2

3.2

3.1

3.2

3.1

3.1

3.0

3.2

38

3.4

3.4

3.4

3.5

3.3

3.3

3.4

3.2

3.6

3.4

3.6

39

2.6

2.6

2.6

2.5

2.7

3.1

2.3

2.7

2.5

2.5

2.6

40

2.4

2.5

2.2

2.5

2.3

2.5

2.4

2.1

2.6

2.6

2.9

41

2.8

3.0

2.4

2.9

2.7

2.8

2.7

2.8

2.8

2.8

2.4

42

2.7

2.9

2.5

2.8

2.6

2.6

2.6

2.6

3.1

2.8

3.1

43

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.6

2.5

2.7

2.4

2.8

44

2.4

2.5

3.1

2.5

2.3

2.4

2.3

2.4

2.6

2.5

2.7

45

3.0

3.3

2.6

3.2

2.9

3.0

3.1

2.8

3.2

3.2

3.1

48

3.4

3.5

3.2

3.3

3.5

3.8

2.7

3.5

3.6

3.5

3.3

49

3.1

3.3

3.0

3.1

3.1

3.7

3.5

3.1

3.3

3.2

3.2

50

3.1

3.2

2.9

3.2

3.0

3.7

2.9

3.0

3.2

3.2

3.4

51

2.5

2.8

2.2

2.6

2.4

2.6

2.3

2.5

2.7

2.6

3.0

46
47
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Total

No

7

8

M

F

B

H

W

P Drop Susp

52

2.4

3.1

2.8

2.4

2.4

2.5

2.6

2.2

2.6

2.2

2.3

53

3.3

3.3

3.3

3.5

3.2

3.3

3.4

3.3

3.4

3.5

3.8

54

3.3

3.3

3.3

3.2

3.4

3.3

3.1

3.1

3.4

3.3

3.2

55

3.2

3.2

3.2

3.2

3.2

3.4

2.9

3

3

3

3.3

56

2.7

2.9

2.5

2.7

2.7

2.8

2.7

2.6

2.7

2.7

2.4

57

2.9

3.1

2.6

3.0

2.8

2.8

2.5

2.5

3.1

3.1

3.0

58

3.1

3.1

3.1

3.1

3.1

3.0

3.1

3.3

2.8

3.1

3.0

59

2.7

2.6

2.8

2.8

2.6

2.6

2.8

2.6

2.6

2.5

3.0
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APPENDIX J
HARRINGTON SCHOOL: TEACHER OPINION SURVEY
(Sample = 9;

6 teachers,

3 specialists)

Opinion Survey
1 = Disagree Strongly
4 = Agree Strongly

2 = Disagree

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

2
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
3
0
1
1
2
0
2
2
1
1
2
0

3
0
5
3
3
3
4
2
0
4
7
1
6
3
0
3
3
2
1
5
6

4
7
5
4
6
5
5
4
5
2
2
7
2
4
2
3
3
5
3
1
3

0
2
0
2
0
1
0
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
7
1
1
1
4
1
0

2.2
3.2
2.4
2.9
2.7
2.8
2.6
2.4
3.1
1.9
2.2
2.7
2.1
2.2
3.8
2.3
2.3
2.7
3.1
2.1
2.4

23 .
24.
25.

0
2
1

3
4
3

3
3
5

0
0
0

2.5
2.1
2.4

26

1

6

2

0

2.1

27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34 .
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.

2
2
3
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

6
2
6
0
4
0
1
6
1
6
6
1
5
0
0
0
0

1
4
0
5
5
6
6
3
6
3
2
7
4
6
6
8
5

0
0
0
1
0
3
2
0
2
0
0
1
0
3
3
1
4

1.9
2.3
1.7
2.9
2.6
3.3
3.1
2.3
3.1
2.3
2.1
3.0
2.4
3.3
3.3
3.1
3.4

.
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3 = Agree

44.
2
45.
2
46.
0
47.
0
48.
0
49.
0
50.
0
51.
1
52.
0
53.
0
54.
1
55.
0
56.
1
57.
1
58.
1
59.
0
60.
0
61.
0
62.
0
63.
1
64.
0
65.
2
66.
1
67.
0
68.
1
69.
0
70.
0
71.
0
72.
0
73.
74.
2
75.
0
76.
0
77.
1
78.
1
79.
1
80.
1
81.
1
82.
0
83.
1
84.
1
85.
1
86.
1
87.
0
88.
0
89.
3
90.
0
91.
0
92.
3
93.
0
94.
0
95.
1
96.
0
97.
0
98.
0

0
3
0
0
2
0
1
1
3
1
0
0
1
0

2
3
0
1
3
0
0
2
2
0
3
1

2
0
1
2
0
5
1
2
4
2

2
2
0

0
0
3
0
0
5
0
0
3
0
0
0
1
8
6

6
3
4
7
6
7
7
6
4
6
7
8
6
8
4
6
4
7
4
6
7
4
5
5
4
5
6
7
4
4
6
2
3
4
3
6
4
6
3
4
6
3
6
2
1
7
6
2
6
6
6
8
1
3

0
1
0
2
1
2
1
1
1
2
0
1
1
0
1
0
4
1
1
1
2
1
0
4
1
2
0
0
0
1
3
2
3
1
1
1
2
1
4
3
2
1
1
7
0
1
1
0
2
2
2
0
0
0

2.5
2.3
3.0
3.2
2.9
3.2
3.0
2.8
2.8
3.1
2.8
3.1
2.8
2.8
2.6
2.7
3.5
3.0
2.8
2.9
3.2
2.7
2.5
3.4
2.6
3.1
2.8
3.0
2.8
2.4
3.3
2.7
3.0
2.6
2.4
2.9
2.8
2.9
3.3
3.1
3.0
2.5
3.1
3.8
1.8
3.1
3.1
1.9
3.3
3.3
3.0
2.9
2.1
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0

2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
0
0
0

1
8
0
600
6
3
0
5
3
0
1
7
0
3
6
0
5
3
0
072
2
6
1
2
5
1
0
8
1
0
8
1
2
5
2

2.9
1.8
2.3
2.4
2.9
2.6
2.4
3.3
2.9
2.7
3.1
3.1
3.0
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APPENDIX K
HARRINGTON SCHOOL: PARENT OPINION SURVEY
(Sample = 44 parents; approximately 38%)

Opinion Survey
1 = Disagree Strongly
4 = Agree Strongly

2 = Disagree
5 = Don't Know

1.

1
2

0
0

29
66

11
25

3
7

3.2

2.

0
0

4
9

26
59

6
14

8
18

3.1

3.

1
2

1
2

17
39

19
43

6
14

3.4

4.

1
2

1
2

20
46

18
41

4
9

3.4

5.

4
9

0
0

23
52

7
16

10
23

3.0

6.

3
7

3
7

17
40

8
18

12
28

3.0

7.

1
2

5
12

25
58

8
19

4
9

3.0

8.

1
2

2
5

20
47

15
34

5
12

3.3

9.

2
5

3
6

21
49

15
35

2
5

3.2

10.

1
2

3
7

20
47

15
35

4
9

3.3

11.

2
5

9
22

16
39

7
17

7
17

2.8

12.

0
0

3
7

26
62

4
10

9
21

3.0

13.

2
5

3
7

24
56

10
23

4
9

3.1

14.

1

1
2

12
28

3
7

3.2

2

26
61
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= Agree

11
27

10
24

4
10

13
32

2.5

16.

2
5

2
5

18
44

9
22

10
24

3.1

17.

2
5

8
19

16
37

7
16

10
23

2.8

18.

1
2

3
7

19
44

20
47

0
0

3.3

19.

1
2

4
9

19
43

12
28

8
18

3.2

CN

3
7

5
12

19
45

8
19

7
17

2.9

4
10

0
0

20
47

14
33

4
10

3.2

1
2

1
2

13
32

5
12

21
52

3.1

•

3
7

o

15.

21.

•

CM
CM
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APPENDIX L
LONGFELLOW SCHOOL: STUDENT OPINION SURVEY
(Sample = 116 students)

ODini
1 = Disagree Strongly
4 = Agree Strongly

.

1

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.

.

2 = Disagree

1
5
2
10
6
16
13
0
7
7
4
5
1
2
9
7
3
9
9
7
9
9
12
7

9
22
20
20
16
60
52
29
54
17
14
28
11
27
31
27
16
34
20
26
22
42
29
19

71
58
60
54
50
34
47
56
45
60
65
51
44
48
59
68
66
53
64
57
64
45
48
52

32
29
32
30
41
4
4
31
7
31
33
29
57
37
15
13
31
17
21
19
18
18
22
32

3.2
3.0
3.1
2.9
3.1
2.2
2.4
3.0
2.4
3.0
3.1
2.9
3.4
3.1
2.7
2.8
3.1
2.7
2.9
2.8
2.8
2.6
2.7
3.0

16
6
27

29
19
48

42
53
21

17
23
8

2.6
2.9
2.1

13
6
2
4
4
5
4
9
17
16
7
20
13

36
6
11
19
12
13
15
38
38
54
26
36
43

39
55
61
43
55
59
47
51
41
31
57
37
44

25
45
38
45
39
37
43
15
15
12
24
20
11

2.7
3.2
3.1
3.2
3.2
3.1
3.2
2.6
2.5
2 3
2.9
2.5
2.5

.
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= Agree

45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.

5

20

55

34

3.0

5
4
6
11
21
11
8
7
6
6
19
6
15

7
15
12
17
43
29
9
14
14
29
23
25
30

43
48
60
56
33
50
51
54
61
59
44
60
49

59
46
34
30
13
19
44
29
28
14
25
16
18

3.4
3.2
3.1
2.9
2.3
2.7
3.2
3.0
3.0
2.8
2.7
2.8
2.6

60.

When do you feel best in this school?
(27)

Doing well academically - feelings of
personal worth
(23%)
When I do well
When I get good grades
When I understand hard things
(33)
(28%)

Interactive Curriculum and Instruction
Classes where we discuss things
Classes where we do fun things (projects)
Classes where we aren't sitting down
School fair and field trips
Classes in which I can speak my mind

(29)
Positive peer interactions
(25%)
When I'm with my friends
When everyone is friendly with each other
When people from different ethnic
backgrounds get along
When I'm liked
Community feeling
(16)
(14%)
61.

Physical activity
Gym and recess

When do you feel worst in this school?
(31)
Poor peer interactions
(27%)
When kids bother me
When someone doesn't like me
When someone makes fun of me
When I'm separated from my friends
When I'm with people I don't know or like
When I'm left out
When I'm treated badly because of my
background
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Perceptions of uncaring or unfair behavior
from teachers
(17%)
Teachers yelling or lecturing at me
When I get blamed or treated unfairly
by the teacher
When teachers don't listen to you
When I'm embarassed in front of the class
(announcing bad grades)
When I have a problem and don't feel
comfortable telling my teacher

(20)

(27)
Feelings of failure
(23%)
When I don't do well or I get a bad grade
When I do something wrong
When I get in trouble
When I don't understand things
When I fall behind in my work
(16)
Unresponsive curriculum
(14%)
Boring classes
62.

What is one thing about this school you would change?
(24)
(21%)

Improve the social climate
Students should treat each other better
Change some student attitudes
Build a better relationship between
the ISP and 8th grade
Change student cliques
More mixing of 7th grade classes
More teacher supervision of recess

(23)
(20%)

Improve the academic program
More mini-courses
More fun and exciting curriculum
More foreign language classes
Interact with other schools more
Better books and materials
Get tutors for students who need them
Use the computers more

(14)

Improve school rules -

(12%)

respect
Lessen the number of suspensions

independence and

Change the rules
^
Let students have a say in what goes °
want
Let students go to their lockers when they
(14)
(12%)

More caring teacher attitudes
Don't yell so much
Don't treat kids of different abi 1 ities
differently

(11)

Less or more meaningful homework

(9%)
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APPENDIX M
LONGFELLOW SCHOOL: STUDENT SURVEYS BY CATEGORY
Total Black Hisp.

No .

White Asian

1

3.2

3.1

3.3

3.2

3.0

2

3.0

2.5

3.3

2.9

3.1

3

3.1

2.9

3.2

3.1

3.0

4

2.9

2.5

2.6

3.1

3.1

5

3.1

3.3

2.7

3.3

3.4

6

2.2

2.1

2.2

2.3

2.4

7

2.4

2.2

2.4

2.4

2.1

8

3.0

2.5

3.0

3.1

3.7

9

2.4

2.3

2.8

2.7

2.4

10

3.0

2.3

3.1

3.1

3.3

11

3.1

2.8

3.3

3.0

2.9

12

2.9

2.8

2.7

3.1

2.9

13

3.4

3.2

3.2

3.5

3.8

14

3.1

3.0

3.3

3.0

2.9

15

2.7

2.2

2.7

2.8

3.1

16

2.8

2.8

2.8

2.7

2.6

17

3.1

2.6

3.1

3.1

3.1

18

2.7

2.5

2.8

2.7

3.0

19

2.9

2.2

3.0

2.9

3.0

20

2.8

2.8

3.0

2.6

3.2

21

2.8

2.6

2.8

2.8

3.0

22

2.6

2.4

2.8

2.7

2.7

23

2.7

2.4

3.1

2.6

2.7

24

3.0

2.6

3.1

3.1

2.7

25
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Total Black Hisp.

No

White Asian

26
27

2.6

2.4

2.9

2.5

2.6

28

2.9

2.5

3.3

2.8

2.9

29

2.1

1.8

2.5

2.0

2.1

32

2.7

2.3

2.9

2.6

2.9

33

3.2

3.2

3.4

3.2

3.3

34

3.1

3.1

3.3

3.1

3.3

35

3.2

2.8

3.2

3.2

3.4

36

3.2

3.0

3.2

3.2

3.2

37

3.1

2.8

3.1

3.2

3.3

38

3.2

3.1

3.3

3.2

3.3

39

2.6

2.8

2.7

2.5

2.8

40

2.5

2.1

2.9

2.3

3.0

41

2.3

2.1

2.8

2.2

2.3

42

2.9

2.6

3.2

2.7

3.0

43

2.5

2.1

3.2

2.7

3.0

44

2.5

2.6

2.9

2.2

2.4

45

3.0

2.6

3.2

3.1

2.2

47

3.4

3.1

3.6

3.3

3.4

48

3.2

2.9

3.2

3.2

3.4

49

3.1

3.0

2.9

3.2

3.2

50

2.9

2.8

3.1

2.8

3.1

51

2.3

1.8

2.9

2.2

1.9

30
31

46
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Total Black Hisp.

No

White Asian

52

2.7

2.6

2.8

2.7

2.8

53

3.2

3.4

3.3

3.0

3.2

54

3.0

2.8

3.0

3.0

3.1

55

3.0

3.1

3.0

3.0

3.0

56

2.8

2.5

3.1

2.7

2.9

57

2.7

2.4

3.0

2.6

2.1

58

2.8

2.5

2.7

2.7

3.3

59

2.6

2.4

3.0

2.6

2.3
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APPENDIX N
LONGFELLOW SCHOOL: TEACHER OPINION SURVEY
(Sample = 7 teachers)

Opinion Survey
1 = Disagree Strongly
4 = Agree Strongly

302
0
3
4
1
1
3
0
1
4
2
2
2
1
3
3
1
3
0
4
2
0
0
3
4
034
2
1
3
034
214
2
3
1
2
4
0
0
3
4
124
016
0
2
5

2.5
3.6
2.7
3.8
3.0
3.3
2.2
2.3
3.6
3.6
3.2
3.6
3.3
2.6
2.4
3.6
3.4
3.9
3.7

1
0

150

2.6

1

1

3.0

0
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
2
2
2
4
0
0
4
3
0
4
3
2
1
0
1
3
1
141

3.2
2.4
3.4
3.4
2.0
3.0
3.0

231
1
2
2

2.6
2.8

0
3
4
034
034
034
0
7
0
0
6
1
034
0
5
2
0
2
5
016
0
1
6
0
1
6

3.6
3.6
3.6
3.6
3.0
3.1
3.6
3.3
3.7
3.9
3.9
3.9

1.
2
3.
4.
5.
6
7.
8
9
10.
11.

1
0
2
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0

12.

0

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

0
1
1
0
0
0
0

20.
21.
22

23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.

.

.
.
.

.

2 = Disagree

5
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3 = Agree

44.
0
45.
1
46.
0
47.
0
48.
0
49.
1
50.
1
51.
0
52.
1
53.
3
54.
1
55.
1
56.
2
57.
0
58.
1
59.
1
60.
0
61. 0
62. 0
63.
0
64.
0
65.
0
66.
2
67.
0
68.
0
69.
0
70.
0
71.
0
72.
73.
1
74.
0
75.
0
76.
0
77.
0
78.
1
79.
0
80.
0
81. 0
82. 0
83.
0
84.
0
85.
0
86.
0
87.
0
88.
0
89.
0
90.
0
91.
0
92.
1
93.
0
94.
0
95.
0
96.
0
97.
0
98.
0

1
1

2
0

2
1
1
2
1
0
1

2
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
1

2
4
1
0
1
0
0
0

2
1
0
0
1
0
2
0

1
0

1
1
0
0
1
1
5
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
0

2

3
1
1
5
4
5
4
4
5
3
3
3
5
4
3
2
2
3
2
2
3
0
3
3
3
4
3
4
1
4
3
2
4
3
2
3
3
1
3
2
3
3
2
5
0
2
7
3
4
2
2
2
4
3

3
4
1
2
1
0
0
1
0
0
2
0
0
1
3
2
4
4
4
2
2
2
1
4
3
3
4
3
3
2
4
5
2
3
3
4
3
4
2
4
4
4
4
1
1
3
0
1
3
3
5
5
3
1

3.3
2.6
2.8
3.3
2.9
2.6
2.5
2.9
2.6
2.0
2.9
2.7
2.4
3.0
3.1
2.8
3.3
3.6
3.4
3.2
3.0
2.7
2.4
3.6
3.3
3.4
3.6
3.4
2.9
3.1
3.6
3.7
3.1
3.1
3.1
3.6
3.3
3.8
3.2
3.4
3.6
3.6
3.4
3.0
2.3
3.3
3.0
2.7
3.4
3.3
3.7
3.7
3.4
2.8
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0
0
0
0
1
2
2
1
0
0
1
0
0

0
4
3
1
3
1
042
142
311
221
2
2
1
032
0
4
3
1
3
2
211
122
1
2
3

3.4
3.0
3.3
3.1
2.3
2.3
2.3
3.0
3.4
3.1
2.4
3.2
3.3
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APPENDIX 0
STUDENT INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

1) What do you think makes a good school?
that here at this school?

Do you get

2) Do you think the rules of this school are fair?
Did
you have a say in their development?
Which ones would
you change and how would you change them?
3) Have your grades improved or gotten worse since last
year?
Why do you think this is so?
If you need help
with your work, can you get it?
From whom?
4)

What do you like best about your classes?

5)

What do you like least about your classes?

6)

Has your attendance increased, decreased, or stayed

about the same from last year?
Why do you think this is
so?
If you have been having attendance problems, does
the school help you improve your attendance?
7)
Have you been suspended in the last year?
If so, for
what reason?
Do you think the school treated you fairly?
What could the school have done to better address your
problem?
8)
the
so,
can

If you have a personal problem, is there an adult in
school with whom you feel comfortable talking to?
If
whom?
Do you think all students have an adult they
talk to?

9)
How is the principal involved with the seventh and
eighth grade?
10) Does the school involve your parents in what’s going
on in school?
Do you think they should?
11) What do you like best about this school?
12) What do you like least about this school?
in
13) If you had the power to change anything you wanted
this school, what would it be and how would you change
it?
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APPENDIX P
TEACHER AND ADMINISTRATOR INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

1) How was this

initiative introduced to the school?

2)
What do you think are the main goals and components
of this project?
At what stage of adoption are these
various components?
3)

In what ways has this project affected students?

4)
In what ways has this project affected you (e.g.,
differing roles, changing instructional approach,
interdisciplinary curriculum)?
5)
What impact do you think this project has had upon
the seventh and eighth grade program?
The entire school?
6)
What facilitated the adoption of the goals and
components of this project?
7)
What obstacles have made it difficult to implement
the goals and components of this project?
8)
To what extent are bilingual and special education
students integrated- into the school?
9)

How important

is the role of the principal

change1and improvement within a school?
the principal played in this project?

in

What role has

10) How important is the role of central office
administration in effecting change and,i?^°tration
a school?
What role has the central administrati
played for this school?
11) What role does staff development play in implementing
nel initiatives?6 Have you had adequate staff development
opportunities for this project?
12) What changes iiv»the goals or components of *-he
project would you make to enhance the impact upon th
school?
13) How would you change the implementation process of
this project to enhance its effectiveness?
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